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Abstract

In Winnipeg, car culture is the norm, yet many people choose not to drive. This study
explores the idea of car-fi'ee culture and its potential to both inform and be supported by
city plamring policy thlough three phases of research. First is an analysis of the
prevailing discourse of transportation in Winnipeg as heard on a public radio pr'ogram.

Second are in-depth interviews with people who choose not to ddve, presenting a car-fi'ee
perspective, from which is created a profile of car-free culture. Third, a questionnaire for
local policy-makers offers professional responses to the findings and helps to identify
recommendations.

The findings confirm that the prevailing discourse in Winnipeg expresses the viewpoint
and characteristics of car culture as described in the literature. The profile of car-free
culture created frorn the interviews plesents a different reality. Car-free culture occllrs
entirely in the public realm, at a local level, and offers an immediate experience of the

surrounding environment. While being car-free can be liberating and the journey
enjoyable unto itself, personal safety, palticularly considering the power imbalance when
sharing the road with cars, is a concern. Car-free cultul'e is rational yet requires
flexibility, often achieved by using rnultiple modes. Though there are grades of
cleliberation in choosing to be car-fi'ee, the choice expresses one's self-identity.

The findings also indicate there is value in further developing car-free culture, currently
in its early stages in Winnipeg, and in using the concept to inform policy which in turn
will better support living car'-free. Recommendations are made to encoulage, facilitate
and promote car-free culture in the areas of infrastructule, regulation, policy, funding and

marketing, to shift what is considered normal discourse away from the car and towards
other modes. The study is intendecl to normalise car-free culture so it is more widely
accepted and plactised in the mainstream, ultimately contdbuting to the long-term
sustainabi lity of transportation.

Keyu,ords: active transportalion; cctr-rt'ee; cuhure; discottrse; prontole; reality,'
suslainable lronsportalion; ÍransiÍ ; Winnipeg
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Chapter I trntroduction

l.l Presmble

One of the first things I noticed when I moved to Winnipeg in 2005 was how out-

of-place I felt when on a bicycle. Sharing the road with cars, I had the impression I was

in the way of drivers. Glares, sounded horns, a few close calls - it was as though

motorists did not know what to do when they saw me. I often found myself opting for

the sidewalk in celtain situations, as I'd noticed many others doing, for fear of my life.

Similarly, the sound of rny bell upon approaching pedestrialls on a path only seemed to

cause confusion - raised arms, turned lieads and hesitation as to where to move to get out

of tlre way. The Cyclist's Map of lI/innipeg showed a substantial network of routes

suitable for a bicycle, but once I was on the ground, with the exception of a handful of

streets or the occasional recreational path, there was nowhere that felt truly welcoming to

me as a cyclist.

Walking, I noticed, also felt like a clash of cultures. Cars very often blocked

crosswalks, pedestrians hurried across the road fol'fear of wasting motolists'time, and

pedestrian crossing signals wele scarce. Unless I walked right in front of them with my

hand out, tnoving cars simply did not stop for me at unmarked corners - and ofte¡ not at

marked ones, either.

What was it about Winnipeg that made cycling and walking feel like a battle?

Other cities also had fewer bike paths than roads and none accommodated car-free modes

to tlie same degree as cals. Why then did Winnipeg feel different?



I came to realise it was nore than an infrastructure issue; it was a question of

culture. This recognition fonned the basis of my thesis.

1.2 Outline

There is a real car culture to Winnipeg. Dliving is so much the norm hele that

other travel modes seem to most to be siniply odd. Even the bus is considered by many

to be a place for "other" people - students, the elderly, the marginalised. The culture is a

self-perpetuating cycle: if everyone normally gets around in a car, then plans, resources,

infrastructure and regulation are sure to follow, in which case people will continue to

drive, and so on, as otheroptions fall off thetable. Of coltrse, noteveryone drives;not

even everyone who could drive, drives. Although car culture is very prevalent and

powerful, thele may be room in'Winnipeg for'"car-fi'ee culture".

This study exarniues the experiences of those who choose to use other

transportation modes, beginning witli a description of the local transportation

envil'onment and a review of the literature about culture as related to transport. A popular

local radio pl'ogram was reviewed to present the plevailing, driver-based tlavel discourse;

then, in-depth interviews were conducted with individuals who choose to live car-fi'ee.

These two discourses were analysed, interpreted and compared, drawing out the

perspectives of non-drivers to construct a profile of car-fi'ee culture in Winr-ripeg. The

plofile is used as a basis of discussion with policy-makel's about the potential role of the

concept of car-free culture to both iriform and be supported by city planning policy,

helping to break the cycle of car dependence described above and instead creating a more

cliverse transportation system, wheLe cycling, walking and taking the bus are simply

normal.



1.3 Purpose

The purpose of this thesis is to fill a gap in transportation planning research: car

culture has been studied widely in a variety of disciplines, as have methods to encourage

use of other, more sustainable modes; but the idea of car-free culture remains relatively

under-examined. The goal of researching this topic is to understand more deeply the

perspectives and experiences of those living car-free, and to present this information in a

way that will usefully contribute to comprehensive and inclusive city planning. Tliis

inquiry will address the following research questions:

c 'What 
are the perspectives and values embedded in the prevailing transportatio¡

discourse in Winnipeg?

o Vy'hat are the perspectives and values ernbedded in the discourse of Winnipeggers

living car-fi'ee?

t Based on the perspectives and values revealed in car-free discourse, can there be a

profile created of car-free culture in Winnipeg and if so, how can this profile be

described?

o 'What policy directions do the fìndings suggest would better support car-fiee

culture?

1.4 Context of tlxe Study

Seven aspects of Winnipeg are plesented to describe the context of the study:

backglound information about the city; infrastructnre provision; regulation ancl zoni'g as

they relate to transportation; the position of planning policy i¡ transportatio'; funding for



transpottation; marketing of sustainable rnodes; and, recent developments i¡ local

sustainable transportation. A concluding section summarises the context.

7.4.1 Background: Winnipeg

The resealch field is Wimipeg, a city with a population of 633,451 spanni¡g

approximaTely 465 km2, and a density of l,365.2persons per square kilometre

(Government of Canada,2006a). This density is about mid-range compared to other

major cities in Canada.r The population is growing slowly: between 2001 and2006 the

increase was2.2 per cent (Government of Canada,20O6a). Little of the growth over the

past fifteen years has occuned in the innel city (City of Wimiipeg, 2009; Government of

Canada,2006a).

The climate in Wimripeg is extreme: sllmmers are hot and at times very humid,

and wiuters are very cold with a lot of snow. Average annual temperatnres range fi-om

26"Cinthe summerto -23'C in the wintel'(Government of Canada,2006b). Since the

city is located at the fork of two livers on flat land witli heavy clay soils, flooding is

common in the spring. Due to tliese factors, infrastructure is not always in top condition:

multi-ttse paths cau be flooded or srlow-covered and many roads, lanes and sidewalks

require annual repair.

The dominant mode of transportation in Winnipeg is tlie private automobile, with

transit, walking and cycling lagging behind (City of Winnipeg, 2005a,p. 75). Based or-r

calculations using Statistics Canada numbers, approximalely 77o/o commute by personal

motor vehicle for work trips (Govemrnent of Canada, 2006a). Infi'astructnre and

regulation, each flowing fi'om policy, botli direct and respond to the conditions reflected

' Data taken for'"Winnipeg City" flom the 2006 Census. As a cornparison to other cities, Edmonton is
1067 pelsons/krn2, Regina is 1508 pelsons/ km2 and roronto is 39:/2 persons/ krl2.



in the statistics, which in Winnipeg creates an ideal environment for car culture.

I{owever, a scan of transporlation statistics for modes to work shows that, of the prairie

cities, only Calgary has a greater proportion than Winnipeg of people travelling to work

by nrodes other than a personal motor vehicle, at24 per cent and 22 per cent respectively

(Government of Canad a, 2006a).

1.4.2 Infrastructure

Transpoftation infrastructure in Winnipeg is built to primarily serve the

automobile, with other modes fitted in afterwards. Public transportation vehicles use the

same load infrastructttre as cars because Winnipeg Transit operates only buses. The

inner city street layottt fonns a grid pattern with very few interruptions fì.om freeways,

offering relatively good connectivity and easy transit access. However, there are very

few dedicated bus-only streets or liigh-occupancy vehicle (HOV) lanes. There is no light

rail service and no infrastructure to provide it.

Bicycles r-nostly share the road with motor vehicles as there are few separate

bicycle lanes in the city, and most trails are disjointed and follow the windi¡g rivers,

serving tllore as recreational paths than as commuter rolltes. Car parkirrg space is widely

available tluoughout the city, even ir.l the core. Accolding to the Downtown Business

ItnprovemenlZone, there are 32,000 parking spots available in the central busi¡ess

district - used as a selling point for downtown in a brochure. Bicycle parki¡g is much

less common.

Back lanes are widesplead tlrroughout the inner city and are used by all modes.

V/hile lanes inforrnally contribute to tlie active transpoltation ¡etwork, they are intendecl

as utility routes, so active modes are not invited by, for instance, r'estr-icting cars or-



posting low speed limits. Further, their use is limitecl to older neighbourhoods as back

lanes are much less common in newer areas.

Sidewalks are present in most inner city neighbourhoods, but are not present in

some subttrban areas, such as Charleswood, or in parts of new ¡eighbourhoods, such as

Royalwood. Most residential roads are not designed to remind the driver that the street is

to be shared with pedestrian traffic, playing children or cyclists by way of signage or

traffic-calming measures. Walkable areas chalacterised by high density, a mixture of

land uses, and buildings built to the sidewalk are almost non-existent in new

developrnents and one of the most popular pedestrian destinations, Osborne Street, is

slated for widening so as to better facilitate the flow of motorised traffic. Transportation

infi'astructure in the city indicates that movement of motor vehicles is the top priority.

1.4.3 Regulation and Zoning

Regulation influences travel behaviour which, in Winnipeg, also favours cars.

There are specific policies to accommodate the needs of cars, such as clearing the streets

of snow and debris (City of Winnipeg, lgg3), yet such policies do not exist for cycling.

There are no requiremeuts fol bicycle lanes on roads and no standards for snow-

ploughing which specifically accommodate bicycles in the winter.2 Rules are i¡ place for.

snow-clearing on sidewalks (City of Winnipeg, 1993), yet low-priority sidewalks are

never cleared, making winter walking ver-y difficult in these aïeas.

Segments of some lesidential stleets, such as Wolseley Avenue and Welli¡gto¡

Crescent, are closed to automobile tlrough-traffic on Sundays and transformed to active

transportatiotl streets for leisure purposes. These roads are equipped witli signs to remind

' Docurnents exanrined were the City of Winn ipeg's Tra.ffic B¡t-!,e1at (1g77)and policy on Snow Clearing
and lce control (1993), showing no snow-clearing requirements for bicycle tr.affic.



cyclists that cars have a light to use the street (see Section 3.3.2 and Appendix A for an

analysis of this particular sign). However, no signs exist on any street to rernind

motorists of cyclists'rights. The HÌ.gtm,cty Traffic Act (Province of Manitoba, 1985) does

not allow bicycles on sidewalks, yet some fast or heavily-congested roads offer no safe

altet'native due to the lack of bicycle-friendly infrastructure, forcing cyclists to choose

between unlawfulness and peril.3

In some areas, skateboards are not allowed on the sidewalk, and they are never

allowed on streets anywhere (City of Winnipeg, 1977) because they interfere with other

traff,ic, yet a lalge SUV, itself arguably an interference to cyclists and pedestrians because

of its size, uoise and emissions, is permitted on any road. Regulation that is not

consistent with the needs of other travel modes betrays a lack of understanding of these

needs and is ineffective at supporting car-free culture.

Zoning regulation in Wimripeg sustains single land uses primarily and there are

no minimum density requirements. There is also no growth boundary around the city.

Over the past fifteen years, the density of the city has shifted fiom a peak of population

conceutration in the centre to a flatter patteln, as people have moved fi.oln the downtown

to tlre outskirts (city of winnipeg, 2009; Government of canada ,2006).

1.4.4 Planning Policy

The physical and regulatory features ofthe local transportation system described

above stenr ttltimately from policy. While tlie municipal developm ent plan, plcm

Winnipeg 2020 ltision (City of Winnipeg, 2001), does propose a multi-rnodal system, the

-' The underpass at Jubilee Ave and Penlbina Hwy, the Osborne St Bridge, and Confusion Corner are
exarnpìes of very car-dominant environnlents with high speeds, narrow shoulders, heavy tr.affic volumes
and no cycling provisions. St¡ch an environnrent is not conducive to safe cycling.



intentioll has become diiuted on the ground. Fol'instance, the plan is cornmitted to transil

inrprovements (City of Winnipeg,2001, p.35): this is visible in the central business

district and surrotttrding neighbourhoods, areas well-served by public tr-ansit. However,

as population density thins beyond the core, so too does transit service.

The development plan also calls for a network of integrated transportation,

highlighting pedestrian safety and comfort, and accommodating cyclists on roads and

multi-use paths (City of Winnipeg,2001, p. 35). However, infrastructnre and regulation,

which sliould follow the plan, are unsupportive of tliese ideas.

Finally, according to the development plan, the area of top priority is the

dowtrtowt't, yet tliere is relatively little redevelopment thele; the o¡ter edge of the city is

where most development is occurring, characterised by low population densities and

large tlacts of land zoned solely residential or commercial and connected by wide, fast

roads. This type of developrnent gives little consideration to the needs of cyclists, transit

ridels or pedestrians.

Waverley West serves as an example of the inconsistency betwee¡ policy

planning and action. Altliougli located 1 3 km fi'om downtowll, tliis l,300 hectare

subclivision presented an opportunity to put multi-modal policies into practice fi-om the

start. However, the Waverley WesÍ Area S:ructm"e Plan (City of Winnipeg, 2005b), the

guiding document for the area, does not treat sustainable modes equitably with cars:

while tliere will be some multi-pr-rrpose paths in the greenspaces, neither bicycle lanes nor

sidewalks are required. The distance from the city centre and the conventional land use

patterns will nake transit less practicable than if develop¡rent were closer to or within the

core, ol'if the design were mixed-use and at higher density. This kind of development



nlay be profitable and in-demand, but the community planning and design behind it is

short-sighted and does not accommodate the needs of those who either cannot or do not

want to drive.

f .4.5 Funding

Funcling cornplies with policy, and so is a key detenninant of the kind of

transportation system in a city. Plans to provide bus lapid transit along Pembina

Higlrway, a major corridor, were shelved in2004 and the funds moved elsewhere (CBC,

2006). Then, in September'2008, a plan to levive rapid transit was announced, with

$305.6M over six yeals for Winnipeg Transit in the 2009 capital budget, and supported

by all levels of government. I-lowever, propedy taxes have not been raised in over a

decade, yet bus fares have increased eleven times in as many years,u placing the financial

burden on transit users and doing little to expand ridership.5 This funding scheme shows

that civic conmitment to transit is hesitant.

Newly addecl in 2008 was a line in the City of Winnipeg budget for active

tlansportation, the direct result of lobbyirig from advocacy groups, with $2.5M allotted to

support active transportation for 2009. While an irnprovelrerlt, corrrpare this fìgure with

the allowance for streets, which is $96.69M, and it is clear where the priorities lie. I' her

book on car dependence, Lynn Slornan (2006, p. 10S) measures a City's commitment to

suppolting sustainable transportation by the amount spent per capita on these modes:

aFull cashfaleincreasedfi'onr$l.45inl997to$2.30in2009. All otherfàres,regularandreduced,were
raised to a similal'degree. Data courtesy a key infornrant fronr Winnipeg Transit who participated in the
Questionnaire.
5 Following a period of decline, h'ansit ridership stabilised from 1995 onward. In 2000, the Ecopass
progran'ì was introduced, a parlnel'ship between Winnipeg Transit and ernployers offering employees transit
passes at reduced rates. Ridership increased 45%o over the two-year pilot prograur showing tliat fares do
have an impact on ridership (see Transpor-t Canada:
http://wr.vrv. tc. gc.calprosraln s/env iron nl ent/utsÞ/eco Þass. ht¡l ).



'Winnipeg will spend $3.95 per person on active transportation in 2008. Compared to

other places, particularly in Europe, this is very low.6

1.4.6 Marketing

Very little marketing of sustainable transportation is done in Winnipeg. Winnipeg

Transit's marketing budget has been in decline since the mid-1980s.7 Otlier marketing of

sustainable modes is generally done by local non-governmental organisations. The city's

first and only community-based travel marketing project (see Section2.T),which was

funded by the federal and provincial governments as part of the WinSmart showcase (see

Section 1.4.7), was administeled by Resource Conservation Manitoba, a local ¡on-

governmental organisation.s Marketing of any sustainable transpoltation is relatively

unexplored at the municipal level in Winnipeg.

1.4.7 RecentDevelopments

Since 2006, local awareness of the importance of sustainable transportation has

increased due to fluctuating gas prices, a greater understandirig of clirnate change and

other environmental issues, and strong local activism, all of which rnay be leacling

Winnipeg towards better facilitation of sustainable travel modes. The Zoning By-Lov,

was reviewed in early 2008 and itrcorporates some policies that ensure other travel modes

are considered in planning and development, such as minimurn parking standards for

bicycles in new cleveloptnents. The convelsion of some unused rail lines to trails, such as

the Marconi Line, stretching 6.7 km fiorn the city centre to the north-eastern edge, will

provide more active transportation infi-astructure.

u FI'iebLrrg. Cet'many spends $7.50-$13.00 perperson on active transportation (Slouran,2006, p. 108).
' Illfornlation courtesy a key inforrrrant frorn Winnipeg Transit who participated in the euestionnair.e.
" This proglar'ì'ì was very successful in achieving tr-avel behaviour change in a targeted aiea of the city
Final report to be released in 2009.
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An Active Transportation Coordinator position was created at the City of

Wiruripeg in2007 to consult with the Active Transportation Advisory Committee of

public servants working with representatives fì'om local grassroots organisations

advocating for provisions for cycling, walking and other active modes. This group

developed the Active TransporÍalion Action Plan, proposing cycling routes throughout

the city (City of Winnipeg, 2008a). The City's development plan, Plan Winnipeg 2020

Vision, is under review and an extensive public engagement strategy is in progress under

the bamer'-SpeakUpWinnipeg".e

There has also been some support at the provincial and federal levels for

sustainable modes. The WinSmart Showcase, a tri-level goverrunent program aimed at

reducing greenhouse gas emissions from the transportation sector, had eight small

projects to improve cycling, walking and transit including downtown signage, a park and

ride station, improved transit technology, a section of a cycling path, and a comnrunity-

based travel marketing project (see Section 1.4.6). These plojects wrapped up in early

2009.

As previously rnentioned, bus rapid transit development is being revived (see

Section 1.4.5), witli support fi'orn all levels of government. The current funding scheme

will construct a route frorn downtown to Jubilee Avenue parallel to Pernbina Highway.

Ultirnately, it is hoped that a second phase will extend the line as far as the University of

Manitoba. These initiatives are positive lesponses to a growing interest in sustainable

tlansportation.

e 
See www.speal<uprvinnipeg.conr for a sense of the City's current approach to citizen engagenlent dLrring

the developrnent plan leview process, which will be corrplete in the spling of 2010.
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1.5 Conclusion

While Plan [4/innipeg does state a commitment to a multi-modal transportation

system, in actuality the infrastructure, r'egulations , zoning, funding and marketing do not

necessarily support this vision sufficiently fol it to be realised. The inconsistency

between policy and plactice results in developrnent patterns that are unsupportive of a

variety of modes. A pattern of compact, mixed land use wonld be conducive to walking,

cycling and transit use, and the development plan promotes this; subsequent zoning and

funding less so. Recent and current development are still characterised by spar.sely

populated, coarse-grained, single-use tracts of land connected by major roads with little

consideration for the needs of cyclists, transit riders or pedestrians. In this kind of

developrnent, the auto is well-accommodated and so considered by rnost to be more

plactical than any other rnode. Most funding therefore is directed towarcls mobility by

car, further strengthening a car-centrecl travel culture.

Steps are being taken locally to improve regulation and infrastlucture so that tliey

can better facilitate all modes, but they remain fi'agmented pieces ratlier than a planned,

integrated vision of rnulti-modal transportation. There remains a long way to go before

sustainable modes are balanced with the auto. Meanwhile, the car continues to dominate

tlie city: in addition to car-centred infi'astructure, funding and regulatiori, Winnipeg is

host to the Sunday night cruise along Portage Avenne and various car rallies; the

dowutown feels like a sea of surface parking lots from a pedestrian point of view; ancl,

the \4/innipeg Free Press has two sections devoted entirely to autos on Fridays.

Sidewalks are scarce in new developments and roads continue to be widened in spite of a

growing infrastructttre deficit. Local meclia and politicians focus strongly on pot holes,
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car theft and the price of parking, and citizens continue to clrive alone. It seems that to be

a Wimripegger is to drive a car.

Despite that, there are Winnipeggers who choose to walk, cycle, take the bus or

otherwise travel around the city car-fi'ee. This study explores theil views, in an atterlpt

to delve more deeply into the question of car dependence than a simple lack of

infi'astructure. This infolmation will be used to identify leverage points to challenge

traditional transporlation assumptions in Winnipeg and sliift local discourse away from

the car to a more balanced understanding of what transpoftation neans.

Following this introductory chaptel is the literature review establishing the

theoretical framework behind the study and exploring culture and transpofiation -

primarily car culture. Chapter Three presents the methods of research and analysis

applied in the three phases of the study. Chapter Four contains the analyses of tl-re thl'ee

research phases, with discussions of each. Chapter Five identifìes recommendations for

policy and concludes with an exploration of areas for fulther research.
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2.1

Chapter 2 R.eview of I-,iterature on Transportation and

Culture

Introduction

The most colnmon way to travel in any part of the developed world is by car.

Subsequently, most of the literature available about the link between transportation and

culture relates to the car. The car offers a convenient, flexible, fast and often enjoyable

means of getting around, but to think of the car as merely a tool used to transport oneself

is to grossly underestimate the depth to whicli cars al'e integrated into personal and

collective life (Maxwell,2001 ,p.203; Sheller', 2004,p.230). From cultivatilg a

personal image to caring for loved ones, from expressing societal values to fulfilling

political agendas and fuelling the economy, the car is embedded in all levels of society,

and around it has developed a certain car culture.

There al'e many drawbacks to a car-centred society, inclr-rding social inequality

(Gniver, 2002), negative impacts on public health (Featherstone,2004),accessibility

lirnitations (Litman, 2009c), deteliorating urban centres (Litrnan, 2009a), high

infi'astructure costs (Litman 2009c), envilonmental degradation (Litrnan, 2009c) a¡d

unstable international relations (Gilroy, 2001). The first two of these poir.rts are explored

in some detail in Section 2.5.1. Wliile these drawbacks cannot be ignor.ed, so far they

have not beeu enough to inspire a mainstream modal shift in rnost developed natio¡s.

Dant (2004), in studying tl-re drivel''s experience, describes the level of integration of cars

into society this way: "[t]he use of cars is not then simply functional, a rnatter of

convenience, nor is it reducible to individual, conscious decision... frather it is] a feature
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of the flow of daily social life that cannot siniply be removed or phased out" (pp. 74-75).

Sheller (2004) declares that it is vital to understand this before we can begin to tliink

about shifting away from car dependence.

When considering the concept of transporlation culture, car culture immediately

springs to mind. That "transporlation cultuLe" even sounds awkward is illustrative of

how alien the concept is to other modes, or to transpofiation in general. Countries that

are vel'y supportive of cycling, such as Denmark, will have a bicycle culture, but

otherwise, culture seems to be the exclusive abode of cars. Particulally in North

America, car culture is the way it is, it is "reality".

Section 2.2 scrutinises the concept of reality - arguing instead for a collaborative

planning framework basecl on mr"rltiple realities - then describes the relevance of this

framework to transporlation culture. Literature on transportation culture is tllen

reviewed, of which the focus is car culture as that is what has been studied the rnost. Car

culture is presented in tluee realms - the personal, social and ideological. Tliis

exploration of car culture in a study about car-free cultul'e is intended to build a broader

background of transportation and culture before exploring the local context. This will

also construct the basis for research on culture that may exist locally around living

witliout a cal. The chapter concludes with the planning irnplications of the supposed

leality of car culture, current ilìeans of facilitating modal diversity and a discussion of the

literature review in the context of the plesent inquiry.
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2.2. Reolity sncl Culture

The theoretical framework of this research is informed by post-modern

sensibilities of multiple realities which are socially learned rather than a single, inevitable

truth. Two major influences are the works of Leonie Sandercock, who specialises in

participatory plamring in multicultural cities, and Patsy Healey, who focuses on linking

collaborative planning theory to practice. Sandercock (1998) acknowledges that cities

have "multiple publics" (p. 30) whose worldviews and ways of expressing knowledge

differ from one another. There is no one way of knowing or doing; no single truth or

leality. As linguist Norman Fairclough (2001) argues, social practice determines and

shapes reality, resulting in a world which is predominantly a human creation. "'Reality'

is whatever we decide it to be; it is a human phenornenon, and therefore nothing is sirnply

'tlre way it is"' (Fairclough ,2001, p. 31).

Central to this research is the notion of culture. Sandercock (1998) defines

culture as "the creation and expression and sharing of stories that bond us with common

language, imagery, metaphors, all of wliich create shared meaning" (p. 188). Culture is

socially created and socially lelevant. Fol Flealey (1997), cultnre slrggests:

tlte systerns of meaning and franres of reference through which people in social
situations shape their institutional practices. This conception of culture takes us
beyond notions of values as 'individual sulrjective preferences'. Instead, values
are seen to derive from nrodels ofthought.(p. 37)

Cultule defines wliat is normal behaviour, and even opinion, in a given context.l0

l0 Healey (1991) recognises "cultural comnlunities" (p 37) in contrast with place-based culture. Forthe
purposes of this study, cultttre refel's to these cultural comnrunities, specifically based on the way people
tlavel locally, and not to place-based ct¡ltur.e.
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2.2.1 Collaborative Planning Framework

l-lealey's (1997) collabolative approach to planning, based on communicative

theory, draws on ideas fi'om a range of plamring theorists. This approach offers a useful

theoretical framework for the research. Pl'esented below are the integral points of tlie

collaborative approach.

First, knowledge is entirely socially constructed; it is not gained and understood

by individuals in isolation. This is true also of interests and opinions; individuaìs learn

about their preferences not independently but in social contexts, so even very subjective

coucepts are social constructions. We are raised in an environment where things are done

in a certain way. This shared way of living contains cultural values which we very rarely

assess or question because everyorle is doing them so they appear normal (Edensor, 2004,

p. 102). Therefot'e, it can be hard to distinguish one's own habits, thoughts and feelings

fi'om the cultural nolln.

Second, there are many shapes which knowledge can take. Healey cites rational

systematic analysis and stolytelling as examples. Further, knowledge is communicated in

a wide variety of ways, through such media as music and images, and not just words.

These expressions of knowledge will vary depending on context and culture (Healey,

1997, p.29).

Third, there is a diversity of interests in society, many of which are oppressed by

assutlptions that exist in power relations; those in power will subvelt the interests of the

less powerful not only overtly but more irnportantly in understated ways. Power itself

will not always be visible; rathel it may be ingrained in culture and modes of thought

(Flealey, 1997 , p. 1 12). A situation that serves those in power will be passed off as just
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being reality, inevitable, and therefore not even up for discussion, when in fact it rnay be

quite charrgeable. In the bool< Rcttionality and Pov¡er, Bent Flyvbjerg (i998) states that

power often escapes the need for rational argument; power substitutes rationality with

rationalisation, and will even go so far as to define reality outright (Flyvbjerg, 1998, pp.

37 ,229). It is importaut to be aware of the insidious ways in which power works when

considering othel ways of knowing and being.

Foutth, policy-rnakers who manage shared spaces - planners, for example - must

draw from the varieties of knowledge, not sirnply knowledge of the powelful.

Sandercock's arguments support this position (1998, p. 30), urging plarurers to use

creativity to access the many different forms of knowledge and their expressions in any

given community.

Fifth, culture is built through colìaborative corlserlsus: communicating the ideas

presented by different forms of knowledge will make new kinds of social activity

possible. New cultures then emerge. This approach helps to uncover altelnatives to the

rrorm (Flealey,7997, p. 30).

Finally, tlte everyday practice of planning is closely embedded in its social

context. Therefole, the very approach used in planning plactice will have an effect on

whethel or not social change is effected.

Language, socialisation and process play important roles in collaborative planning

theory. To summarise the above points:

1. knowledge is social;

2. knowledge has many forms;

3. power uses assumptions to oppress less powelful forms of knowledge;
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4. plamers nlust see through these acts of power to all forms of knowledge;

5. culture is built through collaborative consensus; and,

6. planners can instigate change through their approach.

2.2.2 Relevance of Reality to Transportation Culture

If cultural realities are createcl by socialisation and not inevitable, then there is a

difference between what is not possible and what is just culturally not practiced. If a

community accepts tliis position, it is open to other possibilities. In looking for examples

of other ways of living, both locally and elsewhere, a community can try a new activity,

see it is possible and in the process, construct a new leality.

Take clriving as an example: Edensor (2004), in his study of car culture, finds that

the "car has become part of our 'second natltre"' (p. 103). Most people drive without

thinking about it - driving simply is. However, if knowledge is socially leamed, and

power maintains the status quo by taking for granted the inevitability of that status quo,

therefore discouraging questioning and tlie development of alternatives, then perhaps the

car as oul seconcl natLlre is not as simple as "the way it is" but is something we have

created. Further, if culture is built thlough communication and consensus, then

altelnatives using different models of thought and ways of knowing can be built where

travel is not centred on the car. Living car-free is real for some; it is just not the norm

therefore not appleciated or understood by many. The concept of multiple realities built

collabolatively forrns the framework of this present study.

Turning to the cttrrent reality of tlansportation culture, the literature review

exploles tlrree lealms in which car culture functions: the personal, social and ideological,
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followed by the planning implications of car culture as reality and concluding with ûleans

to facilitate rnodal diversity.

2.3 Personal Realm

When choosing a car, drivers look for something which suits not only their needs,

but their level of interest in driving and even their images of themselves. This is much

more than a motretary investment. This section explores the personal perspective of the

motorist at various levels: the experience of driving itself and the relationship the

motorist clevelops with the car'; self identity as expressed through car ownership; and,

perceptions of time and space as a result of driving. These personal experiences serve to

inform discourse with other motorists.

2.3.1 The Experience of Driving

Driving a car is a multi-faceted experience, stretching from the mundane to the

pt'ofound, resulting in everything from enjoyrnent, to rage, to providing an opportunity

for the drivel to bond with others who have hacl similar experiences. This cornrrron

ground builds culture.

The act of dliving is something tliat many people enjoy, and being in control is

part of tliat enjoyment (Featherstone,2004, p. 9): control of temperature, route,

passengers, volurne of the stereo and especially, speed. Speecling can be fun

(Featlrerstone,2004, p. 15), even sensuous (Urry, 2000, p. 60) and as such, the car can be

used in dangerous and even life-threatening ways by those car-rght up in the thlill of

nroving fast (Can'abine & Longhurst, 2002, p. 183).
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ln spite of top speeds, both Maxwell (2001) and Carrabine and Longhr,rrst (2002)

fourd in their studies that people feel safe in a car, palticularly at night. With a kind of

shield surounding them, they are protected fi'orn the elements of the city which are

beyond their control (Carrabine & Longhulst, 2002, p. 190).

Another palt of driving which people especially like is the opportunity to listen to

lotrd music (Miller, 2001; Bull, 2001). Bull (2001) conducted a study on the car as a

soundscape, and found that the stereo plovides much of the enjoyrnent people get fi'om

driving. Loud music of one's own choice transforms the car into a space of one's own,

the last refuge in a world bombarded by other people. A driver might even move the car

according to the music on the stereo, accelerating as the lnusic becomes especially

intense (Bull, 2001, p. I98).

Dant (2004) describes the physical properties of driving to which the motorist

grows accttstomed, which are read as cues to help in the act of'driving. Tlie sound of the

engine, the feel of the wincl coming in through tlie windows, the resistance of the brakes,

accelerator and steering wheel and the vibration of the road all ernit signals when driving,

so one is not just using eyes to dlive but the whole body. The visual signals match these

otliel physical plopefties (Dant, 2004, p.72). According to Michael (2001), these

experiences cause the person who is driving to mesh with the car into a form that is

greater than the individual and the object, a phenomenon which Dant (2004) labels the

"dtiver-car". This title acknowledges a closeness between the person and the object

which takes on an identity of its own.

Eventually, driving becomes a totally unlemarkable activity (Dant, 2004, p.74).

Expelieuced motolists are not really challenged unless faced with au unusual situation,
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such as driving in a foleign country (Edensor', 2004,p. 112). As driving nloves away

fi'om initial excitement to perpetual habit (Carrabine & Longhurst,2002,p. 193), the

focus shifts onto other aspects of the driving experience: the remote automatic stafier,

luxurious upholstery, interiol rrirrors, GPS, elaborate sound system - none of which is

critical to actually driving the car - rendering driving more of a leisure activity than work

(Gilroy, 2001,p.96), an oppoftunity to multi-task rather than to get somewhere safely

(Featlrerstone,2004, pp. 8-9). While driving requires concentration, orlce learned it is

done by lote, and other features and activities capture at least some of the motorist's

focus away from the road.

Finally, road rage is a common experience. Bull (2001, pp. 197-98) asserts that

drivers feel separated from other people on the street to the point that these others do not

even seem real. Encased ilt a capsule, the motorist feels a false sense of empowerment

and insulation plovided by the car. This feeling of power paired with tlie everyday

repetition of driving and its frustrations commonly leads to road rage (Michael,2001, p.

62).

An important point, and one that is central to Michael's thesis, is tlie downplayirig

of the role of the car itself in road rage. By drawing on historical accounts of anger.

between carriage-riders in pre-car days, for example, road rage as we lcnow it is seen as a

logical development iu the evolution of transportation. Michael (2001) questions this

because it elirninates the car from the equation, which ignores how complexly the car is

entrenclred into society (pp.65-67). If driver and car do indeed act as one, it is impor-ta¡t

to include the car in road rage (Micli ael, 2001 , p. 7 5-7 6).
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These experiences are peculiar to driving and have an effect on how we interact

with our environment and with one another. Lilleor, in an essay dated 2008, equates the

motorist with the social deviant because, encased in a shell and sulrounded by

distractions, a person is prevented fiorn using all her or his senses so cannot act like a

fully-functioning, moral human being. The motorist lequires very specifìc rules, guides

and treatment to function because of the inherent inability to respond to the environment

in a socially-responsible way. Lilleor labels this "motorism", a condition fiom which

many suffer but for which there is no cure, only prevention - by not getting into the car in

the first place.

2.3.2 Self Identify

A car can be ttsed as atool to craft aperson's image, an expression of and a

complement to one's individuality (Featherstone, 2004, p. 7). Tliis image presents a clear

message to the world about who the driver is and what he or she represents. Sometimes

the car itself is more readily identifiable than the person. Miller (2001, p. 19) studied car

culture in Trinidad and found this to be true.

Advertisers are well aware of the links between commodity, self-image and group

membership, so they exploit these tendencies by identifying certain market groups then

presenting a car in a light that appeals to that group, providing a means for the observer to

construct an identity (Williamson,7978, in Pearce, 1999, p.86): the mini-van has been

associated with the el'rand-running mother', the sports car with the young professional

who is always on the go. To each group is targeted a certain car which, in its physical

features, rept'esents the values and minclsets that the group is purpolted to have so that the
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driver and the car come in a complete package relaying one consistent message about the

self. The rnarket group reinforces the individual image (Edensor', 2004, pp. 106-07).

The irnage of tlie teenager illustrates this point. O'Dell (2001) studied driving

teens in 1950s Sweden. By the end of the decade American cars had become far too

ostentatiotts for genelal Swedish society and were rejected by the general public. This

rejection by the majority, and the subsequent drop in price of used cars, prompted those

on the fringe to desire and purchase these cars, decorate them to their personal tastes and

use them as an expression of their own values. It was not just young men who were

travelling in these cars but worìen, too. The cal became linked to rebellion, freedom,

sexuality, shifts in social structure and over-consumption, all while offeling both physical

and social mobility. The car allowed these values to be displayed flagrantly, which also

went against the mainstream. Individr-rally, teenaged dlivers rejected the status quo in

favour of sornething ttnique, and in the process ensul'ed their member-ship in a group of

other like-rninded teenagers. Wliile a car can be a means of individual self expression, at

the same time it is the basis of a common bond based on that "individual" image.

2.3.3 Perception of Time

As technology develops, our perception of time changes (urry, 2000,p. 106). we

live now in an environment that Ulry (2000) calls "instantaneous time" (p. 129), rneaning

tlrat events occur instantly and simultaneously twenty-four hours a day, resulting in a

blulring of distinctions between opposites and a quick, temporary quality to ever-ythi¡g.

To wait today is an unfamilial concept (urry, 2000, p. 125). Guiver (2002), whose

research on modal choice questions the status quo, claims this concept of time to be a
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result of capitalism, which has shaped perception of tirne into something more valuable

now than it was in the past.

Because it is flexible and fast-moving, the car works well with instantaneous time.

A car does not adhere to restrictive schedules (Urry, 2000,p. 190). In a car, one carl

corìe and go as one pleases. Other modes, such as the bus, are more limiting. Guiver

(2002) conducted research on bus liders' pelception of time and found it to be different

from that of a motorist. A journey on the bus is generally longer and more rigid tlian in a

car, the rider has little control over the lengtli of time of the journey and waiting is to be

expected. For the bus rider, time must be organised around an external schedule and lost

time cannot be made up by speeding, for exarnple. However, the bus rider anticipates

this so will plepare by planning ahead to find the optimal route, or by finding an activity

to occupy time spent waiting. This is a contextual view of tirne - how one spends one's

time is part of a whole and not a means to an end (Guiver, 2002, p. 47).

Fufther, Guiver (2002) says that to live sustainably, time must be perceived as

continuing beyond oue's own lifespan (Guiver, 2002,p.47). Tliis is intergenerational

time, and the car is intergeuerationally inequitable due to its consumption of non-

renewable resoLtrces.

2.3.4 Perception of Space

Perception of space has also changed drastically with technology, rnost notably

tlre car. With a car, space seems to slirink (Urry, 2000,p. 126): places that were

otherwise unreachable are today within one's grasp. To cross Canada in the past would

have taken years; now it is only a matter of days. With the ability to traverse vast

distances in a fairly short time, space is perceived as something conquerable.
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Another itnportant dimension of space with relation to the car is that the car itself

becomes akin to a dwelling (Urry, 2000, p. 193), offering the chance to create and control

one's own intimate, personalised space in an otherwise imparlial urban environment

(Featlierstone,2004, p. 9). This is mainly due to the components of a car which detract

from actually driving it, as discussed in Section 2.3.1. The interior environment of the

car shelters the motorist fi'om the people and the sensations experienced outside, over

which the motorist has no control (Featherstone,2004, p. 9).

2.4 Social Reulm

Sandercock (1998) and Healey (1997) assert that the social realm is where culture

is built. Discourse built on shaled personal experience, such as that explored above,

forms the basis of a culture. Central to both personal lelationships and to a person's

place in society at large, the car plays very significant social roles in our society,

reinfot'cing car culture and its normality. This section exploles the social realm of car

culture, consideling personal relationships and social standing.

2.4.7 Personal Relationships

The meaning of the car is variable: while it is associated with personal image and

individual satisfaction, it also features prorninently ìn the social world. The car is often

centl'al to lelationships, particularly family life, used as a tool to fulfill family duties and

enablirig helpful gestures of care and love (Maxwell, 2001, p.215). Anything fi.om

running mundane en'ands to escorting a loved one to the hospital gives the motorist a role

in tlre family (Garvey, 2001, p. Ia\. Car ownership also relieves othels from the bul'den
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of having to provide a ride (Carrabine & Longl-rursf,2002,p. 189): the motorist feels both

useful and independent.

Caruabine & Longhurst (2002) studied how teen social relationships are affected

by the car. From the perspective of family life, it is not the particul aï car but the act of

driving which determines a sense of social inclusion (Caruabine & Longhurst, 2002, pp.

192-93). The car is "situated in the 'lived experience' of the individual and the ability to

participate in car culture" (Caruabine & Longhurst,2002, p. 192). It is the opportunity

for social activity provided by the car which these people (iri this case, young women)

seek in driving, not the status symbol of a pricey cornmodity. Garvey (2001) reached a

sinilar conclusion: the car can lead to social oppoltunities, taking a person fi-om isolation

to sittlations that are social in nature. Maxwell (2001) even found that, contrary to much

of the literature, driving is not a wholly individual activity and that the car can provide

shared social experiences when driving with a passenger. In situations whele friends and

events are more easily accessible by car, driving allows for a better social life (Maxwell,

2001, p.214).

Just as people feel connectecl by a bond based on common consumption choices,

liaving the same experiences will also lielp people to relate to one another and ensure

grollp mernbership. Experiences, both positive and negative, are shared widely amongst

motorists. Exchanging coll'ìÍìon stories builds empathy, which forms a basis for a

popular cttlture of driving (Edensor, 2004, p. 113). Other refeLences, such as films wher-e

the central focns is a car, give lnore opportunities for participation in car culture, further

entrenching a person in the grolrp (Urry, 2000, p. 62). The car and associated references

enable and maintain social networks; to drive is, for many people, siniply part of
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citizenship today, so to not have a car means to be left out of being a lirll participant i'
western society (calrabine & Longhurst,2002,pp. 192-93; urry, 2000,p. 191).

2.4.2 Social Standing

Another role of the car is to display one's social standing. An accumulation of

personal goods indicates wealth and with wealth comes status. As a major cornmodity,

conspicttotts and mobile, nothing quite indicates affluence and social status as the car. In

India and parts of Africa, whele many people do not drive, the car is a status syrnbol and

the owner earns the respect and envy of others (Edensor, 2004:Verrips & Meyer, 2001).

In wealthier parts of the world, cars continue to remain status symbols, even in their

ubiquity. Gilroy (2001) studied the car in contemporary African American culture and

found it to be a significant indicatol of status, rnaking the ownel appear wealthier,

proudel and mole respectable than his or her peers and competitors. Although tlie car is

very common in the developed world today, it continues to be used as a status syrnbol

because it is such a major commodity.

Even if one does not have a very expensive or distinguishable car, at the very

least, one is expected to have a car of some kind. In turn, this has led to other

expectations. Maxwell (2001) conducted focus groups with motorists and one participa¡t

articulated that there is an expectation that one will arrive at work looking a certain way,

wliich may not be easily achieved if walking or cycling (p.21fl. The image porrrayed by

one who arrives at work after a long bicycle lide is not on par witl-r that projected by the

driver who arrives without breaking a sweat, although there may be no difference in the

quality of tlieir work. Such social expectations, geneïated by cal culture, simultaneously

reinforce car culture as the sole norm.
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2.5 ldeologicul Realm

Car culture dwells at the local level, but above and beyond the individual's

personal life and social circle is a system of politics and economics in which the car is

fundamentally entrenched. The car keeps the world, as we know it, going. This section

reviews the ideology that upholds car culture as the status quo.

2.5.1 Ideology

Trausportation systems are reflective of the ideology of the time and place, lining

up politics with the economy and public policy. Pucher (1990) discusses this in depth by

comparing Eastern Europe's extensive train systems with North America's roads, the first

representing socialism and the second, individualism. Any acts which indicate a move

from an individualistic system towards a more public one, such as increased investment

in transit, may be considered by citizens to interfere with independent action as this is

wlrat driving has been socially constructed to mean (Guiver, 2002).

The close links between transportation, externalities, cost and political climate

nraintain the cal as the status quo (Miller,200l, p. 14). Gilroy (2001, p. 83) points to

global petroleum manipulation by corporations and governments, and the lobbying of oil

companies and car manufacturers against public transit, as the soul'ces of today's car-

centred societies. The resulting economy is interwoven with car dependence. Not only is

land designed to accommodate the car, but jobs and whole industries depend upon

existing car-based transportation systems (Guiver, 2002). As such, Wachs (2000) finds

that transportation plamring decisions are often made for political reasons and not based

on lesearch.
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Many of the values espoused in capitalist democracies, such as individualisn,

power and freedom, tend to encourage or are associated with car use and discourage

otlrer, more sustainable modes (Guiver, 2002). Howevel, the iridividualistic model

purported by the car, which facilitates choices and values that are self-interested (Sloman,

2006, p. 43), is not as sustaiuable as the model of collectivism, responsibility for others

and equity. Such views are generally representative of the less influential mernbers of

society, including women, the young, the old, and the poor (Guiver,2002). As argued i¡
the theoretical flamewot'k, those liolding positions of power will underrnine the interests

of those who are less powerful, often in subtle ways. Sloman (2006), in her research on

car dependence, claims that it is in the best interests of the powe¡f¡l to maintain the status

quo of car ctlltut'e and to pass it off as "an inlmlttable fact of modern life" rather than

acknowledging it is a result of decades of policy clecisions favouring the car (p. 13).

Driving is treated trore as a right than a responsibility (Miller, 2001,p. l5;

Sloman, 2006, p. a3-afl. The issue of road safety illustrates this point, displaying tlie

significance of ideology and, again, of the systemic entrenchment of the car in society.

Wltile cars have become increasingly safe for motorists, the risks have been externalised

onto those outside of the car (Umy, 2000). Pedestrians and cyclists in particular are very

vulnerable to cars and their chances of survival if hit at speeds over 30km/h are slim

(World Health Organization,2004, in Featherstone, 2004, p.3). Collisio¡s are normalised

and any societal or even individual responsibility is downplayed by simple use of the

telm "accident" which attributes no blame, turning instead to fate (Feather.stone,2004,p.

16). Roacl death is an unavoidable fact of car culture, haldly even wofth reporting unless

thele is a dramatic stoly attached (Featherstone, 2004, p. 16). As Guiver (2002) points
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ollt, if anything else caused as much destruction, compounded by environmental and

economic costs, it would be stopped immediately, but because of the way driving is seen

as an expression of individualism and freedorn - both a necessity and a right - and

because it is so tightly entwined with political ideology, the economy and other existing

systems, we are willing to endure the detrimental effects. These strong links between

driving and just about everything else allow us to make concessions for the car that we

would not make for anything.

Like Lilleor (2008, referred to in Section2.3.1), James (2000) also uses the term

motorism, but to describe a societal rather than a personal affliction. Wliere Lilleor

conclttdes that an individual chooses to get into a car and become inflicted by motorism,

James states that "[i]f we recognise motorism as an ideology rather than a popular choice,

we are in a position to discard it" (.Iames, 2000). Motorism, whether individual or

collective, is not inevitable.

2.6 Planning Implicutions

Cat' culture, bom of a certain ideology and systemically perpetuatecl, has direct

planning implications. In his book,!þrar,r,l; A Compact History, Bruegmann (2005) offer-s

a pl'oponent's perspective of low-density developrnent patterns. He considers land use

which facilitates increased car dependence to be a natural evolution, a beneficial one

because it opens the door to incleased rnobility, privacy ancl choice. He insists that

humans naturally want to spread out and to try to prevent this is to obstruct freedom, so

planning should support this natural tendency. Gordon & Richaldson (2001), in their

study on splawl and its relation to economics, share this viewpoint. They also disagree
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with planning tl-rat interferes with free market mechanisrns; to force compact, mixed land

uses to reduce car dependence in the name of equaìity or environmental sustainability is

unfounded if these patterns are not supported by the market anyway.

However, these arguments underestimate the systemic support of automobiles by

both the public and private sectors over the past five decades. Cars require plenty of

space and investment to function - that is, public space and public investment. Many of

the costs associated with car dependence, including infrastructure, congestion, air quality

degradation, greenhouse gas emissions, obesity, and deaths and injuries, are externalised.

Society as a whole absorbs these costs. Instead of a user-pay system, driving is largely

subsidisecl through taxes by all citizens, creating price distortion (Litman, 2009c). To

clevote such a significant amount of shared space and resources for the purpose of

individtral time saving indicates a weakening of collective authorities (Guiver,2002,p.

48).

Gilroy (2001) refers to the private car as "an index of hegemony" (p. 86). Public

transpolt has not enjoyed the success of private cars, highlighting the individualism of

our society which has effectively destroyed the notion of the cornmorì good (Gilroy,

2007, p. 86). Transportation planning then becomes a political issue as decisions made

will depend upon on the planning tlieory upheld, which is closely related to one's politics

(Benveniste, 1990): to paraphrase Pucher (1990), do we fundamentally uphold fi'eedorn

of the individual and free markets, or equality and the collective good? The answers will

map out differently on the landscape.

Governments are reluctant to be seen as stifling something that represents

personal fi'eedom and choice, so they use discourse which asslrmes cunent conditions
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will continue, in the process maintair.ring the status quo. This is what Vigar (2002) labels

the "predict ancl provide" approach in his analysis of politics and transportation: the

traditional method of projecting traffic demands into the future and planning to provide

the necessary infrastructure to neet that demand. What this ignores is the freedom of

accessibility ancl of choice between modes (Vigar, 2002, pp. 86-89). For the rnajority of

people, the car is too integral a part of their daily lives to even consider alternatives. As

such, the prornotion of sustainable modes as a solution to today's congestion problems,

for exarnple, does not come across as viable. In our society, which values individualism,

to stifle car use would be interpreted as an obstruction of freedom. Urban and

transpofiation planning, at least traclitionally, have taken this standpoint.

2.7 Facilituting Modal Diversity

Todd Litman, Executive Director of the Victoria Transport Institute, claims that

vehicle ownership per capita reached its peak in 2000 and predicts that othel modes are

going to be in greater demand in the coming yeals (2009b). Baby Boomers are letiring

and will be driving less and requiring more services closer to home (Litrnan, 2009b, p.

12). Further, while niobility has been the focus of transportation for decades, that is,

movernent of people and goods, the focus is shifting towards accessibility, which

measures the ability to reach oppoltunities. Accessibility encompasses rnobility and land

use, therefore taking into account location of opportunities and means of reaching thern.

A tlansportation system that is multi-modal offers the greatest accessibility (Litrnan 2008,

p. 5). The rational response to tliese trends is not to improve rnobility by pelsonal motor

vehicle, but to divelsify modal split.
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There al'e lnany ways a city can accommodate a variety of transportation modes.

The provision and maintenance of infrastructure for cycling, walking and transit are

requisite because without them, individuals will always have a reason to continue driving.

Rail lines, high-occupancy vehicle (HOV) lanes, bicycle paths and sidewalks are some of

the most basic ways to facilitate other modes. This infi'astructure requires planning and

.funding that is balanced to accommodate all modes, and must be supported by the

appropliate legulation and zoning.

The cold Winnipeg wiuter offels an excuse not to commit to sustainable

transpofiation. Flowever, Meagan Henke (2006), in her City Planning practicurn about

winter liveability, presents very plausible arguments for supporting active transportation

and public transit thlough the winter months and lists extensive design guidelines for how

to do this that are specific to Winnipeg.

There are additional initiatives cities can take beyond basic infi'astructure

provision which may be just as impoftant for a truly diverse transportation system.

Design concepts such as contplele slreets, where all modes share a road that is safe and

welcomitrg to every user, flatten the hierarchy established by conventional streets where

the automobile subverts all other modes. " Compu"t, mixed-use development pattems as

envisioned by sntart growth principles airn to be more pedestrian- and bicycle-friendly

tlran recetrt conventions in suburban design of single-use tracts of land and culs-de-sac.

Programming aimed at behaviour change can effectively increase the use of other

modes. Managing the dernand for dliving infrastmcture rather than increasing supply is

one way, knowu as transpotlation demand managernerrt (TDM). TDM can provide more

I I 
See wwrv.corlÞ letestreets.org fot' ntore info¡'llation.
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ways of accessillg goods and services (e.g. by niaking improvements to cycling

infi'astructure rather than widening a road) or discourage car use (e.g. by increasing

parking rates rather than making more parking available).ì2

Community-basecl social marketing (CBSM) is another way to guide people to

choose other modes. CBSM is a method of promoting sustainable behaviour'by

identifying baniers and applying behaviour change tools to facilitate a personal change

(McKenzie-Mohr, 2009, p. 5). Behaviour change tools asslìme that people will charrge in

response to direct appeals from others. These tools can take two foms: either they elicit

a commitment from a person to undergo a celtain activity, or they develop community

norms that encourage sustainable behaviolìr so that individuals will go along witli what is

done around tlierl - a cultural shift, essentially (McKenzie-Mohr,2009, pp. 5-6). CBSM

has successfully increased the uptake of sustainable modes in cities such as Perth,

Australia and Boulder, Colorado.

Despite such efforts, having spent money on a car, one is likely to want to use it,

no matter how appealing the lures towards othel modes. Policy-makers choosing to

diversify modal split traditionally focus on leducing car use rather than car ott,nership

(Gilbert & Perl, 2008, p. 86), but is widespread individual car ownership necessary or

even desirable? Having no car at all is sornething tliat politicians and policy-makers do

not tend to promote, though it easily solves the conundrum of car dependence (Gilbert &

Perl, 2008, p. 86). Witliout a car, car-sharing, carpooling, renting and borrowing are

workable options, should a car be needed on occasion.

r2 
See Online TDM Encyclopedia, Victoria Tlansport Policy Institute: u,rvu,.vtpi.orst/tdnr/index.php for

nrole information.
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Considering how entrenched the car has become in daily life, facilitating modal

diversity is challenging and requiles leal creativity. Two-way colnnllulication between a

municipal goverrunent and members of the public about the costs and benefits of existing

and proposed transporlation options is a necessity (Vigar, 2002p.200). The

collaborative planning approach (see Section2.2.1) supports such dialogue. By

introducing the concept of car-free culture at these early discussion stages of planning,

could planners facilitate more modal diversity and more inclusive transportation?

2.8 Conclusion

The literature reviewed in this inquily - about the concept of reality and its

relationship to transportation culture, collabolative planning, and the characteristics of car

culture in the personal, social and ideological realms - indicates it is myopic to accept car

culture as sirnply human natlrre, the way the world would go no matter what the

programs, interests or politics of those with influence or power. There ale policies in

place to ensure a predominant discourse of the car prevails. This discourse spills into the

social andpersonal realm of individuals'lives, creating aculture where driving is easy,

normal, natural and inevitable.

However, the negative effects of car culture listed in Section 2.1 can no longer be

overlooked if a transportation systern is to be sustainable. Car culture is ct culture and, as

irnpossible as it rnay seem in tliis regard, culture can change. Cities have many options to

reduce cal dependence, but most individuals will continue to drive as long as the car
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remains not only a convenient and seemingly cheap means of travel,l3 but also a

mechanism of self-expression and a ticket to group membership. Further, few

governments have incentives to support and promote sustainable modes to the extent that

the car is supported as long as the car remains a major economic driver ancl culturaìly

very popular. Fundamental shifts require systemic changes. These changes - to our

infi'astructure, regulation, policy, funding, marketing, individual lifestyles, ways of

socialising, and ideology that are centred entirely on the car - could be instigated by

planning.

What is the role of the planner'? As in the collabolative planning framework

described in Section 2.2.7, this study stafts with discourse. To instigate a rlew discourse,

and eventually effect change, the planner must look beyond current "normal" behaviour

and instead seek other assumptions and behaviours on which to base policy. The next

chaptel explains the research methods and analysis to be applied in this study which flow

from the ideas explored in the literattue leview.

i3 As explained in Section 2.6, driving appeals rnuch cheaper than it is because of price distortion due to
subsidisation. While parking in a big box development rnay be billed as "free", there is really no such
thing.
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Chapter 3 Methods of Research and Analysis

3.1 Resesrch Methodology

The nature of tliis research is qualitative. Neuman (2003), a social scientist with

expertise in research methods, deems qualitative lesearch to be less standardised and

theoretically less abstract than quantitative research. Data areinterpreted as having

multiple meanings, fì'om which are developed explanations or generalisations. Rather

than proving a universal truth or making unconditional statements, this approach aims to

"create a picture of social life and stimulate understanding,' Qlleum an, 2003, p. al\ by

diffèrentiating between what is conceivable fi'om what is unlikely. The rnultiple

interpretatiotts made possible witli this approach complement the theoretical fi.a¡rework

of collaborative plantring, described in the previons chapter, and the goal of the study,

which is to seek undel'standing of a certain perspective. Rather than a general survey, the

study seeks the roots of the issue; an interpretive apploach enables inspection for some

deeper meauing of car-free discourse, sirnilar to how car culture has been studied.

The methodological approach of this study is interpletive social science, defined

by Neunran (1997) as:

tlte systentatic analysis of socially nrearringful action throLrgh the clirect cletailed
observation of people in natural settings in order to arrive at understandings ancl
interpretatiorls of llow people create and maintain their social worlds. (p. 68)

The worldview of interpretive social science has characteristics which differ.entiate it

fi'om other approaches, such as positivisrn. The interpretive approach understands the

nature of social reality to be clefìned by human interaction and to always be in flux, and

that humans are social creatures who irnpose meaning on tlieil worlds. Common se¡se
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for an interpretive social scientist consists of the theories which ordinary people regularly

use but which are very powerful. An explanation will be seen to be "true" when it

resonates with tlie people being studied, evidence of which is embedded in the context of

fluid social interactions. Finally, a value-free environment does not exist in interpretive

social science; values are seen simply as an integral parl of social life, none right or

wrong, only diffelent Q.{euman, 1997, p. 83).

3.1.1 Constructivism

Research was conducted using the constructivist approach, based on Guba &

Lincoln (1989), which is charactet'ised in four pafts: first, the study is to be pulsued in a

natural setting; second, the instrument to be used is the human, which includes both the

reseat'cher and the participant; third, the methods will be those that come most easily to

the human instrument, that is, use of the senses; and finally, tacit knowledge, which is

valuable to this approach, is consideled (Guba & Lincoln, 1989, p. 174-17T.14

The process of the constructivist inquiry is hermeneutic and has four main

interactive elements:

o the sample to be selected will provide a bloacl scope of information;

r likewise, inquiry begins broadly and is tuned rnore finely with each respondent so

that the research continuously builds on itself;

o analysis and data collection proceed simultaneously to ground the findings wliich

emerge in the constructions of tÌre respondents so that it is botli the researcher and

the respondent conducting the analysis; and,

l'' Tacit knowledge is that which is understood but cannot be explicitly articulated, such as the meaning of a
concept.
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the researcli culminates into a case reporl r'epresenting the joint construction

which resulted fi'om the hermeneutic dialectic process (Guba & Lincoln, 1989, pp.

177 -181).

3.2 Metltods of Reseørclt

The research consists of tluee phases: a media review, in-depth interviews and

key infonnant questionnaires. The media review serves as a representation of the

prevailing transportation discourse to supplement the litelature review with local data.

The in-depth interviews explore different transportation discourses. The key inforrnant

interviews study policy-makers' responses to the findings and present the cliscourse of

those in positions of infllrence. Findings frorn the literature review and fi'om each phase

serve to infonn the following phase.

3.2.1 Media Revierv

The first phase of research is to revier,v a locally-broadcast morning progran.ì oll

public radio for four weeks covering two seasons, and to gather and analyse the

plogram's transportation content. The purpose of this media review is to give local

representation of the prevailing transpofiation discourse to then compare with other'

transpoltation discoul'ses.
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Media content is tightly woven wìth tlie ways in which people think and act,

generating a process of exchange (Mirchandi & Chan, 2007 , pp.22-23). This is more

tlran a sinrple relaying of facts. Mirchandani and Chan (2007) declare that "the media are

able to take an issue, intertwine it with ideological beliefs and portray ideas in ways tliat

nrake them appear "natlrral" or colnmon-sensical" (p.22). This research phase seeks

what is "natural" about local transpoftation, which will have an effect on local culture.

Fairclough (2001) says of the British rnedia that "the balar-rce of sources and

perspectives and ideology is overwhelmingly in favour of existing power-holders" (p.

43). Since access to media is worldwide today (Mirchandi & Clian, 2007,p. 24), this

statenient can be said to apply to Canadian media also. A local morning radio prograrn,

vying for as many listeners as possible, will tend to appeal to the widest audience; for

local transportation issues, the rnajority of that audience consists of motorists, since most

people in Winnipeg drive. Motorists, as the rnajority, are the power-holders in the

context of transportatiotr, so the discourse is anticipated to be from their perspectives.

A public ladio station is chosen to avoid any conlmercial intelests which may bias

the study towards a particular discourse. The review period is four weeks because the

sense of power imbalance is only made prevalent over time; souncl bites from a single

day would be insuff,icient (Fairclougli, 2001 , p. 45). The four weeks are divided over.

winter and spring to obtain a more thorongl-r review since seasonal variations in weather

and road conditions in Winnipeg may have an impact on transportation discour-se and

travel behaviour.
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3.2.2 In-Depth Interviervs

The next phase of research is semi-structured, in-depth interviews with eleven

individuals choosing to live car-free in Winnipeg. The interview sample is modeled after

Maxwell (2001), who held interviews for a study on car culture with a grollp of average

citizens rather than prominent figures or activists. For this inquiry also, average citizens

are sought as interview participants, not representatives fiom a special interest group or

employees of transport-related professions with technical knowledge. Instead of gaining

insight into the refined arguments of an activist, or expert professional opinion on local

transportation issues, the interviews are designed purposely to leal'n the tacit knowledge

and experience of an average, but non-motoring, citizen. Also, this sample is chosen with

the idea of car-free culture perr-neating beyond the fi'inges into the mainstream.

The interview process follows the steps outlined by Zeisel in his book Inquiry by

Design (1981), which explains the procedures of a variety of research methods. The

process consists of asking questions under seven main themes stemming fi-orn the

literature review: pelsonal realm, social realm, time, space, icleology, experience and

implications. Questions are crafted based upon the literature review ancl findi¡gs fi.om

the media review. Specific questions within each theme are used as prompts when

necessary (Appendix C). Questions are deliberately open-ended to allow the participa¡ts

to speal< fi'eely. Further, the purpose of the study is explained at a very gerleral level to

prevent participants fì'om trying to say what lie or she perceives the researcher.¡ray

otherwise wisli to hear'. This semi-structured approach was used by Carrabine and

Lorrghurst (2002), who conducted interviews with open-ended questions for a st¡dy about

youth consumption experiences across a range of activities. The type of analysis applied
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and insights gained as a result of this approach are similar to the level of depth which this

inquiry seeks.

Each interview builds upon previous interviews, as illustrated in Figure 3.1 , and

as such, questions and themes evolve as the research progresses and more kriowledge is

gatheled.

3.2.3 Key Informant Questionnaires

The third phase of research is an email questionnaire directed to five local city

plamers and policy-makers. Questions are crafted based on findings from the media

review and in-depth interviews with parlicipants (Appendix D). Questionnaires are

administered by email rather than in person in the interest of participants' professional

time and to give a chance for reflection in responding. The pulposes of this phase of the

research are to gain professional insight and acknowledgement of findings so as to add to

the findings' value; to learn new ideas not considered that will supplenent the

recommendations that I would have made on my own; and, to iclentify any limitations

which may be expressed in the discourse of these individuals who have some influence

over policy.

3.3 Metltods of Analysis

This inquiry applies a qualitative method of analysis, which is further inforrned by

critical discourse analysis. These analysis methods are consistent with the apploach and

methods of research discussed above.
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3.3.1 QualitativeAnalysis

As stated in the introductory section of the chapter, the nature of the research is

qualitative, and analysis follows the same line of thinking. The rnedia review, in-depth

interviews and key informant questionnaires are analysecl on tlrree levels: literal,

iriterpretive and reflexive Q'Jeuman,2003,p. a2\. Explicit statements are explored

through the literal reading, paying attention to the words used, the seqllerlce of interaction

between the interviewer and participant, and the structure of dialogue. Meaning and

representation of the data are inferred in the interpletive reading, and the reflexive

reading, which locates the researcher in the process of gathering, analysing and

intelpreting data (Mason, 2000, p. 149), is embedded throughout. Adequate reflexivity

will help to overcome criticisms that the interpretive reading is only an expression of the

researcher's voice (Bevan & Bevan, 1999,p.25).

3.3.2 Critical Discourse Analysis

Throughout the media review, in-depth interviews and key infonnant

questionnaires, discottrse is carefully examined. Discourse refers to the patterns of

meaning which emerge from symbolic systems that we use to understand and be

understood by one another (Palker, 1999,p.2). Burr (2003) describes discourses as such:

...discourses, through what is said, written or otherwise represented, serve to
construct the phenomena of our worlcl for us, and different discourses constnlct
tlrese thiugs in different ways, each discourse portraying the object as having a

very diffeleut nature fi'om the next. Each discourse clailrs to say what the object
really is, that is, claims to be the truth... claims to truth and knowledge are
impoftant issues, and lie at the heart of discLrssions of identity, polver aud change.
(p. 6s)

Discourse manifests in text which can take mally forrns, including speech, a pictnre or a

building (Bun, 2003, p. 66). A text is anything rneaningful that is signifìcant to the
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reader (Parker, 1999, pp. 3-4). Wherever thele is meaning, there is discourse to be

studied (Parker, 1999, p. 1).

As in Milchandani and Chan's study of welfare lepresentation in a national

newspaper' (2007, p.25), critical discourse analysis (CDA) influences the process of

analysing tlie three phases of research in tliis study. CDA aims to uncover power

inequalities and ideologies as represented in language. Discourse both expresses and

creates social structures, including power iriequality. The structure of a text (such as

radio dialoglle or responses to questions) can be analysed to uncover how the ways

people speak, and the widely available narratives we choose to draw from to express

oulselves, can often say more than what is at face value. These expressions and

nalratives convey an r-urderlying set of assumptions which may coincicle with the status

quo. By continuously drawing from and communicating narratives which express these

assurnptions, existing power relations are maintained and reinforced as truth. The

plrrpose of CDA is to uncover those power relations and understand how they ale

embedded and being continuously built up in discourse (Burr, 2003, pp. 170-71). Since

power plays a t'ole in local urban planning, development and transpofiation, CDA does

inform the analysis for the three phases of research, however, the thesis focuses more

broadly than power relations so CDA is not the only form of analysis to be used.

See Appendix A fol a sample critical discourse analysis of a local text.
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3.4 Lintitations und Assumptions

The study is limited in several ways. The líterature on counter-cultural

movements or activities, such as culture jamming,l5 is not explored; this is because the

study is trying to move away from seeing car'-fiee as a subcultural or counter-cultural

concept and instead approach car-free as part of the mainstream culture, as son-rething

normal: The research itself is also limited. The media review is of a single program and

spans only two seasons. Specific recommendations are not made for media as this would

be out of scope: the purpose of the media review is only to illustrate car culture.

Questionnaires are limited to five key infonnants, all of whom are public servants: no

planners in other sectors are involved, nor are any politicians.

The in-depth interviews have a small sample size and naffow focus, so are not

representative of all the car-free population of Winnipeg. The sarnple is neither

ethnically nor socio-economically diverse - this is by chance of those who responded to

the call for participants. Only those who choose to live car-free are interviewed, so the

perspectives of other's who may not have a car, including those who do not but wish they

had and those who do but rarely use their vehicle, are excluded. This was intentional, to

give the str"rcly a finer focus and to provide the oppoltunity to go more in-depth into

participants' responses. Motorists themselves are not interviewed, either; the points of

view of rnotorists and car cultnre ale prevalent in the literatnre. The interview sample is

limited to Winnipeg, making it difficult to draw broad conclusions. Finally, the study is

conducted over only two seasons (winter and spling) so may not be replesentatìve of

views and behaviotr of a full year.
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Assumptions of the study are that tlie media will express the prevailing discor-rrse

of transportation in Winnipeg and that non-motorists will generally express a different

point of view fi'om that of the media, though they may not acknowledge this. The study

also assumes that the results will forrn a basis for useful recommendations for city

plaming, and that key informants will be able to verify and supplement the

recommendations, augmenting the validity of the findings.

3.5 Conclusion

This chapter described the methodological approach of this thesis, tlie three

phases of research and the type of analysis, and also presented limitations and

assumptions. Every effort has been made to align the research methods and analysis with

the theoretical fi'amework outlined in Chapter Two. The following chapter presents the

analysis of each of the three phases of research - the media review, in-deptli intelviews

and key informant questionnailes - in ways that are congruent with tlie ideas presented

up to this point.

r5 Naomi Klein, in her' 2000 book No logo, defines cultule jamrning as "the practice of parodying
advertisements and hijacking billboards in order to drastically alter their nressages" (p. 280). The process
is a means of countering mainstream culture, particularly corporate cultur-e.
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Chapter 4 Analysis

4.1 Introduction

Having described the Winnipeg context, reviewed the literature available on

transportation and culture, and explained the methodology applied, this chapter presents

the analysis of the research. The chapter ís divided into three major sections, each for

one of the three research phases: the media review; in-depth interviews; and, key

informant questionnaires. The data from each phase is analysed thematically with efforts

to link the themes back to those established in the literature review. The analysis of each

phase is summarisecl in individual concluding sections, with a discussion of the overall

analysis provided at the end ofthe chapter.

4.2 Media Review

The program reviewed for analysis was "Information Radio" on CBC Radio One,

a local news show whicli airs from 5:30 to 8:37 each weekday morning on 89.3 FM and

990 AM in Winnipeg. The show covers local and provincial issues primarily, with

broader stories genelally reserved fol national news repofis each hour. As it is not a

commercial radio station, there are no advertising intelests represented, but being a local

morning show, it is competing for listeners from a lelatively small group when compared

with nationally-aired programs. It seems therefore that the program tries to cater to what

is perceived to be average Winnipeg interests.

The prografiì was reviewed over two periods: the last two weeks of January 2008

(Jan.21-25 and Jan. 28-Feb. l) and the last two weeks of Aplil 2008 (Apr. 2\-25 and
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Apr. 28-May 2), spanning winter and spring. The progran'ì was recorded and played

back, and all transportation-related discourse was transcribed. Transportation issues,

themes and content emerge in discourse throughout all segrnents of the program,

including local and national news, weather, music, interviews, business repofts, infonnal

conversation between hosts, the Question of the Duy,'u general interest stories ranging in

topic from the environment to the economy to personal tragedy and, most prominently of

all, traffic t'eports. This media review focuses specifically on transportation-r'elated

discourse that is local; such discourse amounted to approximateìy ten pages transcribed,

or fifteen minntes per day, on atrerage.lt

Within all local transpofiation discourse, the most widely represented viewpoint is

that of the motorist. By taking this stance, the program reveals an inherent perspective of

car culture at its core. Expressions of car culture surfaced in many ways, four of which

are focused upon in this analysis: directly addressing the listener as a driver; regular,

detailed traffic repofts; coverage of problems shared by notolists; and, discourse on

alternative modes. These four themes reveal the personal, social and ideological realms

of transpolt and culture as outlined in tlie literature review.

This segment will address the first research question: What ale the perspectives

and valtles embedded in tlie prevailing transpoftation discourse in Winnipeg? Quotations

are attributed anonymously as Host (Hl ,H2...), Guest (G1, G2...) or Caller (C1, C2...)

and all are dated 2008.

'u Listeners are invited to call or email their responses to a question related to a current news item.
'7 This includes all mention of transportation, fiom offtand conìrrents regalding the drive to wolk, to
interviews with cyclists. It does not include air tinre devoted to national or international stories related to
Íranspoft, of which there were many. Fol exanrple, stories about gas prices in Alberta or a transit strike in
Toronto were not included in the study, so would have supplemented the content analysed had they been
incorporated.
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4.2.1 Directly Addressing the Listener as Driver

The prograrn is laden with assumptions that the listener is a driver, so

commentators will speak as though everyone listening can directly relate to driving

references. These are not made in a deliberate way; rather, they are ernbedded in the flow

of reporting:

I know you're out there. I know tlrere's [sic] sorne quirky people in your car.
Wanna hear who they are [...] thanks for being with us today. Hope your drive
in is great and your day is, too. (H2, Jan.21)

l-Iey, guess what? You actually have suspension back on your car this morning,
you know, when it gets warrler. The ride feels a lot softer as you're corning irr

today, it's those wanrer temperatures, and I notice, boy the heater, I had to turn it
down! (Hl, Feb. 1)

Hl: Hey, you're going to be doing the mad dash fi'om the house to the car, I'lltell
youflaughs]. You're definitely not going to be sleepy when you get into the car
because it's basically going to leally wake you up out there.

tl
H3: And [Hl], if you didn't plLrg the car in last night becaLrse it was mild when
yoLr parked it, it's frigid this morning.
Hl: Oh, it's a square til'e morning.
H3: So you rnight want - if you're heading out ill the next hour or so - you rnight
r.vant to plLrg the car in a bit just to kind of warur Lrp the oil.

- Jan.29

Clearly, driving conditions are vital pieces of information to get any morning listener

going. The assurrption of shared experience in this language is an appeal to the idea that

the average, normal listener is driving so can immediately relate to the described

expelience.

Unscripted chatter between hosts abont otlier topics also implies the normality of

driving, r'elaying common situations to which we can all supposedly relate. A

corlversation about reusable shopping bags expresses this:

I-13: The tricl< is training yoLrrself to bring these with you. That's the hardest step
that I found. Keep them in the trunk of the car, if you drop in, and renremberto
bring them into the store with you.
H2: Have you got like a rotating sLrpply then, because that's my issue too.
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l-13: I always keep about a half a dozen in the trunk.
H2: And then you ullload your groceries and renerlber to put thent back.

-Mayl

This does two things. First, the language falls short of directly stating that the car is

simply no more or less than a normal part of daily life; the listener easily infels this.

Second, it is a personal anecdote to which the listener can relate, which offers a basis for

social boncìing. Shared experiences, as Edensor (2004) points out, form the comrnon

ground on which culture is built; the kernels of an undisputed reality.

News repofts and the Question of the Day are clafted to look for ways in whicli

curent events rnight affect the listener:

Now this shooting rrray affect your moming drive to work. (H4, Jan.24)

Is that going to be the liniit for yoLr? What are you going to do to cope with
another dollar a litre? (H5, Apr. 25)

However, these do not speak to the listener who is cycling. That seems nnimporlant

because tlie shared story is told fi'om the motolist's point of view.

In analysing representations of welfale in print media, Mirchandani and Chan

(2007) note that the language used to describe welfare recipients "reinforces a parlicular

moral uttiverse" (p. 25). By continuously referring to the listener as a driver and

integrating references to the car with waking up, weather, shopping and other parts of a

sttpposedly average day, the program is reinforcing, if not a ntoral universe, certainly a

version of leality tliat is indisputably natural. This is not a calculated efforl; the program

is entrenched in the discourse itself. Hosts are not trying to get people to tliink that

driving is natural; they are just talking the talk of the average Wimipegger because that is

wlio they represent. Failure to notice that discourse is an active part of the cycle of

expt'essing and reinforcing a particular culture only perpetuates that culture furtlier. An
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awareness of how ernbedded cars are in other aspects of living, and of how easy it is

thelefore to assune that everybody out there drives, will help to prompt questions about

how transportation is discussed, which could ultirnately lead to changes in action.

4.2.2 Regular, Detailed Traffic Reports

One of the more obvious displays of car culture is the traffic report. There are

eleven traffic reports tlrroughout each three-hour program, and they are almost

exclusively about driving. The segue which one host commonly uses to introduce the

traffic report - "[H1], how's the drive?" (H2, Jan. 28) - surns up the perspective of these

segments: the mode-specific term "ddve" easily replaces the broader "trafftc". Sporadic

teferences are made to other tnodes, such as to cycling on a windy day or to re-routecl

buses due to an inciclent where a section of a road is closed, but fol rnost traffic repofts,

sustainable modes are overlooked entirely.

As a morning show, the prograrn appears to cater to the listener who is only tuned

jn for a shoft period, so segments are cyclical and tend to be repetitive. These regular

updates seem to coincide witli the idea of "instantaneous time" (see Section2.3.3).

Because traffic updates ale scheduled in whether thel'e is something to report or not, the

result at times is an update where no useful information is conveyed. An example:

Pretty steacly tt'affic, bLrt it is moving well. I'm not seeing any or hearing of any
big problems out there, so if you're in a line-up I'cl love to hear from you. The
only Iine-Lrp tllat I'nl seeiug, of course, the usual Bishop Grandin but it's Íìot too
bad this mornirtg, same tlring r.vith the south Perimeter, just seeÍì1s evelything is a
little lighterthan you rvould nornrally expect. Nofthbound Osborne, as usual, still
linecl up alld but [.sic] not too heavy. It is moving along well, every now and then
you do get that traffic light by the Co-op and that tends to slow things down bL¡t it
does move throLrgh there fairly good [sic] [...] and oh yeah, Jubilee heavy as
well. (Hl, Apr.2l)
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There is virtually nothing reporlecl of value, but because a time slot has been devoted to

the topic, words must be spoken. This is a lot of air time devoted to cars where nothing is

actually said.

Traffic reports are frequently treated as entertainment: the announcer wants a

phone call because there is nothing to report during a dull, collision-free period; or, the

listener is urged to stay tunecl to hear all tlie necessary details of the morning commute:

This hour of the sllow we're going to have the specific details coming Lrp straight
ahead about the weather, school closures, and yes, your drive to work. (H2, Jan.
2e)

In the event of something relatively unusual, such as a rnajor collision, traffic reports are

used as a selling point to entice listeners to remain tuned in:

Vy'e're going to go to [H6] first because she's on the scene of the biggest traffic
story of tlre ntorning. As we heard in [H4's] news, Winltipeg police are
investigating an early rnorning shooting on Chief PegLris bridge... (H3, Jan.24)

What often stands out fi'om a car-free perspective is what is not said, generally

done again in a non-deliberate marlner. Because the listener is assumed to be a driver, a

great deal is left out about other modes. For example:

In the city - eastbound Portage Ave. at Good Street - again, those two right-hancl
lanes are still closed, that's going to squeeze everything to the two left-hand
lanes. (FIl , Jan.22)

When car traffic is reduced fi'om four lanes to two, it is newsworthy, but the fact that

bicycles are still not accommodated is just not a news item. There was never a lane

exclusively fol bicycles to begin with so the issue is simply not brought up.

Incidentally, this report is from a day where no mention was made about cycling

conditions, buses running late or the state of sidewalks - no mention of other modes at

all. Sustainable modes teud to be refelenced on days when there is little happening with
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"real" traffic, but on "traffic-busy" days like the one above, there is, of course. no time

for'talking about anything other than dr'iving.

By featuring traffic repofis in such a prominent way on the radio, the listener is

reminded that traff,rc conditions are, like welfare fraud in print media, "an irnportant

social issue that reqttires attention and solutions" (Mirchandani & Chan, 2007, p. 38).

4.2.3 Coverage of Problems Shared by Motorists

Tlie ploblems that motot'ists share help to reinfolce the reality of car culture when

visited repeatedly. This section discusses four problerns which are almost exclusive to

motorists and which were often referenced in the period of review of the radio program:

collisions; car theft; rising gas plices; and, traffic congestion.

4.2.3.1 Collisions'

Collisions are reported as expected from the literature review - from the

perspective of car culture. As discussed in Sectiol't2.5.1, Featherstone (2006,p. l6) notes

that tlaffic collisions are often refened to as "accidents". This is frequently the case on

this l'adio plograrn:

We have sotne follows to, of course, that accident that's leading oLlr uews, tþe
accident that happened yesterday morning wllere a City worker was strulck orr
north Main. By the way, at last repoft that worker is in stable condition. (H2,
Apr.23)

In an "accident", responsibility does not lie with the motorist.

Often, r'esponsibility for a collision or other occlrrrence resr.rlting fi'orn negligent

dliving is placed on exteural factols, particularly weather conditions, and not on the

actions of motorists:

I do have one reporl from the Nolth Pelinleter uear I{ighway 6 there is a car. ill
the ditch becattse it is icy or-rt there, especially on the highways around the city of
Winnipeg. (H l, Jan. 28)
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The car being in the ditch is attributed to the weather, an external factor, and not to

anything inappropriate that the motorist may have been doing, such as driving too fast for

those conclitions or'otherwise being preoccupied. Listeners will sympathise with this

perspective.

A collision is reported most days; some days, there is more than one. Almost

every day there is a report of some driving mishap. However, unless the circumstances

are very unusual or someone is badly injured or killed, the reporl is rnade in the context

of traffic flow, not as a story unto itself. Nowhere is a collision presented as a reflection

of the possibly problernatic situation of car dependence.

Alright, well there's [sic] a few ploblerrs out thel'e now. There's been an
accident on soutllbound Main St at Templeton and tlrat's really, really squeezing
things dowrl there. And also another accident at Salter and McRae, and tlrat's
slowing things down as well. (H l, Apr. 30)

Accidellt orl Marion and Taché, it is closed right at the rno¡trent as they sorl of get
the occupattts out of the vehicles there, I'ltr looking at it down frorn high atop
[the] traffic caln alrd it is a little slow through tllat area so you'll lrave to get
aroutrd that, so - but foftunately it is eastbound traffic so it's not going to cause a
big problen. (Hl, Jan.21)

With occupants needing assistance to get out of the vehicles, this sounds as tliough it

could be a rnajor collision, but the concern is not with the possibility of injured people

and their safety, but of the stalled commute. Treating collisions as simple facts to accept

and work around indicates a numbness towards them. They are too banal to be explored

in depth.

That crash, Marion and Taché, involved tlrree cars. You can get througlr there
and it is eastboulld so it's not a big issr-re iu terms of the norning commute. (Hl,
Jan.21)

Thele is no mention of whethel the crash is "a big issue in telns of'anything else. Two

days later is another collision at the salte intelsection:
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... it's been soÍ of a goocl morning, been a fer,v problems out there but they're all
cleared up. Nornral conltrLrte pretty rvell everywhere else; great traction. (Hl,
Jan. 23)

Left out of this report is the fact that a pedestrian had been hit earlier! The omission

reduces pedestrian collision to an ancillary event, not even considerecl noteworthy here.

Collisions occllr fi'equently enough that their shock value is diluted, so they will often not

make the news in and of themselves.

Motorists, as Sloman (2006, p. 34) insists, are in control of a potentially

dangerous machine and therefore carry a bulden of responsibility. However, the onus is

often put on the pedestrian to be responsible for his or her safety. Tlie following is an

excerpt fi'om an interview with the President of a union representing City of Winnipeg

woLkers, after a worker was struck:

H3: So what are yotr asking fi'om the public at night when they see wor.kers or.l
the stleets?
Gl: I think that anytime that people are r,vorking oLrt at night, ollt on the streets,
whether it's ill the winter or the sun.ì¡ner or the fall, they have to be very
cognisant of wllat's around them.

- Apr.22

By immediately bringing the issue back to the workeL, the interviewee looks to tlie

pedestrian rather than the driving public for safety. This sends the message that the onus

is on the person outside of the car to act in a safe and deferisive manner. It is indisputable

that pedestrians must guald their safety, but that resporisibility does not lie solely on

thern; as someone who has been issued a licence to operate a machine, the driver bears

much of the responsibility, but there is none of that infonnation in this language.

Analysis of a car collision often involves the differentiation between us and them,

as though collisions only occul because of a parlicular kind of driver, especially one who

is breaking the law, but only cefiain laws. The rest of us are not the same. Another.
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iuterview, this one with a car enthnsiast about a collisioll which resulted fi-om street

racing during the Sunday night cluise held weekly along Poltage Avenue, makes the

point:

Well, what the judge said is that not only, obvior-rsly, can you not go and drive
yotlr car and smash into soltreorle while you're racing dowll the street ill a street
race, but that you are different fi'olll other people who are out just cruisirrg around
in their car, and that I think the really big deal, because it did occur, the accident
did occLrr on a Suuday night, we were all kind of concerned that this individual be
painted as a Sunday night cruiser ancl what the judge did is distingLrish tþis
individLral differently frorn the rest of us. (G2, May 2)

Never mind that no mention is made of the fuel-wasting, air'-polluting celebration of car

culture that is cluising. Those who cruise up and down the avenue for fun and those who

cruise to race other drivel's are different: those in the fir'st category would not calrse a

collision. This language maintains the status quo: that person is different fiom us, and as

long as a concrete discrepancy is established, we can simply carry on driving without a

woffy because collisiolis are caused by other people who are in some way bad. However,

bad behaviour on the road - street racing, drinking, car theftt - is not a necessary

prerequisite to a collision, though it certainly helps; simple negligence will clo. Everyone

is prone to this, so tl-ìe fine Iine between "clangerous them" and "safe us" is fine.

Perhaps the street racer is not so different frorn everyone else. As discussed in the

literature review, speed is an enjoyable part of driving (see Section2.3.1). Safety will

often be overlooked in favour of such enjoyment, or of time saving or talking on the

phone. Are these more reasonable driving activities than racing? This double standard

allows tnembers of the general public to accept negligent behaviour, but in the case of a

collision, a differentiation must be made. Once the line is drawn, the cruisers can return

to the streets on Sunday knowing that they have nothing to worry about because they are
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different. Meanwhile, collisions are not cliscussed in the context of a socially-created

reality in which all citizens participate.

The radio program, however, does at times present alternative views of collisiolls.

One guest, from the Manitoba Heavy Construction Association, says this in an interview

about a worker being struck by a motorist on tlie job:

No, I tlrjnk what we need to do is constantly rerrrind rnotorists that they llave a
responsibility when they're behind the wheel of a car, and that includes not
drinking and driving, that includes obeying traffic signs, it includes obeying signs
that aleft people to the fact that there's either construction or road work aheacl.
(G3, Apr. 23)

These plain solutions are a good start to changing the way we thinl< about driving and

road collisions. In one interview, the father of a road worker who was killed in a

collision Ln2007 also poses some possible ways to plevent future collisions:

Well, l'd like to see the charges at least go up irrto the thousands of dollars, not
this little couple of hLrndred clollars, rnaybe pull their licence for a couple of
months. (G4, Apr.23)

This language moves towards more responsibility on the part of the driver. Including it

in the discourse on collisions contributes towards shifting collective thought about driver

responsibility.

4.2.3.2 Car Thefr

As Winnipeg has one of the highest rates of stolen vehicles per capita in the

cottntry (Goverrunent of Canada,2007), car theft is a major topic in local news. During

tliis period of review, there had been instances reported of auto thieves purposely seeking

to hit pedestrians with the stolen vehicles. In a fashion sirnilar to distinguisliing the speed

racer fi'om the crtlisers, the car thief, particularly one behaving dangelously, is clearly

distiriguished fi'om other drivers. This Question of the Day is illustrative of this point:
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So we're talking this morning about the disturbing level of violence among car
thieves. AIrd we're asking you, do you think tllere shoLrld be special penalties for
car thieves who endanger police? (H3, Apr. 30)

And one callel's lesponse:

rrVhy single out car thieves that are a danger to police specifically? Car thieves
that are a danger to anybody should be singled out, notjust ifthey're a danger to
police. (C l, Apr. 30)

The Question of the Day focuses as much on the fact that the vehicle is stolen as it does

on dangerous driving. The respondent is quick to note that the question singles out

police, but not that car thieves have also been singled out. By focusing on the stolen

aspect of the car, the thief is distinguished from other drivers regardless of whether othels

may also behave dangerously behind the wheel.

Ironically, large, fast cars and the aggressive images tliey project are malketed

and valued in our society, yet to take that message literally is not acceptable. Of course,

no one should take those messages literally, but why are they projected by advertisers and

embraced by niedia and consumers in the first place if we al'e going to distance ourselves

from those following tlrlough? Tliis limited discourse does not spark a deepel clebate into

the source of the pt'oblems, but the stories captnre the attention of callers.

City of Winnipeg Mayor Sam Katz called in to respond to the Question of the

Day with a tone that summarises a commonly-expressed attitude towards car theft, from

the perspective of car culture. The plogram aired his comments the following day:

I hate to be redundant and repetitive [sic], but I think I've been saying this ore for
a few years now, you know. We've called it tlle revolving door policy, we've
made the staternent that the Youth Crintinal .Iustice Act has to be changed, we've
talked about the Criminol Code, and I just pray that it doesn't take another death
before there's a change being made. And I mean it's difficult enough to put on a
unifornt of a Winnipeg police officer ancl go to work r,vithout having to think
about young puuks using cars as weaporìs nor,v, and that's lrappening more ancl
lnore and with no disrespect to others r,vho have clifferent viewpoints, there
doesn't seeur to be a great cleal of renlorse or even concern for the Irunran beings
that are being hurt, or let alone the property darnage, and I'll tell you what, that
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scares lìle alld I think it's time that we get much tougher. When they carre out
with the ankle bracelet for these Level Four offenders and the way they're cutting
them and just going out and repeating, if that isn't the message to somebody, I
don't know what is. It's got to change. The time is now. I don't want tþem to
have to wait for a mernber of the Winnipeg Police Service to be killed by sorne
punk who's going for a joyride and playing a game with huma¡r lives. Enough is
enough. When are people going to open Lrp their eyes and see wlrat's really gãing
on? And they don't care one bit. And that to me is the saddest part of it all. 1Ci,
May l)

The explession is one-sided. The thief, driving dangerously, is responsible. This is true,

but it is also restricted. First, no mention is made of collisions caused by slieer-

carelessness, as discussed in the previous section. Second, the Mayor does not call in to

the radio show saying "enough is enough" and demanding change because bicyclists,

pedestrians and other drivers have been liit simply because of poor driving, ignorance of

road laws or a lack of decent infrastructure. l8 Finally, this discourse does not

acknowledge that cats are strongly prornoted and embedded into economic, political a¡d

social life, so the possibility that car culture may play a role at all, however small, is not

entel'tained. Discourse such as this is too narrow to even allow questions about the nature

of car culture and its impact on events such as auto theft and deliberate collisions to enter

the debate.

The Mayol expresses an appetite for change. If the behaviour of "some punk

who's going for a joyride" can be changed, perhaps the beliaviour of the rest of our car-

dependent society is also susceptible to change.

rs Pedestrian and bicycle injury and death statistics are available on the City of Winnipeg's website at:
http://winn ipeg.calpubliclvorks/lnfornlationA ndResources/TrafficData/
p
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4.2.3.3 Risittg Gas Prices

Rising gas prices are a major point of discussion in this time frame. This excerpt

is typical:

Actually guys, you were chatting earlier about gas prices and llow rnuch lnore
expensive it is to pLrt gas in your car. Here's a good oue, I filled up Íny car.
yesterclay for the first time ever, I hit over the $50 rnark. Fífty-two dollars! (Hl,
May 2)

The soaring cost of gas is spoken about with an element of crisis; often followed,

ironically, by a segrnent on traffic or a story implying the normality of driving, as though

things are going to continue on as-is forever. Connections between car dependence and

rising gas prices are not made, and real, forward-thinking solutions are not prese¡ted. On

Aplil 25tl'the Question of the Day is: What aïe yolì going to clo to cope with 52.25 a

litl'e? That same day, one of the major stories is the proposed expansion to a br-idge used

heavily by commuting motorists. How is expanding the capacity for motor vehicles

helping anyone to cope with $2.25 a litre?

Sin-rilarly, on Aplil 28tt', arepofter is stationed at the gas plìulps giving air tirne to

those wishing to vent their frustrations at the rising cost of gas, but there is no olte out at

the bus stop inquiring about how fares, which have been rising steadily for over a decade

(see Section 1.4.5), are affecting riders. Such discourse is still considered altelnative, so

to leave it out is not really noticed. The motorist is the predominant listener.

4.2.3.4 Trffic Congestion

Just as weather conditions reportedly cause collisions ol put cars in clitches, so too

is traffic congestion beyond the driver's control. Whele there is congestion, the blame is

put on extelnal factors and not on the large numbers of single-occnpant vehicles (SOVs).

Lots of problerns out there in terms of traffic... Slow train [at] Dugald arrd
Plessis, slowing things down there. (H1, Apr.24)
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...the barricade [at] PoÉage Ave. eastbound aronud Balmoral it's snpposed to be
out of tlrere today. It's olr the city's list, it says "out afteL today", so hopefully
it'll be gone. It is causing a bit of a backr-rp now. (H I , Jan. 2l)

Going to be a busy morning out there, the stalls are now coming in, here we go:
stall, nofthbound Dunkirk before Ferrnor, right curb lane, causing a long line
up.... Going to be a busy morning, folks, with long line-ups because ofjust the
cold weather. (H1, Jan. 30)

As well, Laginiodière, there's [src] big traffic light problems at Regent and Lag,
do watch out for police directing traffìc and fi¡fther up around Maginot as well,
problern with the liglrts and that's actually causing quite a back up. (H 1, Apr. 24)

Congestion is something caused by trains, barricades, stalled cars, cold weather or traffic

lights, not SOVs. The problem identified is the block, not the nature of the flow, so the

possibility that SOVs may be inherently problematic themselves is never even raised.

In a manner sirnilar to Guiver's (2002) findings in her study of drivers and bus

riders in the UK, congestion is something that one suffels from in Winnipeg also, and not

something one contributes to:

... the problern there for Chief Peguis Trail. Eastbound is opeu so if you want to
escape this big line up on Maín Street you rnight want to head down Hellclerson
Fliglrway which isn't so bad (H6, Jan.24)

Thousands ofsingle-occupant drivers heading in one general direction are bound to cause

problems, only to be compounded by an external factol such as a barricade, yet this

language skips over the nature of the system entilely, jumping straight for the block and

identifying that as the culplit. If the solution is to avoid the block, it is no wonder then

that Winnipeggers continue to predominantly drive solole when the pr'oblem is

understood ili this way. This discourse reinforces such assumptions and will not leacl

most to consider using other modes or calpooling as a solution. The response is to

'o 5goÁ of the Winnipeg workforce drives to work in a single-occupant vehicle (Government of Canada,
2006a).
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continue to drive and complain, never addressirrg how this behaviour only contributes to

the problem.

The following excerpt addressing the issue of congestion during construction

periods illustrates the transportation paradigm in Wimripeg where mobility of the private

automobile takes top priority:

The City of Winnipeg hopes to minimise traffic disruptions this summer by
offering incentives and penalties to contractors 1...G5] manages traffic and
engineering for the City. He says it will be worth it for contractors to use the
accelerated construction methods and to work rnore in off-hours. "For instance,
on the Forl Garry twin bridges project, it's $10,000 a day if tlrey go over the
cornpletion date. On the other hand, they can make that back if they can find
ways to minimise the disrLrptions to traffic and finish earlier." (H5, Apr. 30)

Congestion is identified as the problern with the solution being less road construction

durìng peak houls. This appears logical at first because driving is embedded in our

culture; but it is based on a model that is archaic due to its limited scope. The "predict-

and-provide" approach (Vigar, 2002, see Section 2.6) gives priority to the movement of

SOVs. An alternative would be to identify the liigli dependence on SOVs as the problem

and transporlation demand fiìanagement (described in Section2.T), such as increased

parking rates or transit improvements as a solution. These would omit congestion fi'om

the equation entirely; however, these suggestions do not appear in the discourse at all.

4.2.4 Discourse on Other Modes

While the focus in local transportation is on cars, and from the point of view of

the car ownel'and clriver', the program does make space for othel viewpoints. Generally,

this is much more deliberate because sustainable modes are not perceived to be so

embedded in daily life, thus remain outside of mainstream discourse. These snippets are

the exceptions proving the rule that driving is normality ancl other modes are just a little

bit odd. Cal culture, as the standard, sets the contextual backdrop.
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The ornission of candid mentions of other modes is partly related to tlie weather.

The prograrn seelns to assume that people are doing what they can to avoid exposure,

suclr as sunounding themselves with a vehicle. This excerpt is a discussion of ablizzard

that had happened a few years previously:

H2: It was really one of those unifoing things where yoLr had to walk; you
couldn't drive anywhere, so everybody \.vas ollt. Even a couple of years ago or.ì

New Year's Eve.
H3: Then there was the flood-of-the-century blizzard.
H4: Yeah.
H3: I skied, I cross-cor-rntry skied downtowu on that one.
H4: Did yoLr really? In the middle of the blizzard?
H3: In the middle of the blizzard. I was doing one of these - there was a telethon
going on at the Convention Centre.
H2: And yor-r got there on skis?
H3: On skis, yes.
H4: Oh nice.
I 12: It shuts down the city in an interesting way.

- Jan. 28

Skiing as a means of transpoltation is presented as odcl, when actually in a winter city it

nlakes perfect sense. The same goes for skating. In talking about the skating trail

marked along the Red and Assiniboine Rivers, nothing is said about skating as a viable

means of transportation; instead it is treated as strictly a recreational activity:

...before you go, don't l<now rvhether you've hearcl, Winnipeg - speaking of
climate thirrgs, cornpletely off the sLrbject of greeuhouse gas emissions - we have
tlle world's longest outdoor skating rink. (H3, Jan. 28)

In fact, the skating trail couìcl well be on the subject of greenholìse gas emissions

because, unlike driving, skating emits no greenhouse gases. However, the skating trail is

not considered a transportation path but a means of recreation. Even in this winter city,

there is a very limited idea of what transportation can mean.

Cycling, which has served as a means of transportation since the 1800s, is now on

the fi'inges of transportation talk. References to cyclists are made in a context of the
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individual being unusual, which helps to perpetuate the myth that cycling can only be

done by a snall minority of people, particularly in winter.

If you're cycling in, if you're brave enough this nrorning, wind south-east at 26.
(Hl, Feb. l)

Aftel two weeks of observations, this is the first mention of cycling in a traff,rc repofi

during the period reviewed. The refelence is acknowledgement that cycling is an actual

form of transportation, even in February, but it seems conspicuous. There are people

cycling all winter: why are they brave? Although we live in a winter city, we still make a

big deal out of spending time outdoors.

...this won't seem like much of a stretcll today becar-rse we're talking about how
mild it's going to be but imagine being on a bicycle year-rouncl. Nearly year-
routld, nearly evety day, ancl travelling 30 km - 30 km, can you believe that? -
that's what one local Iran does on his bicycle ancl he just might be Canada's
Ultinlate Colnmttter. He's going to join us in the next lrour and talk to us about
his daily jaLr nt. (112, Jan. 25)

Again, it is strange to cycle a long distance to work in inclement weather. This particular

stot'y was part of a Canacla-wide competition to find the most extreme commute, told

alongside stories such as flying a plane to work. Incidentally, there was no story about

using a three-tonne, six-passenger, four-by-four tmck2O to transport oneself a few

kilometres through paved city streets, alone - is that not "extreme"? Cycling long

distances in winter is not particularly common, but acting as though it is practically

impossible does not indicate openness to its plausibility. Even though this story gives

exposure to another modal choice, it is told in the context of car-culture discourse: a

cyclist is being interviewecl, but the interview is not quite from the point of view of the

cyclist, who might not think it odd at all to cycle long distances in cold weather. The

to The 2009 Ford F-250 SD Cr-ew Cab is an exarnple.
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dl'iver is the gauge and will decide the parameters of an extrerì'ìe commute. The cyclist's

perspective is different:

H3: BLlt there are lots of people who do ride in the winter.
C6: It's anazing how tnany people you see out there. There's [sic] couriers who
rutr back and fofth and there's [sic] people that just do it for their health and other
good reasotrs' 

_ Ja,.25

Both agree that mauy people do lide bicycles in the winter, but there it is, in the context

of the extreme commute. To talk about other rnodes is, unlike the car, deliberate.

During the latter two weeks that the program was reviewed, the City of Winnipeg

hosted charrettes to gauge public opinion on potential designs for the expansion of part of

the Disraeli Freeway, a majol commuting rollte, which includes a bridge over a rail line.

The options for consideration, from least to most expensive, were:

a) a widened curb lane in both dilections rnarked with a sharrow,2l to be shared by

cyclists and motor vehicles, and a widened sidewalk on one side;

lr) as a),b:ul with sidewalks on both sides; and,

c) as a),btt with even wider culb lanes arid a wider sidewalk.

Discnssion around the expansion was covel'ed in the news as follows:

It is orle of Winnipeg's rrost popr-rlar cornrnuter routes, ancl rebuilding the
Disraelí Freeway will cost at least $125M. Tlre City will soon begin pLrblic
meetings to see what people would Iike the new fi'eeway to look like. [...] the
allswer rnay depencl on whetheryou're a peclestrian, a rnotorist ol a cyclist. (FI4,
Apr. 25)

The final phrase implies that modes are competing, when really they all just need to be

accolnmodated so that everyone can get around safely, regardless of mode. To sliow how

including cycling and pedestrian infrastmcture increases the cost is misieading because

2' A sharrow is a bicycle syntbol painted in a lane to indicate that the lane is to be shared by cyclists and
lulotorists.
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overall, provisions for'cyclists and pedestrians cost rnuch less than those for motor

vehicles. The story continues:

...and access for pedestrians and cyclists will determine tlle firral price tag. The
cheaper plan, with the sidewalk or.l one side, rvill cost $125M. The more
expensive options with improved sidewalks and rnore room for cyclists will cost

$ 160M, and that gets [G7]'s vote. She is with the Northwest Commuter Cycling
group. She says dedicated bike lanes would be ideal but this will have to do.
'That's the absolLrte safest option and if they were going to build a brand new
bridge, that woLrld be sornething we should be pushing for. BLrt in the case of a
rehabilitated bridge like this one, no, I lnean you have to be realistic. This is
certainly an improvernent orr wllat we have at the urorlerrt, so I'd be happy with
that.' (FI4, Apr.25)

V/hile it was a cycling representative who was interviewed and presenting the alternative

discourse, she remains influenced by car-centled language. Even she is willing to settle

fol'little, because it is an improvement to what is cturentìy there, which is nothing at all.

Why is the bare minimum consideled progress when it corrres to transportation options?

In light of climate change and rising gas prices, this seems palticularly short-siglited.

Simply rnaking available the option to not accommodate cyclists and pedestrians at least

as well as drivers sends the clear message that bicycle and foot traffic are far less

important than cars, lining up again with Vigar's (2002) "predict-and-provide" apploach.

The top priority is moving motor vehicles, which is consistent with Wimripeg's built

folm and financing priorities, though not with its long-term planning goals.

Note that there is, of course, no option featuring less space for cars - which is a

consideration and long-term goal in some cities. Seoul has removed a freeway running

along the river in the centre of the city. Vauban, a suburb of Freiburg in Gemrany, is

virtually car-free. In Winnipeg though, the idea portrayed below is simply not

enteltained:
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Figure 2: Car lane concept: Bicycle Alliance of Washington. Photograph ancl rendering: K. Walsh.

The discourse about sustainable modes on the radio is promising, but this

discourse remains solidly within the parameters of car culture, which dirninishes the

importance of otlier modes in and of themselves. Altematives are stalting to be

normaìised, but a fundamentaì paradigm shift is a long way off. Even my owrl use of the

tenn "alternatives" is itself an indicator of that.

4.2.5 Conclusion: Prevailing Transportation Culture in Winnipeg

Sectioll 4.2 addressed the first research question: What are the perspectives and

values ernbedded in the prevailing transpofiation discolrrse in Wimripeg?

An analysis of the discourse of this program confirms the prevalence and depth of

cal'cultttre in Winnipeg, similar to that described in the literature review, with tliemes of

speecl, control and time-saving being raised. Appeals to car cultule are made i¡ the
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personal, social and ideological realms throughout the program. Incliviclual listener-s are

lured in by the entertainment value of traffic reports and stories of sliared problems on the

road. Hosts relay their own car-related experiences in back-and-forth banter, to which

listeners can supposedly relate, stories they might well tell themselves. And, while the

program has room for transpofiation discourse related to other modes, the discourse is

conspicuous, the exception that proves the rule: cycling in winter or skiing to work are a

big deal, done by unusual people or in extreme circnmstances. Mixed with this is the

ideology which distinguishes good drivers fi'om bad and externalises tlie problems

associated with car dependence, with no opportunity for consideration of a socially-

constructed reality. Repeated daily, this perspective sends the urrequivocal rnessage that

the car is the norm, leaving little rooln for a deeper debate

it does not appear to be the hosts' intent to send out such messages - it is possible

that they use sustaiuable modes tliemselves quite regularly. Cars penetrate at a level

where the hosts of the plogram do not seem to notice - a fact of life, like breathing -
which itself shows the entrenched nature of car culture.

A local moming radio show may be neither the start nor end of car culture,

instead acting as a gallge were a change to occur. However, as a medium with a wide

audience act'oss the city, local radio may be an appropriate place to begìn a renewed

transportation discourse so that collectively citizens might start to ask more fundamental

questions about cuuent assumptions, and to approach transportation ancì all related issues

more broadly. Radio could be a platfolm from which to initiate new conversations using

lauguage based on diffelent sets of assumptions. Collaboration between planners and

media may open doors to new ways of popular thinking.
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Meanwhile, new collversations could begin where the radio program left off: witl'ì

those whose perspective is more like that of the winter cyclist than of tlie Sunday night

cruiser. What do they have to say on the topic of living car-free in a place as car-fi'iendly

as Winnipeg? Seeking these other ways of knowing is an effort to take a collaborative

approach to plaming. Tliis is the next phase of research. The analysis is presented

below.

4.3 In-Depth Interviews

In-depth interviews were conducted witli eleven people in Winnipeg who live

without a car. Questions were compiled and pilot-tested with two individuals for tirning

and effectiveness, then refined (Appendix C). Interviewees were then recruited through

word-of-mouth and advertisements on public notice boarcls (Appendix B). Each

interview was conducted in a place agreed upon between the participant and interviewer

and lasted approximately one hour. Palticipation was voluntary with no compensation

provided. Each iriterview was taped and transcribed word-for'-word. All interviews were

held in March and April of 2008.

Participants were rnostly Caucasian and midclle-class, living generally in central

areas of the city, and ranging in age frorn l8 to 60. Three were men and eight were

women. One participant was a parent with small children at home. Of the eleven

palticipants, niue did not have a car in the household and three of these nine did not liave

a driver's licence. The remaining two did have a car in the household but did not have a

dt'ivet''s licence. The common factor between all participants, and the important one fol

this study, was that none had immediate access to a motoL vehicle.
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Findings of the interviews will address the second and third research questior1s:

What are the perspectives and values embedded in the discourse of Wimiipeggers living

car-fi'ee? From that, can there be a profile created of car-fi'ee culture in Winnipeg and if

so, how can it be described? Below is a summary of the hndings, with an in-depth

analysis to follow.

4.3.7 Summary

Most people interviewed said they use several modes to get around. The deciding

factors are seasonal or weather conditions, and destination - modes are adjusted

depending ou whether one is cornmuting to and from work, and also dependi¡g on the

distance to be traveled.

Although I assumed parlicipants have a driver's licence, like many assunìe others

have a car, five people interviewed in fact have never had a driver's licence. Those same

five have liad no car in the past and so have been car-fi'ee all their lives, though all have

lived with someone who owned a car at sorne point, and two are currently living with

sorìeone who owns a car. Of the remaining six, most said they were inclined to use their

cal infiequently when they dicl have one.

Most participants stated several reasons for living car-free, from cost savings to

not having a licence. The envirorunent was mentioned most frequently, thougli it is not

necessarily the top reason of those wlio cited it. Also, there ale varying degrees of

delibelation when it comes to being car-fiee: some vely consciously tliink about living

car-free and link this to nlatly other tliings they do; others jLlst get along car-fi-ee as

casually as anyone wlio drives.
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The vast majority of participants mix with a social circle of people who primarily

use the car as their main mode, so they do not necessarily need to be surrounded by

others who travel as they do. It is unsurprising then that most said they do not feel a

strong sense of community as a result of being car-free; having such a thing in common

with another person is not generally enough to form a bond, though some participants did

say they feel solne affinity towards others who do not drive.

Six participants feel their social lives are affected in some way because they do

not have acar - that is, it is difficult to corurect with some people, parlicularly those who

do not live nearby, and as a result they see one another less. The remaining five indicated

that their social lives are not affected.

Most people reported experiencing a reaction fi'orn others upon expressing that

they do not have a car. Most commonly this is surprise, particularly for those who do not

have a driver's licence.

V/hile all participants could think of instances in their lives when a car would be

useful, such as when doing a lot of shopping ol' travelling beyond the city limits, they do

not feel inconveniencecl overall, and generally find ways to work around these instances,

such as plamring shopping trips in advance or taking a bus ont of town. Also, witli the

exception of certain circumstances, such as waiting for a bus in winter or long-distance

walks, very few explessed that time spent travelling is time wasted.

A slight majority of participants believe that not having a car does send out a

message to others about them, as an outward expression of their attitudes and values.

The others feel it does not rrreall anything aT all.
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Participants had more positive than negative comments about their expenences

walking, cycling and taking the bus in Winnipeg. Direct contact witli the suruounding

environment was often mentioned or alluded to, and exercise was commonly stated as a

bonus to walking and cycling, even though it was not listed as a reason to not have a car.

When talking about experiences, participants frequently referenced safety - safety on the

road as a cyclist, and safety from others as a pedestlian or when waiting for a bus. The

most frequently cited probìem with taking the bus was buses arriving early, indicating

that schedules are not always reliable.

When asked about the future of living car-free in Winnipeg, most expressed

concern that there will not be improvements due to the existing built form ol because of a

lack of political will to make changes. The two who felt optirnistic linked impending

change to rising gas prices. All but two parlicipants had suggestions for the question of

what could be done to improve life without a car in Winnipeg, from rapid tlansit to

education that would instil in people, at an early age, a sense that it is nonnal to take the

bus. Suggested changes seem to be linked to reasons for not driving in the first place -

those who associate being car-fi'ee with a larger worldview see significant change as

necessary, whereas those who simply do not drive are less inclined to see a need for

improvements. Most parlicipants dlew comparisons between Winnipeg and other cities

in Canada and Europe. This seems to help shape their views on what is possible in car-

fi'ee life and to inform theil suggested improvements (see Section 4.2.5).

More detailed analysis begins with an interpretive reading into the discourse of

the three dimensions established in the literature review: personal, social and ideological.

Quotations are attributed anonyrnously as Interviewee (11,12...).
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4.3.2 Personal Realm

The personal realm of transportation from the point of view of individuals living

car-fi'ee is presented in tliis section, following the categories developed in Section2.3.

Here, discourse is explored that lelates to the experience of walking, cycling and riding

the bus; self identity; time; and, space.

4.3 2.1 Discourse on the Experience of l4talkÌng, Cycling, Riding the Bus

Non-motorists have varying experiences walking, cycling and riding the bus, from

feeling unsafe on the road as a cyclist to enjoying the patches ofnatural landscape as a

pedestrian. Many mentioned the added benefits of getting exercise, reading, meeting

other people, or, like driving, listening to music while travelling.

The commou thlead running thlough these experiences is a raised awareness of

surl'oundiugs, not only of the natural and built forms but also of what is happening in

those environments - the weatheL, rnotor vehicles and people nearby. This makes sense

as the cyclist and pedestrian are completely out in the open and moving relatively slowly

- as is the person waiting at a bus stop - and the bus rider sits among other members of

the public. Enclosed in a cat, the motolist tends to be comparatively sheltered frorn the

environment, experiencing it only as filtered thlough the vehicle. A cyclist, bus rider or

pedestlian is exposed to the possibility of unanticipated events, both threatening and

benign, not affolded those inside a vehicle. As such, when participants talked about their

experiences walking, cycling and liding the bus, they tended to refèr to what happens

around them more than what happens inside their heads. One participant described

walking in this way:

...you're tnore viscerally experiencing your euvironlnent when you're walking,
so the way the road feels under your feet, the temperature of the air, what people
look like today, wltat the, how the sun is shining, what the bLrildings are like,
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what posters are up on the light stands that day, r.vhere you have to watch r,vþel.e
you step |atrghs). (13)

Dant (2004) referued to the physical aspects of driving in a similar way, but for the

pedestrian the feeling is more immediate and more egalitarian. Tliere is less a desire to

control than to maintain balance. For this person, there is a strong connection with the

sunounding environment:

I see nore about what's going on. I feel more connected to the social and natul.al
envil'onmelrts that are in the city. When you're in a vehicle, you're l<ind of
driving through the envíronr.neut, you're not really, you're kind of a bit divorced
ft'om ít, I find. I feel more, I definitely feel more counected to the communify,
for sure. (18)

The peclestrian partakes rather than dominates. Information is absorbed without a buffer,

used to guide the person away from danger, including any that may be posed by cars:

I'n still again catrtious as a pedestrian because I know that, I've watchecl drivers
be very distracted and so I'm kind of aware of that and I think I have a pretty
good r-lnderstanding of kind of the areas arrd places where I'm feeling rnore
careft¡l than others. (17)

Cyclists intel'viewed described themselves as beliaving cautiously and remaining

very aware of the irnmediate envirorunent of a road shared with fast-moving motor

vehicles. Some participarrts avoid cycling altogether due to the pelceived da¡ger:

No, I clorr't ride a bike in this city, I'd be terrified to get out on the str.eets witll
some of the ll utcases out there sometirnes (l I 0)

"Nlltcase" behaviour has a major impact on the experience of the cyclist and pedestrian.

The individual above liolds drivels singularly responsible for a personal fear of cycling.

For another participant, it is Winnipeg drivers in particular:

I just don't feel comfoÍable on the street, like I'm a bit of a r.ìervous cyclist. I
cloll't think Winnipeg drivers are really used to cyclists like some otlier cities
where drivers are ntore aware (16)

Drivers' attitudes and subsequent behaviour towards cyclists will affect how welcome

cyclists feel on the street. Thele is a major power imbalance between the two road users
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because of the speed, power and size of a niotor vehicle compared with a bicycle.

Behaviour of the individual behind the wheel will either subdue or intensify that power

strr-rggle:

...one tirle when I was biking clown St Mary's Rd, which is really bad because
it's fast, sotreone threw a bottle at me. It didn't hit me, it nlissed me but on that
stretch of road, I still, I don't feel particularly safe, and actually I doll't even ride
on the road anymore, I more often ricle on the sidewalk (19)

Seated on a fast-moving platfonn and encased in a protective shell, a motorist can do

sonrething rash such as throw a bottle at a cyclist and speed away, without any

repercussions. The cyclist is left behind, exposed, with no recourse. This is a blatant

expression of power and not the insidious kind described in the thild point of Section

2.2.1.

Because of unsafe or aggressive dliving, cornpounded by infrastructure that is not

sufficiently built for pedestrians' and cyclists' safety, some avoid cycling altogether, such

as the inclividuals quoted above. The person above chooses to bend the rules in favour of

feeling safe, as does this individual:

...cycling is something I woLrld like to do, but I rvoLrld not do for the life of me
because you're not sr.rpposed to cycle on the sidewalks, which I can understand,
you don't want to rr-lt.ì sorrìeoue clown, but you dorr't want to åe run down on the
street. So I'll cycle in nly neighbourhood, but going onto Osbome? AbsolLrtely
not. Like I nlearl even sonletirnes they have a blLre line saying this is where
cyclists should be cornpared to the curb and this is where cars should be? That's
still too close to rre. I don't want to be that close to a moving car. On the
sidervalk you've got so rnuch room. (12)

Infrastructure designed without the cyclist in mind gives the cyclist viltually no option.

Though unlawful, no cyclist mentioned getting ticketed for liding on the sidewalk: law

enforcement seems to turn a blind eye, and why not? Tlie cyclist is acting reasonably.

However, the outcome is that cyclists continue to make do with what little is there, and

the loots of the problem - infi'astructule design that maintains the massive discrepancy of
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power between road users, and which can actually fàcilitate aggressive motorist

behaviour - are not addressed.

Litelature indicates that the false sense of ernpowerment which motolists feel due

to being encased in a vehicle (see Section2.3.1) is part of what contributes to road rage,

something which cyclists and peclestrians also experience:

I've heard of pedestriatrs, like a fi'iend of rnine was in the Exchange District and
sotl.ìeone in an SUV ran over her foot, just as a pedestrian. Winnipeg drivers are
horrible. [...] I get more fi'ustratecl as a pedestrian with drivers because I see
thetn running stop signs [...] I have often wished I had rotten tomatoes to throw
at drivers llaughs) I just get so irate. Like this one, recently I saw a gLly run a
stop sign and it's jLrst like, I don't hesitate to yell at people because I just get
really irate when I see like really bad driving, bLrt actually I notice it more as a
pedestrian than cycling. (15)]

The power strr-rggle here is very uneven. There is viltr-rally no recourse when a motorist

drives over a pedestrian's foot. The injustice which cyclists ancl pedestrians feel in these

situations is due to the lack of empathy on the part of the motorist, enabled by the vehicle

itself. Wliile it rnay seem that an inconsiderate driver has never experienced walking or

cycling, this behaviour is likely ûìore a manifestation of Lilleor's motorism (see Section

2.3.1).

Considering the dangers, it is no wonder pedestrians and cyclists stay aware of

their surroundings on the road. A heightened sense of awareness also characterised

pedestrians and those waiting at bus stops when they are downtown at night. People,

women included, generally hacl positive things to say about this:

I walk downtown on Portage a lot aud often after 9:00 at night, and I think to
rnyself. . . why are there rrot more people here? This is perfectly safe, I clon't feel
threatened, nobody's bugging n'ìe, and I sometines wish that more people, and
particularly lrore wonlert, would be out aftel dark on the streets because tlrere's
ttotlting, as far as I can tell, to be afi'aid of. I'm oLlt a lot, l've hacl various
problems but nothing serious [...] and you know who I do see out late at night,
like on the bus, it's often little old ladies. If little old ladies are out here why
aren't people my age? (19)



I have often wondered the same thing. Not all participants said that they are willing to go

downtown at night, however, and even those who do go remain alert:

WaitingforthebLrs[...]makesmefeel alittlebitlikeatarget. Igenerallydon't
have a lot of trouble with people approaching me and asking for money and that
sort of thing, but if it's going to happen it'll happen at a bus stop. So I prefer to
keep nroving. (19)

Like cyclists, bus riders adjust their behaviour or their patterns if they fèel they are in

jeopardy. Perception of safety will determine certain behaviours.

The bus is another place where participants regularly encounter other people

whose behaviour cannot be predicted. All al'e very accepting of this:

For people who are used to driving everywhere, they never have to sit beside
souleolle or colre into close contact with someoue who is acting, is what we
woLlld consider, "irregularly"t llaughsf So they just kind of get nrore and rnore
tlrlcomfortable with it, whereas rvhen you're taking tlre bus, sonteone corles in
andistalkingtohirnself,that'sokay. He'snotreallydistLn'binganyone,he'sjust
tall<ing to hínlself. As Iong as he's not offending anyone or attacking anybody.
(n 1)

As the participant points ottt, car cnlture does not expose people to one another, so a

llotorist's bourdaries of tolerance are never challenged. This leads to many

misconceptions about the bus. HoweveL, for participants of this study, the bus is

something else entirely:

...you dotl't have to thinl< about clriving. I find it really relaxing. In the
wintertime in particular, we have a, thele's a bus that conres illto our
tteighbourhood just for a couple of houls in the morning and a couple of hours
late in tlre day and so we only have to walk a block and then you can get on to
that bus and it will tal<e you right downtorvn. Ancl so you get on it and it's like
wanll! r'eally cozy and it feels like you have your own chauffeur actually. It feels
very, it alntost feels privileged to be o¡l the bus (19)

This portrayal of the bus is very different to tliat in the world of car cultule, which would

present the bus as a place of strange or antisocial people. To palticipants, the bus is quite

a social environrnent, an opportunity to observe and talk with other-people:
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I find fricling the bus] relaxing, actually. Nobody bLrgs you. I'rr a people-
watcher. I like to observe allthe people on the bLrs [...] and sornetimes you strike
up a conversation. (ll 0)

The bus, like the rest of the public reahr, is also a place for surprise events.

Several people told stories of a chance encounter or a glimpse at something unusual. One

person described the stimulating environment of the bus in this way:

Because on the bLrs I think about, this is kind of a weird thing, but if you sit atthe
back of the bus, especially in the morning, there's a lot to see that's jr-rst really
beaLrtiful. Likejusttreesaud,dependingontheseason, likeflowersinbloomand
that sort of thing and even if you sit on the bus, it cau, this is kind of weird, but
everyone's hair fi'om the back, with the sun strearning in and, you kuow, it's
really just like beaLrtiful and it's not a view of the world that you would ltave atty
other way. You carr really actually stare at a lot of things - people and bLrildirrgs

and the detail in buildings up high, because you're not looking at the road

because you're not clriving so you can look at all this str-rff around you. That's ort

the bus though. (19)

Overall, people's experiences walking, cycling and riding the bus are positive.

The physical aspects like those felt when driving are compolurded by the immediacy of

the surroundings, which people really seem to appreciate. Safety, however, is at tlie

forefi'ont of their minds.

To make cyclists and pedestrians feel rrore welcorÌle on the load, driver attitude is

very irrportant. Drivers must be very aware of the power imbalance that is inherent in

the different lnodes and know that their actions can exacerbate or subdue this situation.

Also impoltant is legulation which fits the accornpanying infrastructure so that those

currently cycling are safe and those who rnay consider cycling will not feel apprehensive.

Tlie existing misrnatch between infrastlucture and legulation is a liability for everyone

and turning a blind eye to those breaking the rules simply ignores the larger problern.

The rules themselves need to be addressed. Firially, pedestrian safety and even

pelception of safety are essential if people are goingto considerwalking as ameans of

travel. Plan Winnipeg puts the clowntown first, a goal which supports pedestrian safety.
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With a greater human presence dowrrtown, particularly at night, pedestrians will have a

more comfortable experience.

4.3.2.2 Discours e on Self- Identity

Self-identity featured very plominently in interviews. People constantly link

transporlation to their sense of self, even those who claim that there is no link between

their modal choice and their attitudes about themselves or their self images. Unlike with

the car, howeveL, it is not the specific mode or the brand of bicycle, for example, that

builds identity; rather the fact that the person is not a motorist.

As discussed in the literatnre review, the car offers a range of images with whicli

one can associate. Those interviewed do not live car-free for the pulpose of bLrilding

identity, but having no cal definitely allows for some expression of self.

I dou't have rruclr stLrff really, I dress kind of futrny, I always seem to bLry the

stLlff that nobody else wants, I go out of my way to buy strange foods, I think it's
jLrst a general, I've always been attracted to sort of alternative ways of doing
things. (13)

I guess iu rny case it's certainly, it's a bit unusual, but I've always felt that there's

a little bit of nle that is a little bit of a non-confonnist. There are other things

that, lil<e there are other things about me that are, you kllow arelt't very
tladitional [...] So, I gr:ess tlrere's part of me that is reluctant to ntake choices

sinrply because I'tn expected to nrake those choices. (17)

Standing out in their choice of transportation mode is part of a bigger picture of tlie self

for these two people; they do rnost things differently, so they are not uncomfortable with

appearing out of the ordinary in personal transportation.

Others want to detach themselves fiom certain activities, particularly shopping in

big box stores. Not drivirig helps them to be that person with whom they identify.

Well, I don't actually go to those places [big box stores...] BLrt Inore, I'tl'ì a

person wlto goes downtown. (l l)

I'rn not a huge shopper but when I do need to get sourething I will go there fto
Polo Parkl, typically by bus (12)
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l'rrr not nrucll of a rnall persorr, generally, so it doesn't leally come up very muclr
that I have to go down to St Vital to the suburbs or anything like that. (13)

I'ln not a hr,rge fan of big box stores in general, Ithink it's rnore and more of a

trend that exists that is obviously totally car culture, because it's not very
pedestrian-friendly at all! So, but I do occasionally go to theur, especially a

specialty store Iike Michael's that doesn't really exist in a mall or something like
Polo Park, I would go to a big box store, but normally I wouldn't go to those
types of stores. (16)

Shopping, big box stores and malls represent themes from which they want to distance

themselves, whatever the theme may be (e.g. large-scale materialism, anti-union policies,

goods that are not locally-sourced). Their choice not to drive is part of something bigger,

spanning out to where and how they shop, like the driver in a certain type of car. This

consistent "package" - be it a pel'sor1 who consumes little or a non-conformist - is

something the individual can accept as valid and consistent and not hypocritical.

...trying to limit our carbon footprint, that's what we're really up to. Whatever
way we can. That applies to sort of a broad range of activities that we do - tryirrg
to bLry food tllat's fairly local, if possible, try to avoid bLrying things that are from
New Zealancl for example. (18)

Making this conscious choice mattel's more to some participants than to others, for whorn

the link is less a deliberate lifestyle choice and more sirnply part of normality, like

driving is for the supposed audience of the radio program. Living car-fi'ee is not really

anything special or noteworthy:

If I wanted it to be a statenlent, it could be, but it's not so rnuch a statemeut as

jLrst part of the lvay I live ny life. I don't feel the necessity to drive, like I can

basically get arourrd otherr'vise so it's just kind of how ì live as opposecl to: "l
refttse to drive because of this, this ancl this reaso¡r", or tlrings lil<e that. I'rn
conscious of the enviror.rnrent, but uot to the extrerne point. (12)

For this participant, not to drive for the sake of the environment would be going to an

extreme. Being car-free is simply an effortless way to live, but even this nonchalant

attitude could be connected to a cel'tain self-image.
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The difference between those who are deliberate in their clecision not to drive and

those who are less so is that the first group would avoid driving even if it were totally

inconvenient. I-lowever, those who do it because it feels nonlal and easy may not be tied

to any icleal version of themselves, at least not with respect to transportation, showing

that life without a cal may not be as inconvenient as car culture implies.

The auto industry capitalises on negative associations with sustainable modes,

particularly the bus, but this does not seern to concern participants or make an impact on

their self-images. Most sirnply do not take such advertising tactics seriously. Othels

dissociate themselves from other non-drivers, much like motorists separate themselves

fi'om certain groups as explored in the raclio plogram. This is one response to being

shown a provocative cal advertisement featuring derogatory temrs used to describe bus

riders:

"Loser cruiser", yealr. Uufoftunately, it is true that sornetirnes when you get orr

the bus there al'e people on there you wish wererl't on the bLrs with you but that's
the nature of living in the city and you're going to sonretimes have days when
there are people [...] running into yor-r that you wish weren't lunning into, so

that's sacl. (l I )

Rather than taking the message pelsonally, this pelsoìl interprets the rnessage as being

clirected more towalds other bus riders. However, not all people interpreted the

advertisement this way:

I would say it's offensive, but it plays on stereotypes again I think some people
have aboL¡t people who ride the bus, right? BLrt yeah, actually I think it's kind of
an offensive ad just because obviously I ride the bus and I like to tllink I'nr not a

creep or a weirclo Iaughs)l So again, not very tasteful. (16)

This person sees that the target might be his or her own self. While acknowledging the

ad to be offensive, neither interpretation stops these individuals fi'om taking transit.
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There is a connection between living car-flee and self-identity, but the meaning

varies between individuals. There is some indication that living without a car is actually

vel'y easy and works even for people who ale not trying to rnake a major statement about

the environment oL consumption. This information counters commonly-held assumptions

tliat other modes are inconvenient or odd, and may be useful in promoting the idea of

living car-free.

Even this approach to promoting living car-free would still face cliallenges. The

auto industry has successfully exploited negative associations and perpetuated rnyths

about sustainable modes to sell its products in ways that may be threatening to an

individual's self-identity. Identity is clearly very important and people tend not to want

to be associated with arl ullcomplimentary iniage no matter what the mode. Both

motorists and bus riders will dissociate themselves fi'om negative images; however, most

non-motorists simply dismiss any negative connotation based on mode choice as a

marketing tactic. Fol'motorists to switch to other modes, these pejorative associations

would have to be eliminated. Marketir-rg that focuses on the positive aspects of

snstainable rnodes, particularly comrnunity-based social marketing (see Section2.T),

could help to sever those associations and make sustainable transpoftation sornething

with which motorists could identify. Winnipeg has already explored this approach

successfully in the WinSmart Showcase (see Section 1.4.6).

+.J.Z.J Discourse on Tinte

With the exception of certain circumstances, such as waiting for a bus in winter or

very long walks, most participants expressed time travelling without a car as time well

spent. The quality of time was descl'ibed differently by those living car-fi'ee when
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coll-ìpared with the literature about time for motorists: there is not that same sense of

urgency as is prevalent in car culture. This person describes what time may be like for

fì'iends who have cals:

I think, so in terrns of time, so maybe like both parents are rvorking full-time and

the kids are in daycare and so they live a very busy life where they have to leave

early, drop this person off,, drop that person off and get to work on tinre and they
have jobs that aren't very flexible and so I really syurpathise with that because if
you're in that situation, yoLr both want to work fi¡ll-tirne, drop the kids off and

that kind of thing, it is a lot rnore difficult to do without a car (11 I )

This is neither good nor bad, but it is not the only way to exist. Car culture promotes a

compacting of time, a separation of events, lllore than a flexible, layered concept of time,

or what Guiver (2002) refers to as "contextual" (p.a7). Compare the above with the

descliption of the participant's own lifestyle:

...where the number of tiures I've walked to the Forks pulling the kids in the

wagon, just tonnes of tirres, and then it means that the whole process of getting
thele is a whole event in itself, becaLrse ouce you figure, hey, it's going to take 45

minutes/an hour to walk there, so okay well rnaybe we'll tirne it so we'll stop for
coffee sornewhere on the way, and then we'll stop and play at this park at the
Legislative buildings on the way, and then finally we'll get there and we'll do
whatever we want at the Forks and then we'll have to get back, and so getting
back is a whole process, so [...] it's a lot rrore process-oriented. (ll l)

Without a car, time is less uncler the agents' control wliicli seems to lend a certain

freedorn to the lifestyle. By not needing to control time, people let go to some degree.

Parlicipants like the above indicated that they learn how long an activity takes, accept it

and make the most of it creatively. Travel is not a nuisance; it is simply a part of life,

worked into the day like anytl-ring else, and can even be, as above, an opportunity. Many

others indicated enjoyment of the time spent travelling:

No, I love walking. I get lost in rny head a lot. Not really thinking about
anything in pafticular or rnaybe thinking about sourething in particular but I like
that, I like the tinre to reflect. (12)

I find that the time I spend getting to and frour work, whether I'rn biking or
walking, is really, it's a good down tirne for rne, it's a good clrance to unwind
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from worl<. I really look folward to it. It's like. yeah! Especially the walking. I

find it's, I find it very calming (17)

Walking is a chance to think and reflect, a point in the day that a pedestrian appreciates.

In this way, time is similar to that inside a car. Motorists use the time behind the wheel

to think and reflect also. Another sirnilarity with motorists is that, when a faster option is

available, a pedestrian will take it:

So when I need to get anywhere fast when it's nice out, you know, I take rny
bike. (13)

...when surrrïer cornes arouncl and I can get on my bike [...] everything is so

much easier'. Everything is so rnuch easier because you know when I can go
fror.n orre place to the other (l l)

Walking in the surnrneftirne I often think I wish I had taken my bike because it's
just a lot faster. (19)

The speed and lack of rigid schecluling rlakes time on a bike similar to that at the wlieel

of a car. The bus, however', requires planning, but this does not seem to be a problem

most of the time for participants, who do not indicate feeling restricted by the schedule:

Yeah, yeah, so it's close to work. I.just go there and then there's a bus stop
across the road. So I nlake sure to check wheu the bus colnes and I tirne corring
out ofthe grocery store for then. (13)

However, this clianges if things do not go according to plan:

Yeah, like if a bus said it was going to be there atthaf time on the bus schedule
and it's too early and you nrissed it, or it's too late, it's kind of a bunlmer at those
times. In that sense yolr kind of live on that schedule (14)

Bus riders clo live by the bus' schedule, however, it is a misconception to think that

without a car, spontaneity is not possibie:

...if I was doing something spontaneous and I wanted to go fi'orn my house in
Osborne downtown and it's Iike, oh, let's go see a rnovie, aud we're jLrst rushing
out the door, and it's a spontaneous kincl of thing where it's not planned out, like
tlre way my work transit is all planned out, it's a little bit more different [sic] then
because you don't have a plau, a set plan, but again as I said tllere are so n'ìany

buses in the area that I don't uormally have to wait more thau five minutes to get
something to go downtown. (16)
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Spontaneity is actually more dependent on where one lives and the modes accommodated

than on the mode chosen. This misconception that the bus restricts impulse is

compounded by the idea that everything is faster in a car. One benefit to living car-free,

as orle participant pointed out, is the time spent nol in a car:

I find I save time because when I had the car, I would be driving around looking
for a parkf ng space or going into the parkade and driving aror¡nd there looking for
parking and I also fìnd that I don't waste a lot of tinle in the winterlime going into
the garage and getting the car wanned up and plugging it in and unplLrgging it.
(re)

These activities are downplayed or ignoled completely in car culture when actually they

do take a lot of time, and arguably that is time that rnost people, on consideration, would

deem is poorly spent.

Weather affects perception of time, particularly when walking, cycling or waiting

for a bus, because one is exposed. During the winter months, trips and waits can feel

much longer than in su[lrner.

No, my fanrily moved out of the area [Charleswood] bLrt ì definitely, yon know, it
really, so often when I think you know about waiting out for a bus for one whole
hour, for a bus to turn up or whatever', I rneau in the surnlner it was wonclerfttl, itt

the winter it was... awful. (l I )

In general, though, people are accepting of the time it takes to get from a to b. The

chance to do other things while walking, cycling or riding the bus helps:

No, I don't, well with Telebus now it's so easy. I don't go out too long ahead of
tirle and, no not really. I Lrsually have a book with rre, so I read. (110)

So, it would be like a half hour eitller way aud half an hour is you know not bad

in tenns of a courrnute [...] if you're biking you're getting exercise at the same

tinre so it's like a good workout so I clon't nrind the half hour each way that I
spend comnrLrting. (16)

Commuting is commuting and it is going to take time no matter what, but the bus offels

the added benefit of reading and a bil<e dde is an oppoltunity fol exercise.
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Sustainable modes follow a nlore integrated concept of time than cars, with

benefits along the way. The lifestyle that accompanies this might be useful information

for a marketing carnpaign to promote other modes. While generally accepting of time

spent travelling, on very cold days or long trips, one senses time dragging out - bus

shelters, posted schedules, and cleared, walkable routes are critical. Overall, participants'

experiences with sustainable modes indicate that assumptions dictated by car culture -

such as that spontaneity, flexibility and time-saving are only possible in a cat - are

misconceptions.

4.3.2.4 Discourse on Space

Winnipeggers travelling car-fi'ee seek to negotiate rather than conquer space,

looking out for ways that feel safe and, if possible, stimulating, where tliey might feel a

part of their surroundings. Space that primarily accornmodates the car, however, is

chalacteristic of Winnipeg, something of which participants are all too aware. One

individual points to the plairie nature of the city as the reason for this:

I find that the difference with prairie cities and westenl cities ffrom easter-n cities]
is there's lots of space, so everything is splead out, and it's spread out iu a way
that makes an assumption that everybody is going to be in a vehicle, so there's uo
worry about how far away you're going to put sonrething fi'om a core area, mal<es

no difference. (17)

An assumption of rnobility via a cerlain mode has influenced present development

patterns.

Space has a quality to it. in Wirrnipeg, some of that space is plainly hostile

towards certain modes. In this interviewee's experience, Polo Park shopping mall is

unwelcoming to cyclists:

You can walk on sidewalks withiu the developments, bLrt to get to the
developrnents there are no sidewalks. So - there clefinitely are no bike paths - so

it sort of precludes accessirrg thenr in alternate ways. And I'm seeing, well I have
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relatives living in - what's the narre of that place, a new developtnent, Littdelt
Woods - and there we go. You have to take your velticle and I'rn not even sttre,

thel'e's got to be some bus up there but I don't know what it is, and it's like
driving down the highway to get out there. And again, we don't have, there

aren't altematives to get there. I don't think that's a good thing at all, that really
is like saying, 'you dou't lllatter'. When I go to Polo Palk, wlry should I spend

my money there wlren, if I'm walking in, I don't rnattel' enough that you have a

decent bike stand for me? And why should I spend rny n'ìoney there when the

ernphasis on the lot is so lnuch olr where you're going to put the cars [...] So

that's one of the reasolts tllat I dorl't go to Polo Park. Why should I? (l I )

Though Polo Park is well-serviced by bus, the lack of infrastructure and accessibility for

cyclists is a deterrent, sending a negative message which this participant iuterprets as

saying she is insignificant. Such built fomr establishes a clear hierarchy with the motorist

at the top. This preference is expressed in the maintenance of infrastructure as well:

Well [Pembina is] first of all very isolated. You rarely pass anybody else whert

you're walking. It tends to be, the sidewalks won't necessarily be cleared in the

winteftime because tlre assumption is that tlrere's just rrot going to be very many
people walking, it's not wolth the effoft, especially for stretches that are really
sort oflreavily car-traveled and there's a bus to take so I guess the thought is that

anybody that's going along this route is uot goirtg to be walking so let's ttot

bother. So you've got cars roaring by and it's jr,rst uot as ttice a walk. (17)

Tliis is another situation of an assumption guiding design. Pedestrians like to see other

pedestrians, not heavy rnotor-vehicle traffic or a snowy sidewalk that is not ploughed.

These aspects create an intimidating environment with the message that cars and

pedestrians do not mix, when in fact they can (see compleíe slreeÍs in Section 2.7).

In a similal way to making up lules (see Section 4.3.2.1), cyclists will alter their'

routes in favour of spaces which feel safe. Using cues such as volutne and speed of

traffic, they gauge the level of safety and act accordingly.

I know it's a Iittle bit riskier. I'rn very cautious because I know that if I get into
all accident with a car that I'ur going to be the worse, I'm going to incur tlore
injuries tllan the car is, so it is a little more dangerous and because of that I tend

to choose routes that are not so high+raffic. (ì7)

I'rn llervous about taking [rny children] with nre on my bike and tllem on the road

because they're still really little, and so there are only certain places wllere that

would be safe, so we wouldn't be able to do that everywhere. (l I I )
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The surounding environment indicates how safe a person using a certain mode can

expect to feel, which in some cases is not very safe at all.

There are pockets of space where participants say they feel welcome and

stimulated, particulally as pedestrians. These places make them feel connected to what is

lrappening around them, apar| of their surroundings. I asked participants to compare

walking down two very different streets: Corydon Avenue, a small-scale commercial

street in the rniddle of a dense residential area with sidewalk cafes, shops and several

marked crosswalks, and where there is a lot of both pedestrian and vehicular traffic; and,

Pembina Highway, a six-lane divided road used as a major artery by rnotor vehicles and

bicycles and lined with mid-scale commercial development. Avelage weekday motor

vehicle traffic over a 24-hour period along Corydon ranges from l4,000 to 20,000

vehicles; along Pembina, it is 48,300 to 65,400 (City of Winnipeg, 2007b).22

Participants' expressions of the different senses of place between the two streets were

similar:

...It's a, the feeling is you feel like you're in rlore of a courrlunity walking
down, Iike a sr.nall comrnunity, walking down Corydon whereas Pembina
highway just feels lil<e you're in a rvasteland llaughs] and you feel really
anonyrnolls, I feel anonymous walking down there whereas yolÌ feel like you're, I
feel divorced from people down there whereas Corydon I feel more connectiotr.
Just perception, I guess. It's a warrner feeling as opposed to a cold, desolate
feeling. (18)

This may be more than perception because everybody said the same tliings about

Corydon Avenue, although some are unsure how to articulate exactly what it is about the

street that makes it a stimulating, welcoming place to be as a pedestrian. Flom the above

description, it is clear that space has an impact on a person's feelings and on relationships

22 Corydon nreasured betrveen Confusion Corner and Kenaston Blvd.; Penrbina measured between
Confusion Corner and Bishop Grandin Ave. Pedestrian counts unavailable.
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to other people, even strangers. Compact built form, slower-paced traffic and other

pedestrians are concrete, measurable factors that create more than a perceived liveliness:

Well, Pembina's not much to see but Coryclon's got all kinds of neat things to
Iook at: neat shops, there's [sic] so rnany people there, so it's nice [... Pernbina
is]just a busy street. Well, so is Corydon, but there's a lot of different people, a

Iot of restaurants, a lot of, you see a lot of everything down there. (l l0)

This participant acknowledges that Corydon Avenue is busy, but it is busy with life; a

bustling rather than a racing envirorunent. One person summed it up very well:

I think pedestrians actually help to make cities a vibrant place [...] if there are not
enough people walking on the streets and using the streets as pedestrians, people
don't feel safe, and so tlre area is diffuse and they're trying to address that by
MTS Centre and bringing people into the dowrrtowrr but ultirnately I think what
really rnakes cities vibrant is people walking arourrd on the street just enjoying
life [...] when I think of what makes cities really vibrant and amazing, it's those
sort ofcore pedestrian areas that really stand out (16)

Pedestrians do seem to like to see other pedestrians. The urban fonl will draw or repel

thern.

I asked participants to show me the routes they travel through the city by tlacing

over a map. Participants indicated that they remain within a failly small area bound by

whel'e tliey live and work or study. For most participants, their version of the city is

therefore much smaller than the city itself, as indicated by cornmon comments such as:

...my little hub that I've established for myself. (19)

My corner of the city. (12)

While no one stated this as a problem, some indicated that maybe they rnight be missing

out:

...not owning a car actually, one thing I will say is I don't really have a good feel,
especially since I'r.l-l not originally fronr Vy'inuipeg, of the city. There's still rnany
parts of the city tlrat I just haven't gone to because I haven't had a need to go

there and because I don't Ilave a vehicle there's no, I wouldn't go or,rt of my way
to go somewhere that's qLrite far off. (16)
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Generally, though, participants find what they need in the areas of the city they occupy.

This is more difficult in some parts of the city than in others, and participants likely chose

their neighbourhood with proximity to amenities in mind.

...my neighbourhood is in here and I'u-l free to go wherever I want, I don't need
rny ulurn to drive rne eight blocks to rny friend's house. (12)

Space is an important component to being car-free and that which is safe and

stirnulating will be fi'equented by pedestrians and cyclists. Places that are welcoming to

all modes are delibelately designed that way: slow speeds and mixed use invite a human

pt'esence on the street. That people can meet their needs at a neighbourhood scale in

V/innipeg is promising for the concept of living car-free, showing that it is possible.

4.3.3 Social Realm

This section presents tlie social dimension of transporlation fi'om a car-free

pelspective, following the categolies developed in Section2.4. Below is an analysis of

discourse conceuring pelsonal relationships and social standing.

4.3.3.1 Discotu"se on Personal Relationships

A car, systemically entrenched in society, is central to relationships for many

people (see Section2.4.1), so being without a car may make social life difficult.

HoweveL, wliile participants find that living car-free does have an impact, most indicated

that their relationsliips with farnily and friends, particularly those within their locality, are

healthy. Seeing those who live farther away lequires rlrore effort and coordiliation and so

relationships can suffer. The problem which participants identified, if any, is not the lack

of a car but the limited transportation options:

...tllere are certain fi'iends we see less often now because they live in parts of
town tllat aren't orl the best bt¡s routes. And [...] it cloes add another dimension
to the way we interact with people, so for exarnple if we're going to a party, we
now will catch a ride with sorneone else who's going to the palty. And that
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hasn't been a negative thing bLrt it's just a clrange in the way that we interact with
people. (19)

A change in interaction, though neither better nor worse than if one had a car, could be

perceived as a barrier against living car-fi'ee because social networks are limited. Car

ownership would be the typical solution to any perceived mobility limitations. In the

excerpt above, however, the solution is increased public transit service to some areas.

This is not the prevailing discourse.

The other issue raised in the above interview response is catching a dde from

someone else, which can create a feeling of dependence. This participant does not state

feeling that way, but there is a possibility that the driver might infer it:

At tinres, at times you feel kind of dependent, if you're trying to get a ride (I5)

A simple solution to this, mentioned by a few participants, is the option of exchange:

We had a [...] community. We had, those things aren't all that far away. And
they could either bL¡s it or walk, or for' fmy son] and fmy daLrghter], they would
go sometimes with [her] Murn-irr-law, because she drives and if it was far enough
away... and occasionally I r'voLlld watch her kicls for her for a little bit and you
know, just an exchange of favours, if you want to call it that. So it was good.
(il 0)

This kind of negotiating maintains the equality in a relationship. A sense of dependence

is leplaced with sharing.

Some people expressed that they connect with others who also do not have a car.

Tliis is tlue of people they both know and do not know:

I think you kincl of, you corrpare notes and stuff [...] If sonrebody is getting a

ride that day theu, you know what I rlean, for sonle reason, tlren you rnake sure
that the other person gets a ride as well (11)

I guess, yeah, I think you always feel sort of a natural affìnity when you meet
sonleoue who either doesn't have a car or who has a car aud obviously uses it
less. And I nteau, because like I said, a lot of our friends have cars bLrt they still
nrake an effort to use other modes of transportation and enjoy using other modes
of transportation so I'd say, yeah, clefinitely, because like I said, it reflects a
whole way of living, so for exaurple, there are some people at wolk wllo coure to
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work by bus or walking and we've often ended Lrp walking parl of the way home
together, that kind ofthing. (ll l)

The walk home together is a benefit of being car-free because it is an opportunity to

socialise, however', the assumption that having no car reflects a way of living that is the

same for all those living car-free is not necessarily true. People have various reasons for

living without a car but participants tend to impose their own reasons for this onto other

people, seeking common ground. Kinship is then triggeled by the assumed commonality:

I think when I see other cyclists it's rlore of a feeling than a, Iike I'm on tlle road
and I see other people riding bikes I feel solne sort of kinship with them, but llot
necessarily people that I know well. (19)

I think they're all environmentalists, people orr buses. That makes me feel good.
Seeing other people. (18)

A sense of commonality is felt by imposing a set of values on others, so may not be based

on anything real. I-lowever, people seeking accordance between one anothel is likely a

positive force in the public reahn.

As explored in Section 4.3.2.1, the bus can be an opporlunity to be social. Most

relationships are fleeting ones with strangers, yet people relish them:

And it's nice to watch people ancl see and sometimes yor"r strike Lrp a colrversation
with people. My nronr always said, do you talk to everybody [...]? Well, not
everybody, bLrt urostly! Bus stop is sornetimes a goocl place, then you cau get on
the bus and go! (11 0)

Often, we have generally really polite bus drivers in V/innipeg. They say thank-
you wlten you get off the bLrs, or have a goocl clay. I really like that. When
people acknowledge each other on the bus, I like that. Not that I want to have a
private conversation with everyone on the bus! But it's kincl of nice when
sorreone wall<s by and makes a courment like, oh yeah, it's pretty windy oLrt

there today! Yeah. And everyoue kind of nods and then goes back to looking out
the window or reading, I like that. (l I I )

Although encounters are brief, there is a sense of camaraderie to public transit that bus

ridels seem to enjoy. Cyclists experience it as well:
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The contact is much more clilect. People rvill, will talk to you r,vhen you're ou a
bike. If you're stopped and you're rvaiting to cross the street and they're there, or
you're locking up your bike or you're unlocking it, that contact is there. (17)

Fluman interaction is much more easily accommodated when outside of a car.

Barriers to social life, both perceived ancl real, could certainly hamper any efforts

to rednce car dependence. Community-based social marketing (see Section2.T),

higlilighting the positive aspects including sharing, exchange and commonality with

others whom one does not know, will help to dissipate the perceived barriers. Improved

transportation options will address the real bariers.

4.3.3.2 Discourse on Social Stcrncling

Participants are aware of what a car rìeans in our society, and subsequently what

it rnay mean to not have one, but few are bothel'ecl by this. They interpret these meanings

as social construction rather than fact. One person did indicate she thought others miglit

see not owning a car in a negative light, but this does not mean she herself cares one way

or another:

l've heard fmy mother] make rerlarks of others we know tllat don't have cars and
it is inconvenient for her sometimes, like for example on the weekerrd we're
going to a farrily get-together- at a restaurant orr Regent which is not really very
accessible for us in Norwood, so she's corning to our house and driving us there,
so I lnean she's not complaining about it, she likes to see us, it's, I don't know, irr

a way it sort of mal<es you feel a little ah, þausesl not grown Lrp, really? But you
know, if there was a better transpoftation system it wouldn't be an issue. If there
was a subway here we'd just hop on the sLrbway. (19)

Some sense disapproval from others:

I think people have made that, "olr I don't think we can rnake that decision".
They don't say it bLrt you cau see it on their faces. Why woLrld you rnake that
decision? (l l)

This ilicomprehension of why someone would choose to get around without a car

contributes to parlicipants' sense of feeling a bit left out or odd, as discussed in Section
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4.3.2.2. For one wonìan in particular, because she does not have a driver's licence, she

senses disappointment fi'om people:

One thing I find rveird sol.netirnes too is I find there's a, souretimes I feel there's a
little bit of a sitLration where people are kind of irnplying that by not driving
sornehow I'rl droppingthe ball forrvomen [...] that if anything I should be really
going out of niy way to have that access. It's kind ol'like a wolrau who'd choose

luot to vote, like yoLr know we worked so hard to get the vote and thele you are,

you're not voting! (17)

By equating dr'iving with a hard-fought right such as voting, driving is elevated to the

status of entitlernent. This point is consistent with the literature review which indicates

that oul society considers driving to be a right rather than a privilege. Here, the weight of

a whole gender hangs on whether one has learnt to drive or not.

Other negative reactions are the assumed link between no car and poverty or

desperation:

I mean let's face it, cars are a status symbol still in our culture and they think that
it's soft of an inclication that we're poor', and we are doing it to save nroney but I
get the feeling sorletirles that it's slightly unacceptable. (19)

I lnean even, even the general public, the attitLrde with public transit is that yoLr

take a bLls if you have absolutely no other alternative, br-rt it would be absolutely
the very last option yoLr woulcl choose. I worked with a wornan once who said, if
I had to take a bus to work, I would quit my job. (17)

ì think nrost of thenl think I jLrst don't drive because I'rn too poor to have a car'

|aughsl. Because most of rry friends make a lot more n'roney than I do [...]
Because everybody does here and it'sjust expected and I don't. And I don't have
a, I dou't know, it's not like I'm blind or arrything, I could if I wanted to, I just
never botherecl. (13)

Living without a car, and in particular without a licence, is understood to be the realm of

those who ale, for whatever reason, urlable to drive. To choose to be car-free goes

against a lnainstream understanding of reality, but this is not an insurllountable barrier to

car-free cultllre.
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The most common responses to participants' not driving are surprise and

curiosity, because the automatic assurnption is car ownership:

Oh some people still look at you Iike yoLr llave two heads. You don't drive? BLrt

it's okay (l I 0).

I guess they're l<ind of curious about why, uraybe the reason why. The culture is

so, you have a car, right? ... I think fnot having a car is] more of a curiosity. (15)

...maybe they're surprised initially just because it seerns to be such a standard
thing for people to own like you know, so I would think that nraybe a bit of a

surprise: 'oh, yon don't owr.l a car?' kind of thing, like, but yeah, maybe that
woLrld be the sort of reaction typically yoLr get. (16)

The reactions described are consistent with statements made on the radio progran,

explessing the same assumptions. To live car-fi'ee may be a legitimate and perfectly

normal option to sorne people, but to others it is a different way of life never before

considered. The curiosity of some gives rise to the possibility of car-fi'ee culture as

having broader appeal - it is an interesting, curious thing, an option perhaps never before

thought about. Having been introduced to something new and seeing that it is possible,

perhaps some people will try it tliernselves.

4.3.4 Ideological Realm

The section below explores the different ideologies as indicated by participants'

expressions of assumptions. First is an examination of the language whicli leveals some

resignation to car culture, expressing the predorninant ideology of car culture as reality.

Following this is a slrrvey of expressions of different assumptior-rs which may lepresent a

different worldview.

4.3.4.I Ex¡tr e s s in g P r ev a il in g: A s s tutryl io n s

Generally, study participants do not display the same assumptions as those

expressed in car culture, but scattered throughout the interviews is discourse that
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expresses tlie prevailing ideology whicl-r supports driving as reality. Though participants

do not dlive (and some never have), a few did articulate at times a cefiain level of

acceptance of reality as expressed on the radio program.

Several participants consider the car to be useftrl in some scenarios - travelling

outside the city or making large purchases, foL instance. Tliey liandle these outstanding

situations by borrowing or rentin g a caï or getting lielp fi'om another person. However,

some participants went further by conceding to the necessity of a car under certain

circumstances in the same unquestioning way as could be expected from the radio

disconrse:

Oh, rny parents keep telling me to get a licence, get nly butt in gear, aud I will,
because if you're irr an ernergency situation then it's really good to know how to
get frorn one place to another. (12)

There is an assumed link between driving and being prepared for an emergency. This is

not up for discussion. Another scenario where one would need to have a car is with

children:

...we do plan on getting a car probably when we have kicls (15)

There are many people wlio have children and no car. The difficulty in accessing goods

at certain destinations is also understood to be a situation where a car is unquestionably

liandy:

Plus, I like to shop at every grocery store in the city. I like all the weild, small,
exotic places. They'r'e really a burnrner to get to by bus and it's almost like an

expedition for nle, and like those days, I always tlrinl<, wow, if rve had a car, I

could [get] this stuffl More places I love, and pick up the things I like, instead of
making it a whole after-work experience for rnyself. (14)

In these discourses, a car is the answer to the unpredictabiìity of emergencies and

children, and to the problem of limited access to a variety of goods. The answer to these
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predicaments is to buy into the prevailing discourse, not a t'earrarlgement of the city,

which is too complicated to consider.

The association between the car and fi'eedom remains strong even with some

members of this non-driving group:

... the one thing I rniss about not having a car is the freedom and how easy it is to
just pick up and do something, whereas I find [...] there's more planning
involved when you don't own a velricle, so if I want to go cross-country skiing
for the weekend with some friends ì have to arrange to rent a car, and so it's a

little bit more planning involved [...] It would only be if I sort of wanted to
escape the city to do something that's rrore outdoorsy that I woulcl really kind of
miss not having a car, but then I can just rent. (16)

Populal car culture themes of fi'eedon and escape, so carefully and extensively cultivated

by marketing, are difficult to shake, even by those without a car. The idea that planning

complomises the freedorn to do as one pleases is interesting. Why is freedom something

that can only come without planning? Perhaps freedom is being confused with

spontaneity.

Finally, some displayed the popular assumption that car culture is here to stay.

They resign themselves to this and pass car culture off as unchangeable:

I don't think you'r'e ever goirrg to get away fi'om car cLrlture (15)

I think that we're never going to get rid of car culture (16)

This type of discourse assumes rather than scrutinises the inevitability of cal culture,

indicating an attitude of defeat before the concept has even begun to be discussed. This

limits tlie possibilities of car-free culture. A more lielpful approach would be to entertain

the idea that car cnlture might not be permanent and go fi'om there.

It is clear that car culture penetrates the minds even of those who have never

driven. This adds a bamier to an already uphill battle to try to reduce car dependence.

Saying something is "the way it is" limits the possibilities for change, but questioning
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even the most seenlingly obvious asslurptions can begin to stir conversation and

encourage people to think more irnaginatively about transportation systems.

4.3.4.2 RejecÍing Prevailing Assunrplions

For the most parl, participants expressed a different set of assumptions that do not

show an unquestioning acceptance of the supposed reality of car culture. They know

filst-hand that different ways of being are.possible and have hope for broader change in

the future.

One area where an alternative worldview was expressed was when I asked

participants to suggest improvements. This lingeled at times on barriers, particularly

cultural barriers. Some effort to nonnalise sustainable modes was suggested as a means

of countering car culture. One example is by parents taking tlieir children on the bus:

Ì guess it needs to be a culture where people [...] know to tal<e the bus or, but I

think that's what would have to happen, like when you're younger, that they
automatically lealn the br-¡s system so it becornes ingrained in thenr and they just
naturally take the bus. (14)

Taking transit has to feel as natural as driving a car and one way to do that is to start

riding the bus at a young age. Children who are driven to school will not even experience

riding a school bus, let alone public transit, and will grow up being unfamiliar with - or

wol'se, afi'aid of - the bus. One parlicipant takes two young cliildren on the bus regularly:

And the other thing too is I've noticeclthat oul kids are very aware of where they
are because when we're on the bus, l'll often ask them, so do you know where we
have to get off? Because I want them to learn bus routes, so do yor.r know wllat
nurnber bus lve're taking, do you know where we have to get off.7 You tell me
when to get off, stLrff like that, so I notice they're very aware of the city layout,
nraybe rnore than if they were getting driven arourrd everywhere. (ll I )

This parent uses the bus as a teaching tool for children. Regular people doing regular

things like this makes the bus seem like something normal and helps to counter the

assumption that cliildren lequire a parent with a motor vehicle.
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Another myth which sorne partícipants dispute is the direct link between a car and

fìeedom:

...it's less costly [notto drive] and I can get around and see lots of things, do lots
of things and go anywhere in the city. I don't need to stay at Ilome because, I see

some of these people even in my bLrilding, sorne of them are a lot older than I am,
though, that they stay inside all the time and you know what, yor,r can get around
anywhere even if you don't drive. (l I 0)

In car culture discourse, this perspective is absent.

Even though some participants have complaints about living car-free in Winnipeg

and feel cynical at times towards local politicians (see Section 4.3.5), simultaneously they

are full of a sense of possibility. To them, moving away from car culture is a proglessive

way of thinking:

Somehow I really think [a lack of political will] has to do with fear. Olr, we're
not going to get elected [...] we don't want anybody to think we're flal<y. It's
ridiculous. [...] "Normal" people drive, "uonl-tal" people get real. It's like yoLr

know what? You are dating yourself. (18)

This person will not accept the status quo and instead deems car culture to be passé.

Simply because people do something does not rnean that is the way it has to be. This is a

helpful attitude for Winnipeg to move away from car culture, an attitude with the enelgy

needed to question the status quo and imagine other possibilities. Another participant

sees the bus as the ultimate realm of possibility:

On the bus, anything is aftainable. (la)

On the bus, in the public Lealm, one is amongst all sorts of people, a part of everything,

and anything can happen. This is reality for interview participants; not being stuck in a

traffic jarn, having to deal with fluctuating gas prices, or getting a speeding ticket. Witli

the presumption that living car-free is somehow stifling, or simply never considering it as

an option, Winnipeg has balely tapped into the possibilities of what car-free cultule may
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offer. Participants see that the prevailing discourse presents only one choice, and that

living without a caL- can be both possible and beneficial. How does that message reach

more people?

4.3.5 Facilitating Car-Free Culture: Participants' Suggestions

I asked participants for suggested improvements in Winnipeg to make life without

a car better. Some did not have any suggestions at all, either because to thern all is well

as it is, or because it is simply too late for anything better because the infrastructure has

been built. But, of those who did have recommendations, bicycle infrastructure and

íncreased transit fi'equency were most commonly cited, along with normalising other

modes.

Ideas for improvements usually led to a discussion on who takes the lead and

how. Some believe that change comes down to individual choices. If enough people

demand more sustainable transportation options, they will be made available. For others,

government policy corres first but they do not see much action at these levels. Some

people expressed cynicisrn towards the City of Wimipeg, as though any action that may

be being taken is simply tokenism:

I get the irnpression that a lot of people on City Council think that bicycles are

kind of like toys and these little trails are these Iittle recreational, we do this ort

tlle weekend when you're not wor[king]-you know, I think we have got to get

serious and treat these things like real vehicles ancl put into place some real bike
and walking routes. They are forms of transpoftation and people are, people who
ride those bikes ale also paying taxes. (lB)

Similar to the messages received legarding the behaviour of some dlivers and

infi'astructure provisiolls, as explored in Sections 4.3.2.1 and 4.3.2.4 r'espectively, the

attitude which participants are picking up frorn politicians is that theil concelns are not

taken seliously. Politiciaris need to be leaders.
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It actr,rally, what goes through rny head is, I slvear to god, sornetirnes I thinl<
about whether or not sorneone's going to have au accident, if that's going to be

what it's going to have to take for theln to improve the bike routes in this city
because it's just not very safe for cyclists right downtown, because they're in the
bus lane, basically, most of the time and it doesn't feel very safe (19)

The Mayor has statecl clearly that he will not stand for iresponsible driving (see Section

4.2.3.2), but the interviewee above has not seen a lot of evidence of leadership on the

issue of cyclists' safety.

Wliile the City has certainly indicated a recent interest in irnploving the state of

sustainable transportation in Winnipeg (see Section I.4.7), participants have not heard a

coherent message that links small initiatives to a greater vision of a comprehensive plan

for an enhanced, integrated transportation system that works for all people:

When you go clown to the Forks it's l<incl of, it's a fun place to go and I think that,
yeah, Winnipeg coLrld use rrore areas like that but it would take a /ol of planning
and it woLrld take a different vision for the city and obviously it takes investment
so it's not just the planning. (16)

Rather than a different vision, perhaps implementing the one we have would result in the

necessary changes to make Winnipeg more welcorning to sustainable modes. The

statement above shows how the vision in Plctn ílinnipeg is not cleally communicated to

the public, who do not see evidence of any vision on the ground.

4.3.6 Conclusion: Car-Free Culture in Winnipeg

Section 4.3 addressed the second and third research questions: What are the

perspectives and values embedded in tlie discourse of Winnipeggers living car-free; and,

based on the perspectives and values revealed in car-free discourse, can thele be a profile

cleated of car-free culture in Winnipeg and if so, how can this profile be described?

The interviews surprised me with the variety of responses and the range of

apploaches towards living car-free. The values of those living car-fi'ee were not entirely
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different from car culture as presented in the radio program - they still cared abont saving

time, for example, and a lew expressed sorne similar assumptions. However, overall,

many values and certainly perspectives were quite different from those of car culture.

Below is presented a profile of car-fi'ee culture in 'Winnipeg, which incorporates car-free

perspectives and values, and which is representative of the diversity of those interviewed.

Car-fi'ee culture...

o Has grodes o.f deliberalioir: Some make a very pointed effort to live without a car

for a greater purpose; others simply do not drive, much like many people drive.

For these people, taking the bus, walking or cycling is second nature.

o Contribules lo sel/'-i¿u,',rr,r: Whetlier being deliberate about choosing to live car-

fi'ee or not, doing so is an expression of conscious choices wliich both folm and

leinforce one' s self-iderrtity.

Offers an imntedictte experience of surroundÌngs: Being out in the open and

moving relatively slowly, those living car-free directly interact with the natural

and built environments. They can feel connected to those envirorunents or out of

place in them, clepending on the quality of the space.

Is concerned wirh safety: Safety is at the for'efiont of the minds of pedestrians,

cyclists and bus riders, whether sharing the road with cals or waiting at a bus stop.

As such, they will disregard regulations or change routes to feel safer.

Senses Íhe pov,er imbctlance bely,een cars and olher nrcdes: The size, speed and

power of cars, and the way that drivers are separated by tlie vehicle, create a

power cliscrepancy which can overwhelm cyclists and pedestrians in particular.
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Is rutional: While some live car-free as part of an ideology, the choice is

ultimately practical. The convenience, cost-savings, and benefits to health and the

environment that come from not owning a car, while overlooked in car culture,

are directly acknowledged by those living car-free.

Is muhi-modal:Modes used depend on season, weather conditions, distance and

trip purpose. Modes will also be mixed within a single trip.

Makes Íhe journey part of the experience: The utility of a joumey becomes a

worthwhile activity in itself, not just because walking, cycling and taking the bus

are enjoyable, but also because other benefits can be gained simultaneously, for

example, reading on the bus or planning out one's day while walking.

Functions Iocally: Those living car-free tend to choose rieighbourhoods where

work, Ieisure, shopping, bus routes and friencls are close to home. Destinations

and friends that are farther away are visited less frequently.

Requit"es.flexibility and planning: The car is lauded for the flexibility it offels the

motorist. Other modes are more restrictive in some ways, so lequire more

flexibility on the part of the individual traveller, whicli in turn requires planning.

Those living car-free will trip-chain, mix modes, have good knowledge of bus

routes and schedules, and shop frequently, thus avoiding a long wait at a bus stop

or having to carly a heavy load. Tliey will also think of interesting ways to meet

theil rnobility or accessibility needs, such as ice skating orl a l'ecreational trail or

pulling children in a wagon.
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ø Is liberaling: While occasionally restrictive (f'ol example, if one wants to leave

the city), there is a sense of freedom that comes with walking, cycling or taking

the bus and not having to drive, park, pay for or be enclosed by a car.

e Take,s place in the public realnt'. Those without a car spend a lot of time in public

space. Tliey tend to feel comfortable in public spaces, palticularly those where

they can watch and interact with other people. They generally do not feel

threatened by unfamiliar behaviour.

Car-free culture is approached diffbrently by different people, but thele are comlroll

characteristics. Since car-fiee culture happens in the public realm, it means feeling

connected to surrounding people and environments. It is practical but requires flexibility

and planning ahead, often achieved by using multiple modes and functioning best at a

local level. While car-free culture can be liberating and tlie journey an enjoyable

experience unto itself, personal safety and the power irnbalance when sharing the road

with cars are always a concenl. Though there are grades of deliberation in choosing to be

car-free, the choice tends to be linked to one's self-identity.

While there are certain common perspectives and values to living car-fi'ee in

Winnipeg, rnissing are the adhesives that tie people who live car-fi'ee together. The

social glue validating their activities and building the confidence that shows this lifestyle

is neither odd nor extreme - the opportunities for really building a strong, popular and

widely-accepted culture - are weak. This is because car-f¡ee discourse does not enjoy

anywhere near the same level of support, either socially or systemically, as car-centred

discourse: no weekly cruise up and down Portage Avenue on bnses; no daily report of the

moming bil<e to work validating reality; no roads built prirnarily to accommodate
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sustainable modes with cars treated as an afÌerthought; no billboards stating that riding

the bus will make a person younger, cooler and more desirable. This rnakes it hard for a

car-fi'ee culture to really flourish and as such, it is in its infancy in Wimiipeg.

The fifth point of the collaborative planning framework (explored in Section

2.2.1) claims that collaborative consensus builds culture and that by communicating

different ways of knowing and doing, other activities are made possible. Essentially,

other cultures can come to be. Living car-free evidently has an effect on a person's

perspective. That perspective, when shared with others in the commr,rnity, has an impact,

by introducing another way of knowing and doing.

The final point desclibing collaborative planning (see Section2.2.1) is that the

very approach used in the practice of planning can trigger socialchange. This is where

opportunities to facilitate a car-fi'ee culture lie: by taking this knowledge and using the

collaborative planning approach - extensive citizen engagement and open, two-way

conversations about the future ofthe city - changes can be effected.

The final section of this chapter is an analysis of questionnaires with key

informants about their thoughts on car-free culture and the findings so far. This blings

the question of possibilities for car-free culture to the level of the planner and policy-

maker.

4.4 Key I nfornlont Questio nnøires

Key infolmant questionnaires were administered to five public employees whose

wolk is directly or indirectly lelated to transportation in Winnipeg: one at the Province of

Manitoba, one at Winnipeg Transit and tluee at the City of Winnipeg. Questionnaires
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wel'e administered by ernail in June and July of 2008 (Appendices C, E). All five

solicited informants responded to the questionnaire. Again, this process was voluntary

and informants were not compensated.

Questions were conìpiled based on the analysis of the in-depth interviews and

tailored to fit each individual according to which organisation the person works for and

her or his role within the olganisation. As such, not all questions were asked of all

informants. The followirig is a summary of the responses to each question, with the

nuuber of policy-makers who wele asked each question in square brackets. An

interpretive analysis of the language f-ollows in Section 4.4.2. Quotations are attributed

arlonymously as Policy-Maker (PM1, PM2...).

4.4.1 Summary

Participanls Ìndicate Íhey huve a piecentectl understanding of u,hat is
currenÍly hctppening u¡ith sustainable lransporÍaÍion ctÍ ïhe ntunicipal
level. In your opinion, is lhe City of Winnipeg clearly communicaring ct

cohesive vision /'or sustainable lransporÍalion b irs citizens? If not, u,hy
nol? Hov¡ do yott think conununication of ct sustainable lransporlalion
t,ision could be improved? [2 askedJ

While the City of Winnipeg may have a vision for sustainable transportatior-r,

specifically as containe d in Plan Winnipeg,it is not cornmunicated clearly enough to be

realised. One of two policy-makers pointed to the conceptual nature of the document

wliich leaves much room for interpretation, leading to implementation that is

inconsistent. The other held politics responsible. Either way, the observing public is left

with an unclear message about where the City's priorities lie. This confirms the point

nrade in Sectioli 1 .4.4: lhat Plan Winnìpeg has a vision of sustainable transporlation but

the vision is not made leality.
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To commnnicate this or another vision ciearly, the City mlrst engage in an open

discussion with the public presenting the rationale of policy decisions and the resulting

costs and benefits. This is what Vigar (2002, p. 200) recommends, discussed in Section

2.7. Communication, like planning, should be seamless and tlie parts should form a

whole, one informant recommended. The other suggested an implementation strategy

complete with timeline to better realise the vision in Plan Winnipeg.

ParÍicipants generally indicated that they .feel as though Íhe car alv,ays
has priorily over other ntodes. Fromyozrr poinl of vieu,, v,hat ntode is the
rop priority in l4/innipeg: cûr, bus, bicycle, v,alking, other? What are your
reasons for this? Do yott think tltis is the besl wa! Ío prioritise local
trûnsporlation? If noÍ, v¡hal would be the besl v¡ay, in your opinion? [3
askedJ

Two of three informants agreed that the car is the top priority in Winnipeg, which

is obvious fi'om the built form and supported by fìnancial records, indicating plupose.

The third believed this is so by default only, because PIan llinnipeg does not state that

any one mocle of transportation has priority over another. One person interpreted the

reason fol this system of prioritisation being politicians' perception that this is what

voters want. Like the traffic report on the radio program, the City is responding to an

assumed demand.

One person stated that priorities should be reversed, with the car at the bottom,

followed by transit and then active transpoúation at the top. Another suggested a

levelling of priorities, focusing on public transit and complete slreets that facilitate all

nrodes (see Section2.T). The third did rrot specify, but claimed that the priority needs to

be dilectly stated and then supported accordingly by the budget and infi'astructure. All

acknowledged tliat current priorities lirnit transportation choices.
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Sonte parlicipant.s believe Íhal local poliÍicicu'ts are reluclanl lo Íuke bold
sleps in shifting lron.sportation loyt,ards' nlore suslctinctble mode.ç in
Winnipeg. Can yott cotl'tment on this? [4 askedJ

Two of four agreed with the staternent that local politicians are reluctant to take

bold steps in shifting transportation towards more sustainable modes in Winnipeg.

Another completely disagreed with this statement and the fourth did not specify a

preference. Criticisms inclucled: politicians at all levels placating the motoring public to

gain their votes by providing for them without raising taxes and then clairning there are

not enough resources to support sustainable transportation; reactionary l'esponses to lobby

groups leading to singular events rather than an over-arching strategy for sustainable

transpofiation; and, unclear policy direction as a result of the vaglreness of Plan

Winnipeg. The supportive individual claimed that Council and the Mayor have done a

great deal recently to accomnodate active transportation in particular, but did not refer to

specific actions.

In your opinion, does the City of Ilinnipeg/Winnipeg 7i'ansil .focus enough
on ntcu'ketÌng alternalive ntodes? If not, u,hy not? Do you think that
alÍerncilives coulcl benefit front ntcu'keting lechnic1ues used in the auto
industry, such as linking a product To a lifeslyle or using ctn cútenlion-
grabbing slogan? [4 askedJ

All four asked agreed that cunent r-narketing of sustainable modes is insufficient.

The roots of the problem are similar to those of comrnunicatiori - a lack of strong policy

and infrastructure to support the message, and insufficient fnnds.

More and better rnarketing would help to expand people's options, in part by

challenging the still-present idea that car-free transportation is not for regular people but

for extremists, or that the bus is useful only for commuting. Three agreed that some of

the promotional techniques which the auto industry uses conld be effective but two added
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the importance of focusing firrnly on positive nlessages. One suggestion was to target

maketing to specific audiences, such as those who are likely to stop driving once gas

prices reach a certain amount. Anothel was to make sustainable modes, particr-rlarly

transit, very easy for children to use with their families so that a culture of bus riding can

be fostered at an early age and taken into youth and adulthood. The fourth informant

believes that there are not enough resources put into marketing; energy has been focused

lately on building the necessary infi'astructure instead.

The following two questions were directed to and answered by the infonnant at

Wimipeg Transit only:

T4thar ffiu does an increctse infares hctve on ridership? F askedJ

The informant stated that increased fares can invite public cyriicism if not

accompanied by visible service improvements. Without this, fare increases are

interpreted as a cash-grab.

Il is very costly.for a fantily o.f .four to ride trqnsit. Hov, could Winnipeg
Transil better accontmodate families lo at leasl ntctinlctin lhat ridership
bcrse or perhaps increctse it? [] askedJ

The informant suggested Wimripeg Transit look to otlier cities which have

rnade progress in transit uptake by faniilies. A family pass, at least on weekends,

is one possibility. Also, cliildren under 10 years of age could ride free-of-charge.

In yottr opinion, y,ould ntore residenlial developmenl clov¡ntov¡n ltellt
intprove both [he perception of sa.fety and the overall image of dov,nlou,n?
Are there long-t'ange plans Ío increase tlte residenlial populcttion o.f'lhe
downtou,n core? I.f nol, v,hy not? [2 askedJ

Downtown residential development is a given necessity to improve safety, and

more importantly, the perception of safety, two informants agreed. One suggested a role

for not-for'-plofit organisations sucll as the Downtown Business Improvement Zone and
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Centre Venture, a downtown revitalisation agency of the City of Winnipeg. The other

mentioned a residential strategy for the downtown to be produced by Centre Venture,

however the organisation has produced no such document to date.

Do you think I4/innipeg v,ould benefit front more streets' specifically
designed for pedesrricrn/lsicycle trffic? Are there long-range plans to
desígn ntore pedestrian-/bicycle-ori.ented streets in Ilinnipeg? If nor, why
nor? [3 askedJ

All three asked agreed tliat tlie city wouldienefit from more pedestrian- and

bicycle-friendly streets like Corydon Avenue and Wellington Crescent. One infonnant

acknowledged the feeling that a space can give to a pedestrian as he or she is interacting

directly witli the environment, as found in the in-depth interviews in Sections 4.3.2.1 and

4.3.2.4. However, none knew of any long-range plans as of the time of the questionnaire

for future development of such streets. One informant pointed to the car culture inherent

in Winnipeg Public Works and Council as the cause. Another looked to the possibility of

change lesulting from a process of inter-departmental coordination that City

administration at the tirne was in the process of adopting. The administration is also

making efforts to protect and enhance the pedestrian quality of clowntowri Winnipeg.

Neither of these is a political initiative, whicli shows the ability of the planner to take

independent action arnid politics.

Most participanls indicaled thal a cqr v,otild be useful once in a v,hile.
Do yott see a role .for the City of Winnipeg/Province of Manitoba in ct

local car-shcu'ing sen,ice? Please explain. [4 askedJ

Car sharing has the benefit of occasional car use without car ownership. None of

the four informants asked saw a role for government in setting up a car-sharing service,

thougli all saw the City or Province as supporting a community-led initiative, for

instance, by providing parking space for cal-sharing, or facilitating discl-rssions with and
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between non-govemmental olganisations. One suggested Manitoba Public Insuraltce

could play a suppoltive role. Another suggested incorporating car-sharing into the

transpoltation section of Plan [ilinnipeg.

Participanls linked lransportation ntode very heavily to seasons and
weather. Do you think Winnipeg would benefit front a compaign to
encourage cilizens to embrace the winter, with the goal of facilitating
t1'tore year-round active lransportation? If so, what role do you see the
City of Winnipeg/Province of Manitoba playing in this? [4.askedJ

Most policy-makers agreed that a campaign to encourage citizens to embrace

winter, with the goal of facilitating more year-round active transportation, would benefit

Winnipeg, though in one infonnant's opinion the benefit would be only recreational.

Suggestions for action were also provided. One was to increase sustainable mode use in

other seasons because people will be rnore likely to see themselves continuing the

behaviour then into the winter. Another was to integrate active modes with transit so the

bus could act as a back-up in case of inclement weather. A third was for specific

govelnment departmeuts to work in partnership with other groups, as is done for the river

tlail. One individual indicated that there are more impoltant priorities to promoting

wintel'activity, so did not see value in this now. However, the same individual stated

earlier in the questionnaire that promotion of transit and active modes is important.

One of the things which participants said they found ntosl dfficult al:out
living v¡iÍhoul ct ccrr wcts getling oul of the city. Do you think it yvould be

.fecrsible or even desit"able lo Ìncrectse lransit service/estctblish ct regional
lransil syslent .f'or I4tinnipeg CMA to outlying oreús .for tho.se y¡ithoul ct

car'? Iü/hy or v,hy not? [2 askedJ

Regional public tlansportation is desirable in the opinions of botli informants

asked. Apparently, many residents in outlying areas have been requesting transit service,

but tliis entails cotnplex flinding schemes and extensive orchestration between
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municipalities. Currently, government deparlments do not work closely enough together

and there is neither'leadership nor a community vision to move in this direction, but the

desir'e exists on some level. Suggestions to start regional public transportation include

developing a cost-sharing scheme between rnunicipalities, targeting specifìc populations

and loutes, and measuring the willingness of residents outside Winnipeg to use public

transportation. Both Winnipeg Transit and the Province of Manitoba have roles here, and

potentially other transportation service providers do as well, such as Greyhound Canada

and Beaver Bus Lines. Recent legislation entitled the Capftal Region Partnership Act,

which forms the Capital Region Partnership of municipalities and states the mandate,

would be supportive of regional transportation.

Hov, useful do you think it is for the City of Winnipeg to borroy, f.om
olher cifìes for ideas on improventents lo ctctíve lransportalion/n'ansit? [4
askedJ

All agreed that other cities are a good source of ideas on what can be done to

improve sustainable transportation in Winnipeg. One specified looking to other winter

cities for ideas.

An earlier iteration of the profile of car-free culture (Section 4.3.6) was presented

to all five informants and generated the following suggestions for policy fi'om tluee

infonnants:

o encolrrage mixed use;

o establish urban form tliat suppolts place-making principles and permits

convenient activity using many modes;

c accomlnodate mixed use development at transit terminals;

. make irnprovements to bus scheduling and fare collection;
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. prioritise active transpol'tation over cars;

. build infill developments before expanding outward; and,

. link property taxes to lot size.

Olie individual did not respond to the question, and another could not conceive of a

recommendation based on the findings presented.

For decades, ciTies have developed around the assumption of car
ou,nership. In your opinion, is "car-free culture" a useful guideline.for

future planning in Winnipeg? [5 askedJ

All five saw some value in car-free culture as a guideline, though not all for the

same pulposes: four agreed it would be useful for guiding development and policy, and

one saw it as infomring a significant marketing campaign.

From a literal reading, the informants saw the idea of car-free culture as liaving

value in reducing car dependence on some level, and they provided helpful feeclback and

ideas for how car-free culture miglit be fostered. The following section discusses some

of the issues raised in the questionnaires at a more in-depth level.

4.4.2 Interpretive Analysis

Upon deeper reading of the questionnaires, I found that informants' discourse

showed they are open to the concept of car-free culture as a probable, positive force in

sustainable transporlation. However, sollle discourse was sceptical of the usefulness or

applicability of car-free culture. Informants' responses were linked to the political

climate because policy-rnakers both advise politicians and follow their direction. This

section looks at examples of inforrnants' discourse that was critical of car-free culture in

planning; expressions of their attitudes towards the political climate in Winnipeg; and,

discourse that was supportive of car-fi'ee cultule.
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4.4.2.l Expre.ssions of Crilicism totttards Ccn'-Free Cuhm'e

Discourse used by policy-makers indicates that they are generally supportive of

the idea of car-fi'ee culture and its implications for planning, however one person in

particular did raise critical points indicating scepticism.23

The first point is that a winter promotional campaign would have only

recreational benefit. Such discourse limits the reach of transportation. By speaking of

active transportation as fun and not functional because of the weather and attitudes

towards the weather, entire lifestyle options are left to be explored only by extremists.

This is not the case in many other winter cities, which have made efforts to offer feasible

sustainable travel modes designed specifically for winter travel (see Henke ,2006).

Analysis of tlie following quotation raises several points of discussion:

I think fcar-free culture]'s a bit reactive to gLride plannirrg overall, but it is one
important consideration (of many) for a comrnunity who wauts to be inclusive...
I think to be truly 'planners', we should be pro-active and try to imagine what is

coming / what is next t . ]. I expect our desire for mobility will only increase
overtime t...]. I clou't see soccertrips to regional facilities and quests for cheap
big box deals and fanrily vacatio¡rs and desires for high quality arnenities (that
are only feasible at a regional scale) climinishing any tirne sooll to the point of
reversing ar-rto depeuclency and the aLrto irnpact orì our cities. Having said that,
car-free shoLrlcl be a viable option for those who don't want to have a car. Right
now, it is extremely difficult in Winnipeg.

This quotation raises four issues in particular which are worth scrutinising in

detail because they display similar assumptions to those explored in the media review.

First, that the concept of car-fi'ee as a planning guideline is reactive; second, that car-fi'ee

limits mobility; thild, that curlent developrnent is leality; and last, tliat it is diffìcult to get

around Wimripeg without a car. These points are discussed below.

The clairn is made tliat car-fiee cuìture as arl overall guiding principle is reactive,

2i The lefel'ence and quotation in this section ale not attributecl so as to avoid singling out this individual.
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and that planners olrght to instead be ploactive. The car-free idea is not necessarily

reactive. When considering current and emerging issues related to car dependence, such

as peak oil, rising gas prices, road infrastructure deficits, greenhouse gas emissions,

collisions, rising obesity (!epkerna, 2005), an aging population and the near-collapse of

the North American auto sector, how long should politicians and policy-makers facilitate

the automobile prirnarily and still call this approach "proactive"? Todd Litman (2009b)

plojects less demand for private automobiles in the future since that need has been

saturated (see Section2.T). Shifting our focus to truly sustainable modes to meet our

transportation needs is proactive.

The second issue to emerge in the analysis is that this informant equated mobility

with the car, meaniltg therefore that to be car-fi'ee will limit rnobility. Mobility does not

liave to be synonymous with the car exclusively. Car-free culture is actually supportive

of increased mobility, or rrrore importantly, accessibility (see Section 2.7). Further, the

reference to accessibility issues related to regional recreational facilities, big box stores

and vacation destinations suggests that if planners turn the focus towarcls car-free

provisions they would lirnit the benefits of these amenities and services. These

opportunities do indeed currently favour access by private automobile. However, the

assumption that everyone will be using a single mode and interpreting tliis as reality is

the factor that limits mobility, not shifting fbcus to favour car-fi'ee transportation. The

high cost of auto infrastructure drains resources away from othel modes. Development

patterns which presume car ownership limit a person's mobility, or pelception of

mobility, not the option to live car-free.
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Under these assumptions - that the car eqnals mobility and that everyone is

dliving - I understand that car-free would be interpreted as lirniting mobility. Yet if

policy-makers and politicians continue to function under these assumptions, driving will

continue to be facilitated above all else. For a car-free lifestyle to truly increase rnobility

requires a concerted effort on the part of many sectols (as discussed in Sections2.6 and

2.7). The City would have to shift its priorities and l'esoulces to other modes so that all

citizens can be as mobile as possible, and lrave access to as many opportr-rnities as

possible, without having to purchase a car. This requires qr-restioning fundamental

assumptions about transportation.

This is related to the concept that cul'rent development is "reality", the third point

of tlie quotation. A car-fi'ee lifestyle appears to limit possibilities, but only if it is

accepted that policy-makers and citizens alike have no control over the development

patterns of the city. These patterns can change. If Winnipeg were truly multi-modal,

children would ride the bus to a soccer game, a family would take a vacation on a train,

aud an individual would rent a car to purchase amenities only available legionally - or,

well-developed local economies would provide more amenities closel to home. Many

Winnipeggels already do these activities car-fi'ee under existing conditions, but with a

pointed effort to develop the city for people rather than for cars, far more people could

and rnight pursue these activities car-free without thinking twice. Even if such activities

continue to be facilitated in the way they are, this discourse does not pose the question of

why car ownership is required rather than occasional car use, which could be satisfied for

marly by car shaling, carpooling, bolrowing or renting.
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The fìnal point raised fi'om this quotation is that it is very difficult to get around in

Winnipeg without a car. Given the level of accessibility of the opportunities listed above,

living car-free may indeed be perceived to be extrernely difficult, but continuing with this

kind of development will not improve accessibility for anyone. Further, the individuals

interviewed do not fìnd living car-free as extrernely difficult. For them, opportunities

such as those listed are in fact accessible car-fi'ee. The realities of the informant and of

the interviewees are different. Those who do not assurne that car ownership is a

plerequisite to mobility ar-rd accessibility offer an alternative viewpoint from wliich to

plan our city. The city that grows fi'om this starling point would be very different frorn

the one we see now.

The importance of universal accessibility was refened to in a general way by

several people, but only on one occasion did an informant link living car-fi'ee with

marginalised gloups who do not have the option to drive. I purposely intended not to

make marginalised groups the focus of this inquily: this was in the spirit of universal

accessibility. I wanted to explore the concept of car-free culture as something tliat

anyone would choose. Anecdotally,lrarly Winnipeggers already seem to think of livirig

without a car as a major constraint, and therefore as a lifestyle suitable only for tliose who

have no other choice. This is a mentality that I hope this inquiry begins question. From

the interviews, we see that car-free can be liberating and can open the door to many

oppoltunities. Car-free is not prejudiced towards age or socioeconomic status or level of

personal mobility - car dependence, however, is. Being car-free is something Winnipeg

could facilitate as a viable, desilable option fol anyone and need not at all imply a lack of
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choice. If people are choosing not to drive, then no one will be perceivecl as marginalised

as far as transportation is concerned.

Planners, politiciar-rs and other policy-makers cannot continue to supporl private

automobiles to the extent that they have for the past fifty years and hope to make other

options nrore attractive and useful. More provisions for cars will drain resources,

resultirig in limited provisions for all else. This, along with the accompanying discourse

implying that car-free is just umealistic, limits mobility and accessibility more than

prioritising car-free options.

4.4.2.2 Expressions of Attitudes lovtards the Political Clinate in ï4/innipeg

Since transporlation is dependent on political decision-making, it is relevant to

study informants' attitudes towards their local politicians, to gauge whethel they feel the

Mayor and City Council are supportive of sustainable transportation and to what extent.

Two informants expressed a clear tone of frustlation that verges on cynicism

towards the City of Winnipeg, similar to that of some interview participants (see Section

4.3.5):

Politicians seenl r'r.ìore concerned with keeping taxes low and provicling tlre
absolute basic services ("pipes, pavement & police"). (PM l)

Any cornrrunication of alternative modes is done piecenreal, and thele is no
overarching stlategy linking them. (PM1)

Part of tlre probleur is that politicians are always thinking about how their
decisions will affect the next vote. They niake bold promises about cutting taxes
or fixing roads. (PM4)

MLrnicipally our representatives have been very reactionary to situations. For'

exanrple when large groups were protesting the lack of bike paths in Winnipeg
we sudclenly go from $400,000 in funding to sevelal nillion in funding. (PM4)

Ratlier than sticking to an agreed-upon vision or looking to research as a basis for

decision-making, as discussed in Section2.5.1, politicians turn to opportunities that make
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them look good. This is cornrnon political practise (Wachs, 2000) but does not benefit a

mole diverse transportation system.

A third informant does not use accusatory language, but does indicate that not

enough action has been taken:

The way in which sorne thirrgs have transpired over the last couple of years, one
might conclude that there is signíficant reluctance to taking tlrose bolcl steps.

. (PM2)

Another genelally wants to work within the existing situation while still anticipating

some change:

I don't believe that the City of Winnipeg has yet focused enough resoLlrces or.ì

Marketing [slc] of active transportation. At this tirne the City is focused on
building the infrastructure required to improve active transportation in the City.
(PM3)

This person acknowledges a point where the City is lacking, but does so without laying

blame. It is possible that those not pointing the finger are reluctant to question the

activities of elected officials; however, I think they are genuinely supportive of current

action and are trying to take a positive starlce, because clearly it is not unheard of to

criticise politicians.

As mentioned in the sumrnary, one person clairns that Winnipeg City Council,

and the Mayor in particular, have been very supportive of sustainable niodes. I agree that

the Mayol and Council have made a lot of progress towards accepting sustainable modes

as real forms of transportation since the Mayol was fìrst elected in 2005 (as discussed in

Sectiorr 1.4.7). This progress is a leverage point to an optimistic future.

4.4.2.3 Expressions of Suppot't of'Car-Free Cuhure

All informants used language that indicates a viewpoint that the way our

transporlation system is now is not how it has to be, that other ways are possible. Though
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sonle ale cynical, that cynicism lies with politicians (see above) and not with the concept

of living car-fi'ee. Many of the ideas presented in the questionnaire were supported and

br,rilt upon:

The best example fof a winter campaign] that I'm aware of was the Assinitroine
winter trail last winter which appeared to have happened in spite of govenrrnent

l. .] lt was impressive ancl changed rnany attitLrdes - I'n.l noting anecdotally.
(PMs)

I suspect that if we can increase active tlallsporlation levels in the non-winter
uronths, folks would be rnore likely to envision thernselves continuing their
active transporting with adeqLrate wintel'gear when the temperature drops. (PM2)

We need to accept our climate and nrake tlle most of it. ìf it's -30, then maybe we
should encourage people to skate or ski along the rivers to reach their destination,
or should encourage carpooling instead of SOV use. (PM l)

I believe it would be highly desirable to have a regional transit system. The only
option available to Wínnipeggels is use of an SOV in order to travel anywhere
outside the city. (PM5)

With the low floor buses that transit has in its fleet to accolrrnodate wheelchairs,
scooters, and child strollers why wouldn't you ellcourage families to travel
together by bus, especially if it keeps them lrom buying an SUV or a nrinivan to
run simple errands that could have been done by bus? (PM4)

Infonnants can conceive of the possibility of other cultures and some have seen

evidence of this. Though a certain level of acceptance of the status quo, as

disctrssed in Section 4.4.2.1, is present, infonnants seem comfortable with at least

entertaining different ideas about transportation.

One individual sees sustainable modes as being practicable for all people

eventually:

At plesertt the vast rnajority of Winnipegger's [slc] believe their only viable
transportatiott option is the car. Tl'ansit and active transportation can evetì now
be viable ¡nodes of transporlation for some Winnipeggers but these options must
be better prornoted. In addition, facilities that support these otller transpoftatiorr
optious urust be improvecl iu order to nrake them a viable option to all people.
(PM3)
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It is very important that policy-makers see possibility rather than simply accepting the

present reality as a foregone conclusion. This attitude points to an optimistic future for

car-free culture. A discourse irnplying possibility is more useful and has more potential

to succeed than one of resignation. Getting people out of their cars in a Winnipeg winter

requires a lot of creativity - limiting discourse will not help, no matter how realistic one

is trying to be.

Wliile policy-makers and politicians can conceive of other ways, they are not

entirely enabling a better-developed car-free culture. This is partly due to perception of

what voters want, which may be open to change. This is also due to a nanow discoulse,

as presented also by tlie media and even at times by those living car-fi'ee already. Close

consideration of how discourse reflects assumptions about transportation might trigger a

change about those assumptions and help car-free culture to grow.

4.4.3 Conclusion: Key Informants' Response to Car-Free Culture

Key informant questionnaires show that policy-niakels are nrore sympathetic

towards the interviewees living car-fi'ee than the media representation of transportation.

While some discourse is sceptical of the possibilities of car-fi'ee culture, the overall

response is that car-free culture has potential to influence, and be fulther developed by,

transportation and planning policy.

Many messages came out of this palt of the inquiry which may inforrn

recommendations for facilitating car-fi'ee culture in Winnipeg. The following list is a

summary of the rnost relevant feedback received fi'om policy-makers, which will feed

into the lecommendations made in Chapter 5:

. The vision of Plctn Þ'frinnipegis not communicated well.
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o Insufficient resources are put towarcls sustainable transpoltation provisions.

. The car is the top transportation priority in Winnipeg but should not be.

o Marketing of active modes in winter and of all car-fi'ee modes in general is

valuable and little has been done to date. These campaigns need the snpport of

strong policy and progressive, innovative infi'astructure.

n The City ancl Province have suppofied sustainable transporlation to date but more

can be done.

u The possibilities of active transporlation and transit to fulfîll Winnipeg's mobility

and accessibility needs have not been exhausted. Marketing can help to expand

people's perceptions of what the bus or bicycle can be used for.

o Making a point to inclease the downtown residential population would support

car-fi'ee culture but is not being done.

o { concerted effolt to design streets with a focus on bicycles and pedestrians is

desirable.

. Government departments working with one another and with non-profìt

organisations is likely to better facilitate car-fiee culture than working separately.

o Governments do not always have to take the lead, br-rt can play a supporting role

for rnany initiatives. Government policy and regulation lnust at minimum not

prevent sustainable transportation, ancl preferably should encourage and give

incentives to colnmunity action.

¡ Regional transportation is very desirable and, tltough more work needs to be done,

there are cur'rently many things in place that could make it happen.

. Looking to other cities is beneficial, palticulally wintel cities.
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o Car-free culture is a useful consideration for policy, and it especially lias

marketing appeal.

The following, final section of this chapter is a discussion of tlie three phases of

analysis together and of how findings will lead into recommendations.

4.5 Discussion

Winnipeg's mainstream transportation discourse, as shown in the analysis of the

radio program, is centred on the car and displays many characteristics of car culture as

described in the literature. Car culture is prevalent enough in Winnipeg that the

viewpoint also surfaces in some of the discourse of policy-rnakers and of those living car-

fi'ee.

Analysis of the radio show and interviews shows some definite distinctions

between car culture and car-free culture. which were also revealed in the literature

leview. For instance, car culture functions along "instantaneous" tirne, whereas car-fi'ee

culture interplets time more contextually (see Section 2.3.3). Also different is how

drivers engage frequently in car-centred story-telling, which helps to build culture. Radio

hosts often told stories to one another on-air, but there were few such casual exchanges

about car-free activity. That chance to develop cnlture thlough exchange of pelceptions

in cìialogue is absent.

This is largely due to how well-woven the car is with daily life. Radio hosts do

not seem to notice how frequently references are made to the car. Mentions of car-free

modes ol activities, on the other hand, stand out as delibel'ate. Car-fi'ee transportation

seems to be treated as unusual in tlie car culture context of the radio plogram, but as one
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moves towards other realities - such as those of the people interviewed who live car-free

- it becomes evident that cal culture is not necessalily the norm, but just an option.

Unforlunately for those living car-free there is little reinforcement of that culture in

mainstream discourse.

The ploblems of car culture expressed on the radio program do seem to be

externalised (see Section 2.5.1). Section 2.3 rnentioned the tendency of the motorist to

control: external factors, however, cannot be controlled, and are often blamed fol

ploblems which may have roots in the assumptions of car culture. The car thief,

pedestrian, street blockade or high price of gas is at fault, not car culture. This viewpoint

is individualistic as there is no collective responsibility taken for car culture and its

ensuing problems (see Section2.5.l). While car-centred discourse overlooks the

relationship between problerns and car culture, possibilities of other lealities are also

squeezed out. Taking stock of the discourse of car culture may help to begin a broader

dialogue about problerns associated with car dependence.

Those living car-free experience problerns that are often due to cars themselves or

the lack of provisions for other modes because of a focus of resources on cars. Car-free

culture has a preoccupation with safety, which is understandable considering the power

disparity between cars and otlier road users. The separation between the motorist and

other road users makes the cyclist and pedestrian very vulnerable to the behaviour of the

motorist. As car'-fiee activity occurs in public space, a strong sense of awareness of one's

surroundings typifies car-free culture. The motorist, also moving through the public

realm yet separated from it, will not necessarily be as aware of the suroundings, nor feel

the effects of hel or his actions.
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The quality of driving a private car through public space differs also fi'om riding a

bus, whele one shares the space of a vehicle with strangers. Bus riders, too, have

concerns of personal safety which motorists tend not to consider since the latter's

understanding of public space is buffered. Being in a car is an oddly private experience

of public space, unlike riding the bus, cycling ol walking.

While there are distinctions between the motorist and the non-rnotorist, the two

are not entirely diffelent. Both will experience road rage and try to multi-task while

travelling; each likes to save time and tends to link the chosen mode of transpottation to

self-identity. Tliat some people do not think twice about not driving, much like the radio

hosts do not think twice about the car-centred discourse, indicates that giving up the car

might not be as challenging as one rniglit imagine. Such common traits with car culture

could be usecl to promote car-free culture as something desirable yet oldinary.

Policy-rnakers did express some scepticism towards the concept of car-free

culture (Section 4.4.2.1); this could be a bariel if it is more widespread in the public

selvice. If policy-makers subscribe to the discoulse of the ladio, with little

acknowledgement of car culture, then accommodation for car-free culture will be

minimal. Tlie profile of car-fi'ee culture presented in Section 4.3.6 offer's another

perspective from the "reality" that is car culture. This is a different standpoint fi'orn

which to begin thinking about city planning, like taking into account the perspective of

any other group. Most policy-makers indicated that this profile, and the concept of car-

free cnlture itself, coulcl guide planning so that it is mole accommodating to sustainable

modes, and suggested possible actions to be taken to better support car'-flee culture.
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Policy-makers indicated that they saw the greatest value of the car-free culture

concept to be in rnarketing. Positive characteristics, such as links to self-identity, the

tine-saving and flexibility of rnany modes, and connectivity to surroundings, could be

used to promote the concept of living car-free, in addition to similarities with car culture.

Active promotion would offer more opportunities for dialogue, a platform from which

car-free culture could be fostered.

This concludes the analysis of the three phases of research. The fìnal chapter

makes recommendations for policy based upon these f,rndings ancl concludes the study.
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Chapter 5 Recommendations and Conclusion

5.1 Introclttction

Witli an understancling of Wimripeg's prevailing transportation discourse and

culture, a plofile of car-free culture, ancl insight into the findings from policy-maket's

involved in local transporlation planning, what directions for planning policy can be

derived from this infonnation to better support car-fi'ee culture? This is the final research

question.

Three recommendation themes are identified: first is to encourage the concept of

car-free culture; second is to facilitate car-fi'ee culture by applying eight action items; and

third is to promote car-free culture in two specified ways. No order is irnposed on these

themes; all could liappen simultaneously. Activities from each can begin to be

implemented within the next year, and some are currently underway. Below is a

discussion of each recommendation theme to enable the successful development of car'-

free culture in Winnipeg so that living car-free is a more viable and normal option for

more people.

5.2 Encourerge tlte ldeo of Car-Free Culture

If living car-free is going to be useñll for any'thing, whether as a guideline to

inform planning policy or as inspiration for a marketing campaign to urge people out of

their cars, the very concept of car-free culture must be encouraged by as many people as

possible. Tlie interpletation of discourse on the radio proglarr in particular, and in some

parts of the interviews and questionnaires, shows that expressions of assumptions about
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car cltltltre - such as that driving is a nonnal part of daily life or that nlobility and the car

are synonylroLrs - may be restricting better development of car-fi'ee culture. Those living

car-free present good examples of lejection of prevailing assurnptions (see Section

4.3.4.2).

Disconrse has a central role in how seriously Winnipeggers will take car-free

culture. By regularly checking the lariguage used around transpofiation and examining

the assumptions behind that language, a person can consider the rneaning of words

chosen. If car-free culture is spoken about as something plausible, then possibilities will

present themselves that challenge and dispel current assumptions. It seems that for

decades, Winnipeggers have been saying that - due to the weather, or the layout of the

city, or the culture - car travel is necessary. Winnipeggers can begin by no longer using

this language. Enabling the possibility of car-free culture in discourse offers a new

pelspective to bling to the collaborative planning platform. New possibilities can then be

envisioned collectively.

Any citizerls can stafi to do this in their own day-to-day discourse. Media are in a

position to change the way transportation is represented in their choice of discourse, also.

Local leaders and others in positioris of influence, such as policy-makers and politicians,

must pay particularly close attention to language used and the assumptions implied. The

words of those in influential positions form the basis of policy, r.vhile also guiding

citizens towards a particular vision. That vision could erlcompass car-free culture but the

language mlìst state so. These individuals can also set an example by depending on cars

as little as possible.tu Thir might help to diminish public cynicisrn towards politicians'

2a The vast majority of local and plovincial politicians currently conrnute by urotor vehicle (Wiebe,2009).
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cotnmitment to sllstainable transpoltation, as revealed to be present in Sections 4.3.5 and

4.4.2.2, and will set a new standard of what can be considered normal transpoftation.

If encouraging car-free culture rather than simply focusing on reduced car use

seerns extreme, then it is necessarily so: car culture is highly ingrained in the collective

psyche. Winnipeg, like many cities, has collectively created a reality where it is perfectly

acceptable to drive a modified military vehicle to a café to purchase a cup of coffee

without even getting out of the seat. If Winnipeggers are willing to make this behaviour

possible now, imagine the ideas that could come from speaking in the other direction. To

shift towards a diverse transpofiation system requires an entirely new way of thinking

about, and therefore talking abont, transportation. Discourse should be used not to limit

options but to cliallenge one anothel to expand understanding and seek new ideas.

5.3 Faci litate Car-Free C ulture

Infi'astructure, regulation, policy and funding that actively facilitate car-free

transportation are key prerequisites to successful development of car-free culture. Below

are the eight action items in this lecommendation theme, each with ageucies identified

which could play a role in iriitiating the action, as well as potential oppoltunities for

action (see also Table 1, p. 151). This will addless the meagre systemic suppofi for car-

free culture, a comnlon perception which was expressed throughout the iri-deptli

interviews and questionnaires.

5.3.1 Improved Active Transportation Infrastructure

Infrastructure is necessary to provide accessibility for the person outside the car,

but it must be safe and stimulating to be used. Infi'astructul'e was raised in intel'views
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tlirough non-drivers' preocclrpation with safety (Section 4.3.2.1) and simultaneous

interest in time-saving options. Improvements to active transportation infrastructure

would make winter trips as pleasant as possible, reducing the perception of time dragging

ont (Section 4.3.2.3). Interview parlicipants also indicated that they enjoy environments

created to accomrnodate sustainable modes (Section 4.3.2.4). Informants agreed that

more pedestrian- and bicycle-friendly streets would be desirable (Section 4.4.1).

Basic infrastructure, such as providing lanes and parking for bicycles, clearing

sidewalks, posting signage, installing good-quality ligliting and ensuring trails are well-

gloomed in winter will facilitate a valiety of active modes year-round (see Henke ,2006).

Bike to the Future, a local cycling advocacy gl'oup, presents many useftrl ideas for

cycling infrastructure in the final repolt from a 2008 public forum (Bike to the Future,

2008).

A comprehensive fi'amework such as compleÍe slreets which accommodates all

roads users will ensure that active transportation infi'astructure is provided in a cornplete

and cohesive way (see Section2.T). Sntart groutÍh will better integrate transportation

witlr urban forln that is compact with rnixed land-use (see Section2.T). These broad

concepts should be incorporated into early stages of plamring, particularly the city-wide

developnrent plan and any transpoftation plans (such as the Active Transporlalion Aclion

Plan).

Secondary plans offer the opportunity to incorporate and improve active

tlanspoftation infi'astructure at the neighbourhood scale. There are only a few exarnples

of suclr plans in Winnipeg. As explained in Section 7.4.4, fhe Waverley l4/est Area

SÍructttre Plqnhas weak terms fol active tlansportation and so is not an ideal model. The
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Osborne Village Neighbourhoocl Plctn (City of Winnipeg, 2006) contains far urore

policies for active transpofiation and more potential to build car-free culture.

Part of the goal of the Osborne Village Neighbom'hood Plan is to maintain and

reinforce the pedestrian nature of the neighbourhood, and many policies throughout the

plan support this. Examples include widening sidewalks; providing more plazas atrd

seating areas, not accornmodating auto-oriented land uses such as drive-through

businesses; and, removing snow to benefit the pedestrian first. Bicycles are

accommodated too, with policies to incorpolate bicycle lanes on arterial streets and

ample bicycle parking. The plan also includes policies to encourage river use for year-

rouncl active transportation, including non-motorised watercraft, skiing and ice-skating.

The conflict between the peclestrian nature of Osborne Street and its use as a

thoroughfare is a theme throughout the plan, and both receive attention. Facilitation of

efficient movement of motor vehicles and parking are included amidst the provisions for

active transportation infrastructuLe, tliough the pedestrian orientation argunrelrt is better

accommodated. All policies are stated as suggestions (with words such as "encourage"

and "should") and little in tlie way of infrastructure has changed since the plan was

developed in 2006. Though not to the point of encompassing an all-out car-fi'ee

environment,the O,sborne Village Neighbom'hood Plan is a goocl moclel for active

transpofiation infrastructure that other rieighbourhoods could use.

Leadership for these initiatives begins with the City of Winnipeg's Planning,

Property altd Development departrnent, which has control over the development plan and

secondary plans, and Public Works, which controls transportation plans. Econotnic

development agencies such as The Forks Nolth Poltage Partnership, and neighbourhood
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organisatious and renewal corporations can provide input at a smaller scale, engaging

local businesses and residents. The arts community offers ideas and experience for

creative design, such as the bicycle racks along Broadway Avenue:

Figure 3: Bicycle rack. Photograph: K. tJ/alsh.

Opportunity lies in the current revision of the development plan and in The Aclive

TransportaÍion Action Plan, which outlines the proposed active transpoltation network

throughout Winnipeg and is updated amrnally. Also, any time a secondary plan is being

developed or renewed, an opportunity is presented to make improvements to

transportation infi'astructure. Currently only South Point Douglas' plan is being

developed, but others are anticipated (see City of Wirrnipeg, 2008b).

5.3.2 Improved Transit Service and Infrastructure

Infi'astructure that facilitates transit wiìl make transit use easier for all riders,

improve at least the perception of safety, and encourage more ridership. Also, the best

design will accommodate othel modes as well, facilitating the multi-moclal natule of car-
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t'ee culture (see Section 5.3.6). Pedestrians in particular need to be accommodated since

everyone accessing transit is a pedestlian of some kind. The following recommendations

would complement the acute awareness which transit riders (and other non-drivers) have

of their sunoundings (Sections 4.3.2.1 and 4.2.3.4) and help to address corlcertls raised

by interviewees related to long trips in cold weather (Section 4.3.2.3) and their desire for

íncreased transit service (Section 4.3.5). This would also offer opportunities for

socialising in the public realm, helping to build the cultural component of car-free

(Section 4.3.3.I). The recommendations stem from suggestions made by orie of the key

informants (see Section 4.4.1).

Improvements could be made to scheduling so that bus operators have more

flexibility to reach destinations on schedule and not run early, a major sticking point

mentioned by intelviewees. Posted real-tirne departure displays would also help,

particularly in areas where service is not fi'equent and there is little chance of taking an

alternate route if tlie bus was missed because it was early.

Design is also very irnportant to facilitate transit use and enable a modal nix.

Design points to consider include:

. Buildings built to the sidewalk: Shor1, barrier'-free distances with street-facing

entryways enable easy pedestrian access from the bus to the door of a business.

Car parking should be located behind the building.

. Mixed use at major transit transfer points: Coffee shops and newsstands near

transit hubs such as malls will increase opportunities while using transit, making

it mole attractive. The more people use transit, the bettel the perception of safety.
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. Road design tliat facilitates bus service: Winding roads and cttls-de-s'üc aÍe

disadvantageous to bus service. New developments thar. are planned without the

assumption of car ownership will make viable public transportation a priolity.

Some parts of the city currently have these features, including Osborne Village. Tliese

areas must be preserved.

Again, a comprehensive plaruiing concept, such as smarl grovtth, offers an

overarching framework for design that incorporates a variety of key factors. This helps

to avoid a piecemeal response to transit needs.

Specific improvements to transit service are the lesponsibility of Winnipeg

Transit. Leadership to initiate improvements to transit infrastructure comes fiom

Winnipeg Transit working closely witli the Planning, Property and Development and

Public Works departrnents at the City of Winnipeg. These groups collectively are in

charge of how and where the city develops, the logistics of infrastructlrre, and transit

service provision. By collaborating with local businesses and shopping malls,

opportunities for development can be identified. Also, neighbourhoods undefiaking

secondary plans can take advantage of the opportunity to incorporate transit infi'astructure

into their communities.

The development plan review and any secondary plans, particuìarly in new

suburbs wliich are planned but not yet developed, offer oppoltunities for more carefully

planned development that supports transit.

5.3.3 RegionalPublicTransportation

One of the drawbacks to living car-free in Winnipeg is the limitation of regional

travel due to the lack of public transportation. This issue was raised by some
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interviewees in Section 4.3.3.1 about relationships suffering due to large distances and

few transporlation options. A regional public transportation system would help to break

real barriers to social relationships. Recommendations are informed by suggestions made

by policy-makers in Section 4.4.1.

Regional transit is a goal requiring extensive collaboration between municipal and

provincial governments and citizens. Before this goal can be realised, all parties must

leach consensus on cost, funding sources and schernes, service areas and routes. This

requires an integrated approach involving all affected. Leadership cornes fi'om the

departments of Intergovernmental Affairs, and Infi'astructure and Transpoúation at the

Province of Manitoba collaborating with tlie City of Winnipeg and any outlying

municipalities that are interested in the possibility of regional public transportation.

Potential service providers include Winnipeg Transit or private bus companies such as

Greyliound Canada or Beaver Bus Lines. Extensive public input is necessary to ensure

support of this venture.

Opportunities can be found in the Capital Region Partnership, whose rnernbelship

includes municipalities near popular tourist destinations such as Birds Hill Park, Grand

Beach and Winnipeg Beach. The Capital Region Partnership's mandate includes

environmental protection, infi'astructure development, service delivery, tourism

promotion, and raising awarerless of capital region issues, all of which are supported by

regional public transportation. Beyond Kyolo, the Provirlcial commitrnent to reach the

Kyoto Protocol of a 60/o reduction in greenhouse gas ernissions by 2012, also gives the

Province an incentive to pursue an oppoltunity such as this that suppolts living car-fi'ee.
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These opportunities supporl botli interview participants' interest in reaching areas

outside the city, and the interest of those in outlying area in having the option of public

transportation, as indicated by informants. Car-free culture helps to increase demand for

regional public transportation. The less people depend on cars, the more they will look to

public transportation to meet their regional travel treeds.

5.3.4 Regulation to Support Active Transportation

Rules and regulations relating to transporlation and enforcernent of those rules

were refered to in interviews and questionnaires only indirectly, and in the context of

infi'astructure maintenance. Recommendations in this area address several issues raised

in interviews, particularly in Section4.3.2.l, including road safety of cyclists and

pedestrians, power struggles with motorists, cycling rules, road rage and drivel attitude.

Also addressed are the desire of the pedestrian and cyclist to have welcoming spaces that

reverse the curuent hierarchy upholding the car, referred to in Section 4.3.2.4. Policy-

makers expressed support for streets that are pedestrian- and bicycle-friendly year-round

(Section 4.4.1), with suggestions that could have irnplications on regulation.

Regulation that prioritises sustainable modes over the cal could help car-fi'ee

culture to flourish because it better ensures the safety of cyclists and pedestrians on the

road, a major conceln identified in the interviews. Examples of regulation and

enforcement which would support those travelling car-free include:

" Sidewalks that are better cleared of snow.

Reduced speed limits, particularly along residential streets and back lanes.

Posted speed lirnits throughout the city.

Signage indicating pedestrian and cyclist light-of-way.
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" Enforcernent of pedestrian right-of-way at all intersections.

" Increased penalties for encroaching on pedestrian and cyclist right-of-way.

" Signage rerninding the motorist to share the road with other users.

Regulations could help to foster acceptance of car-free culture, but they must be

supportecl by enforcement by fines or revoked driving privileges. Regulation that is not

enforced sirnply because it is so commonly broken is counter-productive to changing

behaviour. The regulation becomes collectively forgotten because it is culturally not

practised.

Another possibility is to expancl the rnandate of Manitoba Public Insurance (MPI)

to be more inclusive of sustainable rnodes. The MPI website is very lieavily focused on

motor vehicles, even though the mission is "Working with Manitobans to reduce risk on

the loacl". By including more infonnation on rules, regulations, rights and

lesponsibilities of cyclists and pedestrians, MPI could better contribute to the safety of all

road useLs, while still followir-rg that mission statement.

The City of Winnipeg and the Province of Manitoba have jurisdiction to regulate

road use and behaviour through the Trffic By-Lau, and the Highv,cty Trffic Act. The

City of Winnipeg could review speed limits and post thern regularly. Manitoba

Infi'astructure and Transportation could review lhe Hightucty Trqffic Acl fromthe

perspective of car'-free culture and pay attention to ways in which the legislation favours

cars. Such changes will serid a message that all modes are important, helping to addless

the power imbalance between the car and other modes, and improving road safety fol all

users.
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5.3.5 A Cohesive Vision

Thronghout the interviews, particularly when discussing downtown safety

(Section 4.3.2.1) and experiences in car-dominant space (Section 4.3.2.4), or wlien

offering suggestions of improvements to car-free living (Section 4.3.5), participants did

not indicate that they recognise a cohesive vision of the city. They also did not seem to

feel their needs wele being met as part of an over-arching sustainable transpofiation

strategy. Instead, they feel theil needs are an afterthought (Sections 4.3.2.4 and 4.3.4.2).

Tlris was echoed by some policy-makers as interpreted in Section 4.4.7, who also offered

suggestions about how to better communicate a cohesive vision for sustainable

transportation. These are incotpolated below.

Plctn Winnipeg arguably offels a vision for tl're city that is complehensive. Clearly

comrnunicating tliat vision to citizens can be achieved by generating an implementation

stlategy dilectly from the vision, and including a timeline with tangible targets, to better

ensure that the plan is followed through consistently.

Each section of Plan l4/innipeg has a vision statement followed by details of what

that vision might look like. However, these details do not follow thlough to how action is

to be taken and measured. An example of the kind of information that could be provided

to extend these ideas beyond the conceptual stage is explored l'rere.

1A-02 Encourage downtorvn living: The City shall encourage downtor,vn living
in existing downtown residential neighboulhoods ancl elsewhere in the
downtown by:
i) encouraging mixed-use residential clevelopment that integrates retail,

service businesses, and institutions needed by downtown residents
-Plan Winnipeg2020 Vision, p. 35

This would benefìt from a stated goal, such as an increase in the downtown residential

popr,rlation by a celtain percentage in a specified year. A lead agency, such as Centre
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Venture or the Downtown Business ImprovementZone which cunently promote

downtown living and development, could be explicitly named so the public can rnake that

link between the action and the agent responsible. Indicators to evaluate success would

be valuable, including: the number of new downtown residents; the number of newly-

occupied dwellings; the number and type of new businesses opened as a result of

increased downtown living; and, the level of satisfaction of new downtown residents.

Clear implementation strategies, timelines ancl indicators will give agents an

unambiguous role in realising the vision of the development plan, which will irnprove

pr-rblic sLrppofi of the plan. This approach to action is also holistic, moving politicians

away from singular, oppoltunistic "aru1ounceable" pieces.

Since Plan lilinnipeg is a City of Winnipeg document, the City is the lead for this

recornmendation, in particular the Planning, Ploperty and Development department. The

Province of Manitoba, which legislates development plans, can offer support by

providing financial assistance for extensive public outreach and engagement. The best

oppoltunity is currently underway with the review of Plan l4/innipeg through tlie

comprehensive sustainability strategy, SpeakUpWinnipeg (as rnentioned in Section

1.4.7). This collaborative apploach has the potential to result in a City vision that is

enclorsed and clearly undelstood by citizens because they are invited to be a part of the

process from the outset.

5.3.6 Coordinated Efforts betrveen Active Transportation and Transit

Because car-fi'ee travel is multi-modal - one of the characteristics in the cal-free

culture plofile (Section 4.3.6) - all effofts to facilitate active transportation and transit

should be cooldinated. Policy-makers offeled suggestions for'making stleets more
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welcoming to pedestrians, cyclists and transit Lrsers, including the prornotiolt of rnulti-

modality in winter'(see Section 4.4.1). Other examples ir-rclude:

. bicycle parking at bus stops;

. bicycle racks on buses; and,

o streetscaping that facilitates pedestrian access to the bus.

Coordination between modes will also support the need for planning and coordination

required when travelling car-free and further enhance the enjoyable experience of the

journey (see Section 4.3.6).

Agencies involved are Winnipeg Tlansit; City of Winnipeg depaltments of Public

Works, and Planning, Property and Development; and, local notl-govenimental

organisations including Bike to the Future and the Winnipeg Rapid Transit Coalition, a

lobby group for rapid transit. A working groLlp of individuals from these departments

and organisations formed to review any transportation-related projects, flont lhe AcÍive

Trcmsportcttion Action Plan To new subdivisions, will lead to more integratecl sustainable

transportatiotr pl anning.

5.3.7 A Holistic Approach to Funding

A holistic approach to funding that is linked directly to vision and policy will be

comprehensive and supportive of broad-based initiatives. This addresses the lack of

understanding of an overarching vision as presented in Section 4.3.5 of the interview

analysis, and possibly some of the cynicism towards political support f-ol car-fi'ee modes

(in the same section). Policy-makers suggested politicians clearly communicate their

intentions to the public, such as when raising transit fares (Secti on 4.4.1), to garner

slrppofi for any changes ploposed.
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Funding can be tailored to support more compact developrrent, which as the car-

free culture profile states, is more conducive to living car-free than sprawl. An example

of how to discourage urban sprawl is to shift tax from the value of a building to the size

of the ìot, which will encourage srnaller lot size and better facilitate compact

developrnent in the long-term.

The Mayor and Council are lesponsible for the City of Winnipeg budget. There is

possibly an opportunity to shift priorities and strengthen ties between vision and funding

in 2010 as property taxes ale likely to be raised. It is critical that all changes - whether to

priorities, revenue sources or other aspects of the budget - and their rationale are well-

cornmunicated with citizens. Creating targeted funds for planned, clearly-stated purposes

will indicate to citizens that the City is taking action in a specified direction.

SpeakUpWimripeg is an opportunity for conversations between the City and the public

about funding and taxation, and their impacts upon the transpoflation system. If car-free

culture is to be fostered, citizens have to be willing to slrpport it with their tax dollars.

5.3.8 Expanded Options for Transit Fares

Transit fares were noted to be a burden to one interviewee in particr-rlar who has a

family (Section 4.3.4.2). There are various ways in which transit can use the fare system

to improve riders' experiences and to make transit more attractive to new users.

Suggestions were offered by one policy-maker, including:

. offering mole flexible fare options whicli reduce expenses, such as a family pass;

' offering free fares for children under ten, which erìcourages ridership and helps to

normalise the bus at an early age,

o making imploverlents to the fare collection system and structure; and,
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a exhausting other options before raising fares.

Winnipeg Transit is the leader for this, in collaboration with the Mayor and

Council when considering other sources of revenne beyond fares. Recent developments

in transit in Winnipeg are gaining momentum, including planning for a rapid transit

busway and upgrades to transit teclinology which announce upcoming stops on buses and

display anivals at bus stops in real time. Also, the age of the fi'ee fare for children was

recently raised from four to five, a positive turn for encouraging increased ridership and

reduced car dependence.

5.4 Promote Csr-Free Culture

The final recommendation theme to applying the car-free concept in a useful way

is promotion (see also Table l, p. 1 51). Much of the data from the interviews serves to

potentially inform campaigns to market living car-free. Marketing of transit and year-

round active transpoftation will raise awareness of the possibility of these options,

generating ideas of how to better facilitate living car-free. This theme entails promoting

car-free as a workable lifestyle choice to raise awaleness of tlie potential usefulness and

positive aspects of car-free culture; and launching a carnpaign for winter, which cannot

be ignored in the Winnipeg context.

5.4.1 Car-Free as a Viable Lifesfyle Choice

Informants iridicated that the area where the research findings are likely to

provicle the most valuable infonlation is in marketing. Since very little is currently done

to market sustainable modes in the city, thele is substantial opportunity for'implovement.
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The majority of current sustainable transportation advefiising is done by

Winnipeg Transit (which promotes its services only) and Resource Conservation

Manitoba, a non-governmental organisation which offers programming on environmental

sustainability, including sustairrable transpoltation. These and other groups can use the

positive findings frorn the study to inform a strategic marketing plan aiming to normalise

car-free living. Sectilon 4.3.2.1 discussed the added benefits of walking, cycling and

transit which supplement car-free transportation, such as the opportunity to exercise or

read. Many positive images emerged fi'om the links between car-fi'ee culture and self-

identity wliich could promote living car-fi'ee (Section 4.3.2.2), palticular'ly that there are

grades of deliberation, as described in the car-free culture profile. This shows that living

car-fi'ee can be quite easy, and is not just the arena of those committed to saving the

envilonment, for example.

Tlie liberated feeling that some interviewees described fi'om not owning a car

could help address some of the misconceptions that may exist about accessibility,

sclreduling and flexibility related to not owning a car (Secti on 4.3 .2.3). Assumptions like

tlrose discussed in Section 4.3.4.1 of the supposed necessity of a car could be turned

around by a carnpaign that instead encollrages citizens to comect other ideas with living

car-free, such as a sense of possibility, as expressed in Section 4.3.4.2.

The connections one can feel with others when not driving, such as the social

aspect of riding the bus (Section 4.3.3.1), is another positive image, and people's

Tesponses of surprise and curiosity upon finding out that someone lives car-free, as

described by some intewiewees in Section 4.3.3.2, could be capitalised upon. That car-
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free culture functions well at a local level (Section 4.3.2.4) can be linked to the promotion

of local businesses or any incentives to "buy local".

Currently, basic infi'astructure needed to use ceftain sustainable modes,

particularly cycling, is not available in all areas of tlie city. Howevel', one policy-maker

indicated that the vast rnajority of Winnipeggers believe that the car is their only feasible

choice (Section 4.4.2.3); it rnight not be. By embedding community-basecl social

marketing (CBSM, see Section 2.7) into policy, ideas for car-free culture can be

introduced into mainstream discourse, inviting citizens to think differently about their

transportation assumptions. CBSM lielps to overcome such perception-based barriers.

Interviewees mentioned the usefulness of car access ou occasion (Section 4.3.1)

and policy-makers indicated that government suppoft for car-sharing would be desirable

(Section 4.4.1). Though it soultds contradictory, a community-based car-share program

could have a very helpful role in car-free cultule, providing soûìe car access without

requiring car ownership. For some who rnay be reluctant to give up the car entilely, the

option to share a car could make otherwise living car-free more palatable, acting as a

bridge between car dependence and no car access whatsoever. This also helps to address

the concern of at least one policy-maker that life without a car in Winnipeg would be

difficult (Section 4.4.2.1). Ploviding reduced insurance rates for those who share a car

would address the assumed need to own a car individually. The rnandate of Manitoba

Public Insurance (MPI) would have to be expanded to address car depeudence by

providing insurance incentives specifically fol car-sharing so people do not have to

necessarily owli theil own car but have access to one on occasions when it would be most

useful.
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Interviewees claimed that power imbalances and the unsafe feeling on the roacl

are major disincentives to cycling (Section 4.3.2.1). Motorists' behaviour is a large

factor in the cyclist's experience. Encouraging motorists to try cycling one day per

month to raise awareness of the experience of another road user, for example, could help

to change perspectives and behaviour for the better, imploving road safety and

encouraging more people to cycle.

The greatest benefits of a marketing campaign to promote car-free culture would

result florn tlie City of Winnipeg, Winnipeg Transit, MPI and non-govelnmental

olganisations such as Resource Conservation Manitoba, Bike to tlie Future and Climate

Change Connection, a non-goverrunental organisation that raises awareness about clirnate

change across the province, working together to endorse walking, cycling, other active

transportation modes and transit all as viable options. A working grolrp could be fonned

to focus on such a campaign.

Some of Winnipeg's traits (see Section 1.4) can be drawn upon as strengths to

promote living car-free here, including the flat landscape which is easier to cycle on than

hills; the relatively srnall size of the city, rnaking many destinations within reach car-free;

and, the grid street pattern in the urban core and many neighbourhoods, which enables

good connectivity.

There are existing opportunities for marketing carnpaigns: Resource Conservation

Manitoba lecently completed a CBSM project through WinSmart (see Section 1.4.6) and

is looking to do another. Resource Conservation Manitoba also underlook a study to

gauge intelest in a car-share program in a Wimripeg neighbourhood. Results point to
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signihcant interest in the possibility, and the organisation was seeking flinding to pursue

this at the time of writing.

Bike to Wolk Day and the Commuter Challenge are nation-wide programs to

encourage sustainable transporlation choices which could be more fully built upon and

promoted more frequently. Winnipeg Transit had an advertising campaign called "Think

Transit!" which featured close-up photos of bus riders of average-looking people with

regular transportation needs, including a young mothel and child. The successes and

challenges of these initiatives provicle a starting point to promote living car-free as

ordinary.

5.4.2 \üinter Campaign

For any integrated approach to function in Winnipeg, winter must be at least taken

into consideration, if not treated as the main focus. Most policy-makers indicated support

for a winter carnpaign for the purpose of promoting car-free transportation options year-

round, offering suggestions such as increasing car-free uptake in the summer so that the

behaviour carries through to the winter, and integrating active tlansportation with transit

so that transit can act as a back-up in inclement weather (Section 4.4.1). Most of the

strategies used to promote car-free as a viable lifestyle choice, discussed above, apply to

a winter campaign also.

Meagan Henke's study on liveability in the winter city investigated Sperice Street

at tlre University of Winnipeg as a case study (2006). This practicurn developed a wide

variety of recommendations to foster winter culture, including the promotion of active

transpofiation and transit as very effective methods of travel during the cold, snowy
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months. Key points from that practicnm for the purpose of facilitating car-free culture

are:

c Promotion of winter as an enjoyable time of year, with festivals, outdoor

activities, tips on how to stay warm, ski and skate trails for winter transportation

(Henke,2006).

. City support of community initiatives by providing and maintaining necessary

infrastructure (snow-ploughed trails for cycling; ski and skate trails) (Henke,

2006).

Interviewees described joumeys during winter as feeling longer than at other'

tinres of the year (Section 4.3.2.3) and said they tend to shift modes depending on the

weatlrer (Section 4.3.1). Currently, there are few provisions for car-free modes,

particularly active modes, in the winter. A carnpaign where Wirutipeg's long, chilly

winters are treated as a positive force that makes Winnipeg unique may help citizens to

better embrace the winter and make the most of it, particulally if supported by

infi'astlucture maintenance and provisions.

Lead agencies on a winter weather promotional campaign include the Downtown

Business ImplovementZone; Resource Conservation Manitoba, which already promotes

public campaigns such as the Comrnuter Challenge; and, Climate Change Connection.

Assistance f-ol such a campaign could come from the climate change division of

Manitoba Science, Technology, Energy and Mines whose interest in such a campaign lies

in the potential to reduce provincial greenhouse gas emissions. Support for provisions

and maintenance of infi'astructure must come from the City of Winnipeg. The best effofi

would be a collaborative one.
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Momentum can be gained fi'om current winter activities, including the river

skating trail (now tlie longest natural skating trail in the world); the snow screen which

shows short films on a large block of snow at the Forks; and, winter festivals, in

particular, Le Festival du Voyageur. Sandercock (1998) and Healey (1997), noted

authorities on culture, point out that the social realm is where culture is built (see section

2.2). By providing more opporlunities such as these for car-free socialising in winter, a

culture around living cal-fi'ee can evolve.

Carnpaigns are delicate because they can backfire. The drive to promote

Manitoba under the slogan "Spirited Energy" was not very popular (see Lett, 2009). A

campaign needs the support of the public to thrive and make a difference; how to achieve

tliis is beyond the scope of this study. Looking to what other cities have done

successfnlly, particularly winter cities, is a starting point, and V/innipeg's strong arts

community could help to generate ideas.

The goal of any campaign that promotes living car-fi'ee would be to break fiom

the assumptions that such lifestyles are for fringe groups only and to create new images

in people's minds that link the idea with normality.
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Table I: Recommendations to Facilitate and Promote Car-Free Culture

Action
lmproved AT
infrastructure

lmproved transit
infrastructure

Lead

Regional public
transportation

a City of Winnipeg: PP&D,
Public Works
The Forks-North Portage
Neighbourhood organisations
/ renewal corporations

a

Regulation to
support AT

a

Cohesive vision

. Winnipeg Transit

. City of Winnipeg: PP&D,
Public Works

Coordinated efforts
between AT and
transit

. Capital region municipalities

. Province of Manitoba: lGA,
MIT

. Mayor and Council

. Province of Manitoba: MIT

Oooortunities

Hollstic funding
approach

. Development plan review

. Active Transporfation Action
Plan

. Secondary plan renewals

. Arts communitv

a

Expanded options
for transit fares

City of Winnipeg: PP&D
Province of Manitoba: IGAa

Worklng group:
. Winnipeg Transit
. City of Winnipeg: Public

Works, PP&D
. NGOs

Car-free treated as
viable lifestyle
choice

. Collaboration with local business

. Secondary plan renewals

. Develooment plan review

. Mayor and Council

. Capital Region Partnership

. Beyond Kyoto

Winter campaign

c Winnipeg Transit
Mavor and Councila

a

Working group:
. City of Winnipeg
. Winnipeg Transit
n MPI
. NGOs

By-law review
Leqislation reviewa

Timeframe

. Development Plan review

Present to 2010

2010 AT PIan
review

. Active Transporfation Action
Plan

. Downtown BIZ

. NGOs
n Province of Manitoba: STEM

Present to 20'10

Audience

a 2010 Budget: tax increase
Develooment Plan reviewa

a

Present Io 2012

. Current transit upgrades

Winnipeg
public
AT users
Neighbour-
hood qroups

a

. RCM car-share and CBSM
proposals

. Existing provincial, national
campaigns

. City strengths
¡ Arts communitv

a

Present

. Transit users

. Local
businesses

Present to 2010

2010 AT Plan
review

. Winnipeg
CMA
residents

a

a

Existing winter activities
Arts community

. AT users

Present to 2010

. Winnipeg
oublic

Present

. AT users and
groups

. Transit users
and groups

Present

. Property tax
pavers

. Transit users

Winter 2009 I
2010

. Winnipeg
residents

. Winnipeg
residents
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5.5 Discttssiott

For car-free culture to flourish, it must be encouraged, facilitated and promoted,

which can be best achieved by building partnerships, seeking opportunities and building

on the city's existing characteristics. Many of tlie recomrrendations made here go

beyond the capacity of local land-use and transportation planning into social and

community planning, urban design and ar1. Because transportation is integrated, planners

in all sectors have a contribution to make to improve transportation, and by forming

partnerships with a variety of groups, more opportunities to facilitate living car-free could

be revealed.

Each character'istic of the car-fi'ee culture profile is touched upon by at least one

recommendation. hnproved active transportation and transit infrastructure, and

coordination between the two, will enhance the experience of the journey, better enable

the scheduling requiled to plan a trip, improve the experience of the public realm and

address many safety concerns. Regional public transportation will facilitate better

connections and rnore social opportunities beyond the local context while enhancing the

sense of liberation that comes from tl'avelling car-fi'ee. Regulation that sttpports active

transportation will improve safety and address power imbalances on the road while

enhancing the joumey and the experience of the public realm.

A holistic approacli to funding can be designecl to enable localisecl travel while

providing a clear sense of the direction which the city is taking. Expanded transit fare

options promotes car-free travel frorn a yolurg age and engages the practical side of being

car-free by making transit even simpler'. A cohesive vision will tie ever'y'thing together so

that those living car-fi'ee feel like an integral part of the city.
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The promotion of car-fi'ee culture is achievable by capitalising on the positive

qualities of car-fi'ee culture while maximising the'Winnipeg context. A good

promotional campaign will be flexible enough to accommodate the variety of approaches

to being car-fi'ee while capitalising on people's tendency to iink their activities, including

tlansportation-related activity, to self-identity.

If communicated as a cohesive, committed goal of a sustainable, diverse and

equitable transportation system, citizen supporl for car-free modes will be better ensured

from the outset. A collaborative planning approach means citizens will have helped to

build the vision and the policies themselves. Tliis requires a strong emphasis on

engagement embedded in all transportation-related policy. The approach of

SpeakUpWinnipeg cunently being taken with the review of the development plan is a

good platfonn for active engagement that is generating a lot of opinions and ideas.

The recommendations were both informed by the research into car-free culture

and in turn will help to foster a stronger car-free culture in Winnipeg. They are also

broad enough to travel beyond Winnipeg's borders to other cities. By introducing

diffelent assumptions into the current "predict and provide" approach (see Section 2.6),

the cycle described in the outline of the study (Section 1.2) can begin to be broken and a

new one intloduced, one where car-free culture self-perpetuates and becomes more

normalised.

For car-fi'ee culture to truly thrive would take many years of concefted effoft.

The vision of car'-free as a viable lifestyle choice and car-fi'ee culture as a normal,

mainstream part of life is a very long-tenn one, but it begins with tlie way all people think
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and express the very idea of transportation. This is something that any individual can

begin to change today.

The final section conclucles the stucly, revisiting the purpose and research goals of

this inquiry, and also identilring areas fol furtlier research.

5.6 Conclusion ünd Areus for Furtlter Reseørclt

Much has changed in Winnipeg since I moved here in 2005 to study city

planning; less with infrastructnre as with public attitudes. People are talking about

transpofiation differently now. I still feel somewhat out-of-place on city streets, but this

is a better time than ever to be in Winnipeg advocating for sustainable transpofiation.

The clianges that are happening are gaining momentum and the potential for

improvements to the car-free experience is enormous.

This shift seems to be in step with activities happening across the conntry and

globally. While car culture is alive and well, even growing in many developing

countries, tlie drawbacks of car dependerrce are increasingly being addressed. Both

Tolonto and Vancouver have each recently restricted a lane of traffic along a rnajor

commuter route to bicycles or-rly. New York City is testing an exchange of cars for chairs

in Tinres Square. J.H. Crawfold has released a book entitled Carfree Design Manual.

Cities that are rnaking more roonl for buses, bicycles and pedestrians are embracing

Litman's (2009b) idea of the future of transportation.

The goal of this thesis was to gain an understanding of car-free culture and to

explore the possibilities of this perspective for city plamring that is inclusive and offers a

variety of viable tlanspoltation options to all citizens. Insight into car-free cultule in the
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Winnipeg context reveals an emerging perspective with potential to inform policy and

marketing in the interests of a more sustainable transportation system and better

transportation choices for citizens.

Fonr research questions were posed and answered in the study. The filst asked:

what are the perspectives and values embedded in the prevailing transportation discoulse

in Winnipeg? Findings show that tliey match those of car culture, as described in the

literature review, Chapter 2. The analysis of the radio program demonstrates how

mainstream discourse is a hindrance to more sustainable transportation because it does

not challenge the assumptions of car culture and so does not push the boundaries of

existing policy or behaviour.

Second, what are the perspectives and values ernbedded in the discour'se of

Winnipeggers living car-free? There are son'ìe similar characteristics between car culture

and car-free culture, but generally each has different perspectives and represents diverse

values (see Section 4.5). The discourse of individuals living car-free therefore offers a

new set of assumptions from which city plamrers can draw.

The third question asked: based on the perspectives and values revealed in car-

fi'ee discoul'se, can there be a profile created of car-fi'ee culture in Winnipeg and if so,

how can this profile be described? A detailecl profile of car-free culture is depicted in

Section 4.3. To surrrnarise, the study found that while car-free culture is apploached

differently by different people, there are corlmon characteristics. Since car-free culture

happens in the public realm, it means feeling comected to surrounding people and

environments. It is practical but requires flexibility and planning ahead, often achieved

by using multiple modes and functioning best at a local level. While car-fi'ee culture can
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be liberating and thejourney an enjoyabìe experience unto itself, personal safety and the

power imbalance wlien sharing the road with cars are always a concern. Though there

are grades of deliberation in choosing to be car-free, the choice tends to be linkecl to

one's self-ide¡tity. While car-free culture can be characterised, it is in its early stages as

the social aspect that builds and reinforces a culture is lacking.

Finally, what policy directions do the findings suggest would better support car-

free culture? Chapter 5 lists policy dilections to encourage, facilitate and promote car-

free culture. Being mindftrl of the idea of cal-free culture in all related discourse and

civic engagement may benefit our transportation system. By encouraging the idea of car-

free culture in language; facilitating car-free culture in infrastructure, l'egulation, policy

and fuldi¡g; and, by actively promoting car-free lifestyles, new realities can emerge in

Winnipeg's future where car-free culture takes on a life of its own.

This research is a small, theoretically-based component of the broad issue of

sustainable, multi-modal transpoltation. The study points to the following areas of

applied research wliich may be explored fiom here:

. Engage citizens in targeted, localisecl areas in a community-based social

marketing prograln which identifies barriels to living car-free and works to

remove them effectively. This could be done collaboratively with Resource

Conservation Manitoþa, with the fmdings from this study applied to help inform

the program.

o Broadly survey citizens' attitudes towards winter aud explore ways to increase

car-fi.ee activity in winter. This would help to inforln the details of a wintel
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campaign, including budget, approach, content, length of time, tone and target

audience.

Use a collaborative planning framework to design a series of focus groups (or

othel collaborative format) on living car-free with those who may not have

previously considered this as an option. This would test out the theory of

collaborative planning to see if and how people changed their behaviour after

being introduced to the potentially new reality of living car-fi'ee.

Research the discourse and philosophical approaches of cities which have

successfully reduced car dependence. This will show the effects of language and

ideology on nnderstanding, attitude and behaviorrr on the topic of transportation.

Research the specific role of the planner in implementing a car-fì'ee promotional

carnpaign. While planners do not traditionally engage in the promotiou of

activities, they may play an integral role in a rnarketing strategy to reduce car

dependence, such as informing approaches or making links to complementary

infrastructure and programming.

Design a regional transportation plan, including interviews with Beaver Bus

Lines, Greyhound Canada and other interested private or co-operative bus

companies for their level of interest in contributing to a legional transportation

service.

These are early days for car-free culture in Winnipeg, wliich has a long way to go

before it is a fully-developed part of ordinary society. HoweveL, now is an oppofiune

tirne for car-free culture to gain momentum in Winnipeg: awareness is rising of the issues

around car culture, and local initiatives ale already underway tliat liave a lot of potential
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to inspire fundamental cultural shifts simply by their approach, which are true to

collaborative planning. New transpoltation realities may be in store in Wiruripeg's near

future.
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Appendix A: Sample Critical Discourse Analysis

Figure 4: Sign on Wolseley Avenue, Winnipeg. Photograph: K. Walsh.

This sign is located along a street that is closed to motor vehicle through-traffic on

Sundays to make way for recreation, such as cycling. The sign is a good text for critical

discourse analysis because it indicates several telling assumptions about transportation in

Winnipeg which compound the distinct power inequality between the modes, without

ever acknowledging the true nature of that power inequality. The following issues are

raised upon critical discourse analysis of the sign:

1. "Vehicle tlaffic" clearly does not include the bicycle, but only motor vehicles.

How are bicycles neither vehicles nor traffic?

2. This exclusivity of the term "vehicle traffìc" implies that motor vehicles are a

more serious mocie of transportation used by adults with someplace to go, and

puts cyclists ìn their place as law-breaking individuals of leisure in the way of the
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J.

real road users. Cyclists may behave as though they have a right to use the street,

but the lack of the word "too" af the end of the sentence implies that they do not.

The power imbalance is totally turned on its head. It is condescending to remind

cyclists of the "dght" of the car because the car itself, with its speed, power and

sheltered driver, already asserts that. A sign reminding the less powerful road

user of the more powerful user's rights is redundant (see Section 4.3.2.1).

Therefore, the sign is the reverse of what it should be: motor vehicles being

reminded of other road users. At the very least, a sign reminding all users to share

the road, the likes of which canbe found in Winnipeg, would be much more

egalitarian and reasonable

Finally, to blatantly state that vehicle lrafftc, meaning in this case motor vehicles,

has a "right" to use the street is completely inaccurate. Driving a motor vehicle is

a licensed privilege (see Section 2. 5 . 1 ) and a sign like this only serves to further

confuse this misunderstood concept.

4.

5.
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Appendix ts: Interview Ilecruitment Advertisement

Attention bus riders. pedestrians. cvclists,..

Do you choose to take the bus, walk, skateboard, cycle
or otherwise get around without a car?

Then share your perspective!

I am a Graduate student researching the travel experiences of

people who choose not to drive.

If you are over 18 and interested in participating in an interview,

please call T83-4035

or email notdriving@mts.net

Approved by the University of Manitoba Joint-Faculty Research Ethics Board
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Appendix C: Interview Questions

Name
Age range
Occupation
Main mode(s)
How long used

Nmnbers indicate theme
1. Personal
What are your reasons for not driving?

2. Social
How do people in your social circle (friends, family) get around?

Do you think that not driving affects your social life in any way?

lSense of dependence, can't offir rides, limits social interaction...l

How do people react when the find out you don't drive lhave a car?

lassume lhat you drive/ltave a car? Hov, do you deal with that assumption and the
associalions that come with it (unlimited mobility, expect to arrive looking a certain
tuay...)

Do you feel you are part of a community based on the fact that you walk/cycle/take the
bus?

1. Personal
Do you ever wish you had a car?

3. Time
How do you feel about the amount of time you spend travelling the way you do?

llf have a sense of time wasted: how do you compensate for lost time? - ie, trip chain,
won't go, change modes, multi-task...]

What goes through your mind when you are walking/cycling/etc?
fie - think inwardly, or external, watching surroundings?]

4. Space

Shov, maps: Can you show me and how you might get from home to work/grocery store?
Talk about it.

lNole. anything they would change, recommendations, reasons for taking routes they dol

What if you were to go to [mall close to home]?

Compare walking down Corydon Ave to walking down Pembina
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Compare cycling on V/ellington Crescent to cycling on Pembina/Disraeli

Compare wailingfor a bus at Graham and Vaughan to waiting for one outside Grant Park
Mall

1. Personal
Do you think that not driving says something about you? What does it say?

5. Ideological
Shov, car ad: How do you feel/what do you think when you see these ads?

6. Experience
V/hat makes you feel good when you are walking/cycling/on the bus?

Does anything about walking/cycling/taking the bus bring out negative thoughts/feelings?

lappr ehens ion, frus tr ati on...l

7. Implications
How do you feel when you think about the future of walking/cycling/bus riding in
Winnipeg?

What would you do to improve life without a car in Winnipeg?
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.A.ppendix D: Questionnaire

1. Vision
Participants indicate they have a piecemeal understanding of what is currently happening
with sustainable transportation at the municipal level. Examples include:

E they have seen a hybrid bus but they have never heard of WinSmarl
n they have heard rumours of some rail line being turned into a bike trail but they

don't know where it is or why it is being converted
. general confusion about the City's stance on rapid transit

In youl opinion, is the City of Winnipeg clearly communicating a cohesive vision for
sustainable transpoftation to its citizens? If not, why not?

1.a. I{ow do you think communication of a sustainable transpoftation vision could be
improved?

2. Priority
Participants generally indicated that they feel as though the car always has priority over
other modes, based on things like parking, funding and driver behaviour. From your
point of view, what mode is the top priority in Winnipeg: car, bus, bicycle, walking,
other? What are your reasons for this?

2.a. Do you think this is the best way to prioritise local transportation? If not, what
would be the best way, in your opinion?

3. Political will
Some participants believe that local politicians are reluctant to take bold steps in shifting
transpoftation towards more sustainable modes in Winnipeg. Can you comment on this?

4. Marketing
For one part of the study, participants were asked to comment on some printed car
advertisements. [In a few cases, this sparked a discussion on transit marketing.] Car
companies spend heavily on marketing their products in creative, unusual, even offensive
ways. In your opinion, does the City of Winnipeg/Winnipeg Transit focus enough on
marketing alternative modes? If not, why not?

4.a.Do you think that alternatives could benefit from marketing techniques used in the
auto industry, such as linking a product to a lifestyle or using an attention-grabbing
slogan?

4.b. Do you think Winnipeg Transit promotes itself sufficiently to families, youth and
children?

5. Gas prices
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Gas prices are rising to unprecedented levels. Several participants pointed to thrs as an
opportunity for alternative modes to make some headway. Do you see rising gas prices
as a useful tool in the promotion of public transit in Winnipeg?

6. Cost
Parlicipants commented that bus fare has been raised several times over the past few
years. What effect does an increase in fares have on ridership?

6.a.It is very costly for a family of four to ride transit. How could Winnipeg Transit
better accommodate families to at least maintain that ridership base or perhaps increase
it?

7. Downtown Safety
Participants generally indicated they feel quite safe downtown, some even at night, but
that they would feel safer if there were more people about. In your opinion, would more
residential development downtown help improve both the perception of safety and the
overall image of downtown?

7.a. Are there long-range plans to increase the residential population of the downtown
core? If not, why not?

8. Walkability/Bike-ability
All participants said they prefer to walk on Corydon than on Pembina and some would
like to see more streets like Corydon which have a pedestrian-friendly atmosphere. Do
you think Winnipeg would benefit from more streets specifically designed for pedestrian
ftafftc?l
Participants said they would rather cycle on Wellington than on Pembina. Do you think
Winnipeg would benefit from streets designed primarily for bicycle traffic?

8.a. Are there long-range plans to design more pedestrian-oriented streets in Winnipeg?
If not, why not?/
Are there long-range plans to design more bicycle-oriented streets in Winnipeg? If not,
why not?

9. Car sharing
Most participants indicated that a car would be useful once in a while. Do you see a role
for the City of Winnipeg/Province of Manitoba in a local/regional car-sharing service?
Please explain.

10. Weather
Participants linked transpofiation mode very heavily to seasons and weather. Do you
think Winnipeg would benefit from a campaign to encourage citizens to embrace the
winter, with the goal of facilitating more year-round active transportation?

10.a. If so, what role do you see the City of Winnipeg/Province of Manitoba playing in
this?
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1 1. Region
One of the things which participants said they found most difficult about living without a
car was getting out of the city. Do you think it would be feasible or even desirable to
increase transit service to outlying areas/establish a regional transit system for Winnipeg
CMA for those without a car? Why or why not?

1 1.a. If so, do you see a role for Winnipeg Transit/the Province in regional
transpofiation?

12. Other cities
Most participants drew examples from other cities when trying to come up with ways to
improve life without a car here in Winnipeg. How useful do you think it is for the City of
Winnipeg to borow from other cities for ideas on improvements to public and active
tlansporlation, such as walkable communities/rapid transit/ multi-use sidewalks (Holland)
or free bicycles (Paris)?

13. Car-free culture
"Car-free cultute" can be described like this [please see attached CarFreeProf,rle.doc/.
'What are three specific planning policy recommendations you could draw from these
findings?

13.a. For decades, cities have developed around the assumption of car ownership. In
your opinion, is "car-free culture" a useful guideline for future planning in Winnipeg?
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Appendix E: Interview Consent Form

CONSBNT FORM

Research Project Title: Alternative Transportation Culture: An Exploration of Non-Driving Travel
Discourse and Subsequent Policy hnplications

Researcher: Katy Walsh, Graduate Student, University of Manitoba

This consent form, a copy of which will be left with you for your records and reference, is only part
of the process of informed consent. It should give you the basic idea of what the research is about
and what your participation will involve. If you would like more detail about something mentioned
here, or information not included here, you should feel free to ask. Please take the time to read this
carefully and to understand any accompanying information.

l. Purpose
The purpose ofthe research is to understand the experiences ofnon-drivers as they transpoft themselves
around Winnipeg.

The objectives ofthe study are first, to recount the experiences ofnon-drivers and second, to develop a
profile from the interviews of a non-driving travel culture in Winnipeg.

2. Procedure
The panicipant will be interviewed only once, in a place agreed upon by the par-ticipant and the researcher,
suchasacaféorpubliclibrary,andlastingapproximatelyonehour. Theinterviewwill consistofsixrnain
question themes based on the literature review. The approach is semi-structured and the questions are
open-ended in this way to allow the participant to speak fieely. The participant will be asked to identify
him or herself but may decline to do so or may give an alias.

3. Risks and Benefits
Minimal risk is anticipated. Benefits to the participants include an opportunity to share experiences and
views on local transpoft and to have these experiences documented, which many eventually lead to
improvements to transpoftation and to personal experiences. Also, participants who decide to read the final
docunrent may learn about the experiences of others in similar situations.

4. Recording
A digital audio recorder will be used. The participant may decline to be audio-taped.

5. Confidentiality
Only the researcher will have access to the information collected and to the identity of the participant.
Confidentiality will be protected by keeping all documentation of the interview accessible only to the
researcher. The participant will not be required to provide any personal information apart from that which
the participant wishes to give, and anonymity will be guaranteed by using aliases in place of real names in
the final thesis; anything said by a participant may appear in the paper, but no true identity will be attached
to any statement. This will be stated outright at the interview. The participant may end the interview at
any time and/or rnay choose not to answer any questions he/she does not wish to. Additionally, the
participant may have the recording device turned off for all or a portion of the interview. These choices do
not in any way affect their rights as a participant. Data will be stored on a personal computer and backed
up on disc accessible only to the researcher in a secured residence. On or before September 2008,
following submission of the final draft of the thesis, all digital transcriptions will be erased and all hard
copies of transcriptions will be destroyed in a paper shredder.
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6. Feedback
Feedback will be made available to the participant following the analysis of the interview if the participant
wishes. This will be given to the participant by email or delivered in person by the researcher, whichever
the participant prefers.

Would you like to receive feedback? Yes No

If Yes, please indicate how you would like feedback to be delivered:

7. Credit or Remuneration.
No credit or renluneration will be provided.

Your signature on this form indicates that you have understood to your satisfaction the information
regarding participation in the research project and agree to participate as a participant. ln no way
does this waive your legal rights nor release the researchers, sponsors, or involved institutions from
their legal and professional responsibilities. You are free to withdraw from the study at any time,
and /or refrain from answering any questions you prefer to omit, without prejudice or consequence.
Your continued participation should be as informed as your initial consent, so you should feel free to
ask for clarification or new information throughout your participation.

Researcher: Katy Walsh: 783-4035
Supervisor: Dr. David van Vliet: 474-7176

This research has been approved by the Joint Faculty Research Ethics Board. If you have any
concerns or complaints about this project you may contact any of the above-named persons or the
Human Ethics Secretariat at 474-7122, or e-mail margaret_bowman@umanitoba.ca. A copy of this
consent form has been given to you to keep for your records and reference.

Participant's Signature Date

Researcher and/or Delegate's Signature Date
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Appendix F: Questionnaire Consent Form

CONSENT FORM

Research Project Title; Alternative Transportation Culture: An Exploration of Car-Free Travel Discourse
and Subsequent Policy Implications

Researcher: Katy Walsh, Graduate Student, University of Manitoba

This consent form, a copy of which will be left with you for your records and reference, is only part
oftheprocessofinformedconsent. Itshouldgiveyouthebasicideaofwhattheresearchisabout
and what your participation will involve. If you would like more detail about something mentioned
here, or information not included here, you should feel free to ask. Please take the time to read this
carefully and to understand any accompanying information.

l. Purpose
The purpose ofthe research is to seek ways to inco¡porate a car-free perspective into local transpoúation
policy. The objectives of the study are first, to use the findings from interviews with those living car-free
as a point of discussion on the urban planner's role in improving local transportation systems and second,
to find solutions to improve the experiences of users of alternative modes of transportation in Winnipeg.

2. Procedures
The participant is asked to complete a questionnaire stemming fiom interviews with 'Winnipeggers living
car-fi'ee. The questions are open-ended to allow the participant to answer íÌeely.

3. Risks and Benefits
Minirnal risk is anticipated. Participants will benefit from the opportunity to express what is needed to
improve local alternative transpoftation, which may contribute to those improvements directly.

4. Confidentiality
Only the researcher will have access to the information collected and to the identity of the participant.
Confidentiality will be protected by keeping all documentation of the questionnaire accessible only to the
researcher. The participant will not be required to provide any personal information apart frorn that which
the participant wishes to give. Anonymity will be guaranteed by not attaching the participant's true identity
to any statement. The participant may end the questionnaire at any time and/or may choose not to answer
any questions he/she does not wish to. These choices do not in any way affect the participant's lights as a
participant. Data will be stored on a personal computer and backed up on disc accessible only to the
reseal'cher in a secured residence. On or before September 2008, following submission of the final draft of
the thesis, all digital transcriptions will be erased and all hard copies of transcriptions will be destroyed in a
paper shredder.

5. Feedback
Feedback will be made available to the pafticipant following the analysis of the questionnaire if the
participant wishes. This will be given to the participant by email or delivered in person by the researcher,
wh ichever the participant prefers.

Would you like to receive feedback? Yes No

lf Yes, please indicate how you would like feedback to be delivered:
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6. Credit or Remuneration.
No credit or remuneration will be provided.

Your signature on this form indicates that you have understood to your satisfaction the information
regarding participation in the research project and agree to participate as a participant. In no way
does this waive your legal rights nor release the researchers, sponsors, or involved institutions from
their legal and professional responsibilities. You are free to withdraw from the study at any time,
and /or refrain from answering any questions you prefer to omit, without prejudice or consequence.
Your continued participation should be as informed as your initial consent, so you should feel free to
ask for clarification or new information throughout your participation.

Researcher: Katy Walsh: 783-4035
Supervisor: Dr. David van Vliet: 414-7116

This research has been approved by the Joint Faculty Research Ethics Board. Ifyou have any
concerns or complaints about this project you may contact any ofthe above-named persons or the
Human Ethics Secretariat at 474-7122, or e-mail margaret_bowman@umanitoba.ca. A copy of this
consent form has been given to you to keep for your records and reference.

Participant's Signature Date

Researcher and/or Delegate's Signature Date

Your response to the questionnaire indicates informed consent
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